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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This report identifies the data acquisition system capabilities
expected to be available in the 1980 time period as part of operational
Earth observation missions. By data acquisition system is meant the
sensor platform (spacecraft or aircraft), the sensors themselves and
the communication system. The acquisition system, together with the
data handling system (not analyzed in detail here), would comprise
the total observation system.
In addition to the projections of future operational capabilities
this study has two other objectives. The first is to identify the
technology efforts needed to bring the presumed capabilities for the
most promising options to fruition. Second, it is hoped that the
study of future operational capabilitie~ together with the actual
performance of the intervening development programs (ERTS, Skylab,
and the Earth Resources Aircraft Program) can act as a catalyst to
the iterative process that will eventually lead to the proper balance
between capabilities and user requirements.
Future capabilities and support requirements are projected for
the following sensors:
• Film Camera; on board processing per Lunar Orbiter.
• Return beam vidicon; of the type to be aboard ERTS A and B.
• Multispectral scanner; of the type to be aboard ERTS A; five
bands in the visual through the near IR.
• Infrared scanner; one band in the thermal IR; also a sixth
band of a multispectral scanner of the type to be aboard
ERTS B.
• Infrared radiometer.
• Microwave scanner.
• Microwave radiometer.
• Coherent side-looking radar.
• Scatterometer.
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Results of the study are presented for the most part in para-
metric form. For each sensor class, charts are shown that depict
swath width and spatial resolution (and, as appropriate, temperature
resolution) as functions of the sensor design parameters; projected
technology boundaries are also shown. Companion charts of data ac-
quisition rates and spacecraft weights are included.
In addition to these sensor-related results, parametric analyses
were also conducted in the following areas:
Spacecraft Orbit Selection. Awide variety of orbit inclina-
tions, eccentricities and altitudes were investigated. It is
concluded that eccentric orbits offer no advantages for sensors
that depend on proper solar illumination; the circular sun-
synchronous orbit is the most desirable. For sensors that oper-
ate in the thermal IR or microwave portions of the spectrum,
however, one particular eccentric orbit seems attractive, namely
the stationary perigee orbit. At inclinations of 63 degrees and
117 degrees the location of perigee remains fixed in the orbit
plane. Thus perigee can be located over any desired latitude
(the continental United States, for example) and it will remain
there indefinitely. The corresponding low altitude enhances the
performance of this particular group of sensors.
Certain user needs may best be fulfilled by a very frequent (one
day or less) coverage interval. Such frequencies can be readily
attained from geosynchronous orbits. 'If the resolution capa-
bility is adequate from such an altitude, this orbit class will
also be attractive.
Cloud cover effects. Cloud cover statistics have been assembled
for all resource regions within the continental United States,
Alaska and nearby waters. For each region, summary curves are
shown that relate expected cumulative surface coverage to the
actual and desired coverage frequency. These charts also
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implicitly contain information concerning the effect of multiple
satellites. It is concluded that for the United States as a
whole, for instance, if at least 90 percent of the country is
to be viewed during a given interval, up to four properly lo-
cated satellites will be needed.
Aircraft coverage capabilities. The role of aircraft-borne
sensor platforms as part of an operational Earth observation
system would most likely be that of an adjunct, rather than as
a competitor, to satellite-borne sensors. However, since the
proper mix of aircraft and satellites cannot be specified at
this time, the aircraft coverage analysis is predicated on cov-
erage of the continental United States solely by aircraft. This
study approach thus ensures the inclusion of data appropriate
to the reduced coverage requirements of aircraft when used in
conjunction with satellites.
Two distinct aircraft usage concepts were investigated. The
first is the use of a special purpose fleet of aircraft to cover
the resource areas of interest. The second is the use of com-
mercial air carriers that already overfly much of the country.
The results show that the flexibility of scheduling and logis-
tics associated with a special fleet make it superior to the
commercial air carriers in both coverage capability and number
of planes (or payloads) required. For instance, twelve twin
engine turbojets can adequately cover all resource areas investi-
gated in the span of two' weeks--on1y a fraction of the commercial
airliners that would have to be equipped to obtain similar cov-
erage. The use of a special fleet would also avoid the complexity
of determining appropriate subsidies, obviate the need for FAA
re-certification, and so forth.
Communications system. Communication system capabilities and
limitations are defined in terms of real time data transmission,
the contribution of onboard data storage, and the potential
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benefits of advanced (millimeter wave and laser) systems. This
investigation shows that several alternatives exist which provide
a satisfactory means of te1emetering the sensor data to the
ground for processing. These range from improved ground capa-
bility, to the use of non real-time transmission modes, to the
development of data relay satellites or advanced communications
systems. Any particular approach to be followed in actual opera-
tions would be determined by the sensors employed on the data
acquisition system and their corresponding data generation rates,
coverage, and operational constraints.
In addition to the parametric analyses, the study also includes
about 35 specific examples of spaceborne and airborne data acquisi-
tion systems. These were arrived at by employing user requirements
established in prior studies as design goals for the data acquisition
systems. Since it was suggested earlier than an iteration between
requirements and capabilities is essential, one might infer that the
requirements documented to date (including those used in this study)
do not necessarily reflect the real needs of the user community; this
inference is correct. Neverthe.1 ess, they represent the bes t i nforma-
tion at our disposal and, through the example acquisition systems, do
provide a focus for the more promising systems and their associated
technology requirements. Based, then, on the sample acquisition sys-
tems thus defined, certain other conclusions evolve:
• Not all of the user requirements (or, more precisely, re-
quirements as we understand them) can be met by 1980.
Nevertheless, a rather advanced level of' aCQuisition system
performance could be achieved by that time period.
• Aircraft or satellites will be limited because of weight to
one primary sensor, plus perhaps the small lightweight
radiometers, unless the largest launch vehicles (Titan III DISCS
or shuttle) are employed. This is not to imply, however,
that a multipurpose satellite design compatible with various
sensors would not be desirable.
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• Many technology requirements exist in the realm of sensors
and communications systems. Ultimately, of course, it will
be the judgment of those responsible for the technology
developments per se that will dictate those to be pursued.
But this study has uncovered certain critical technologies
(i.e., essential for the sensor to possess the capabilities
and/or support requirements ascribed it here) that should be
mentioned. These critical technologies are listed below:
Film Camera. Thin base film anti-ferrotyping; laser commu-
nications system.
RBV. Larger format and more lines/mm.
Scanning Devices. Lightweight mirror technology; larger
detector arrays; long life, lightweight, low temperature
IR cooling systems.
Microwave Sensors. Large, lightweight, high tolerance
antennas.
Spectral resolution and coverage capabilities are not included
in this study primarily because the associated requirements are even
more nebulous than those associated with spatial resolution and cover-
age. Consideration of this added dimension would, however, likely
add to this list of critical technologies.
To conclude this summary on a less ambiguous note, it is our
judgment that an operational system will require spatial resolution
better than that which can be achieved from ERTS. Because of the
Wide-spread feeling that multispectral data will yield information
of great utility to large segments of the user community, it seems
apparent that furtherance of the scanner technologies mentioned above
will prove to be most fruitful. But as contingency against the possi-
bility that unambiguous multispectral signature analysis will not be
realized, a portion of the available resources should be devoted to-
ward the appropriate film camera technologies.
v
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past, most studies that dealt with Earth observations had
as their objective an identification of the requirements of the user
community and, in some cases, estimates of the benefits that would
accrue if such requirements could be met. This stuqy concentrates
instead on the other aspect of Earth observations, namely the logistic
and technological capabilities. However, in order to ensure that the
study is undertaken in the proper context, this introduction is expanded
to include a brief discussion of the important user requirement parameters
that must be considered when examining system capabilities.
Purpose and Scope
A consequence of focusing past attention on requirements is that
there is now a paucity of data concerning operational capabilities of
space-borne and air-borne observation systems. To help fill this void was
the original purpose of this study. As the study progressed, and also as
additional discussions were held with individuals who have had a continuing
association with Earth survey missions in general, a potentially more
important reason for a study such as this has emerged. And this ,has to
do with using projected operational capabilities as a catalyst to an
iterative process that will hopefully result in a better approximation of
the performance acceptable to the users. The feeling in various Quarters
is that not all of the reQuirements set forth thus far represent the
needs of the user community that will ultimately emerge from the compro-
mises between perceived reQuirements and evolving capabilities. To the
extent this feeling is warranted it has important conseQuences, par-
ticularly in those cases in which the stated reQuirements are of minor
importance to the user but which nevertheless impose stringent techno-
logical or operational demands on the aCQuisition system. The thought
has emerged, then, that perhaps reQuirements (acceptable performance)
can only realistically be defined in light of actual capabilities.
Initially these capabilities might be simply as projected by a study
such as this, but ultimately, as some have suggested, meaningful state-
ments of reQuirements may have to await a demonstrated pre-operational
capability.
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With the foregoing as a prelude the objectives of this study can
therefore be summarized as follows:
(1) postulate future operational capabilities for Earth observation
data acquisition systems;
(2) identify critical technology items;
(3) in so doing, provide the impetus for an iteration between
requirements and capabilities.
Capabilities are expressed in this report in terms of spatial and
temperature resolutions, swath width and frequency of coverage. In some
cases the capabilities are constrained by communication system limita~
tions; in other cases by launch vehicle performance capabilities; and in
still others, of course, by projected sensor technologies themselves.
A broad range of sensor classes is investigated, from the small light-
weight radiometers, through film cameras and multispectral scanners to
coherent side-looking 'radars.
As used in this study an "acqu isition system" consists of the
sensor(s); the subsystems necessary to provide functional support for the
sensor; a communication system including, as appropriate, data relay
satellites; and, of course, the carrier vehicle itself. This latter
category includes both satellites 'and aircraft.
Specifically not analyzed in detail is the ground data reduction,
analysis and distribution system. This aspect of the total system was
not considered in detail primarily because of time and manpower limita-
tions - certainly not because it is of secondary importance. (One could
argue, of course, that a study of the ground data handling system conducted
before the ranges of data rates and the information content associated
with operational acquisitions are established would be premature.)
Certain data handling system concepts, however, are discussed later in
the report. This discussion, together with the results of the main
effort, could form the basis of a separate study that addresses this
nebulous, but vitally important, question of how data becomes information.
The time period assumed in this study for the operational Earth
observation program is between the late 1970s and early 1980s; the
technology projections are made accordingly. It would seem likely that
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even during this operational phase, developmental missions for even more
advanced systems would be carried out but these are not considered here.
A final comment, dealing with intervening development programs between
now and the late 1970's, is necessary to properly introduce this report.
In brief, it is assumed without exception that such programs will affirm
the feasibility of obtaining and handling data in a manner consistent
with useful Earth resources surveys. For instance it is assumed (not
unreasonably) that the ERTS satellites will function more or less as
intended and that the experience gained in handling ERTS data will point
the way toward promising techniques for handling the larger amount of
data that will emanate from operational systems. Several other examples
of good outcomes from the development programs could be cited but one
more will hopefully make the point that needs to be made: Aircraft test
flights of a 24 channel multispectral scanner will soon begin. The
question here is not whether the resolution expected in each spectral region
will be realized. Rather, the important questions are (1) will the art
of multispectral signature analysis be advanced to the point where useful
information can be extracted from the data by (or for) the agricultural!
forestry community and (2) will the results of the test program enable us
to build scanners having far fewer channels and that yet provide unambigu-
ous signatures. We assume affirmative answers in each case.
These kinds of assumptions are a necessary foundation for the analysis
carried out in this type of study.
User Requirement Considerations
The results contained herein are predominately in parametric form
and are independent of user requirements. Specific examples of data
acquisition systems were extracted from the parametric results, however,
and were arrived at by considering the requirements as we understand
them. Where it is of importance, only the requirements associated with
terrain observations of the continental United States, Alaska and nearby
waters are included. Again, the primary reason for this restriction was
the manpower limitations.
User requirements are originally formulated in terms of data needed,
but subsequently must be transformed into system operational or performance
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requirements. These are generally specified in terms of spectral
resolution and coverage. spatial resolution and coverage. and area coverage
frequency. With all observation systems (aircraft. satellite. or what-
ever). resolution. area coverage. and frequency of coverage are all
interrelated. and in some cases impose very demanding constraints. Care
must be exercised in attempting to satisfy such constraints. particularly
. . .
over an extended period of time (assumed in this study to be one year).
for such simultaneous diverse constraints can result in the unwitting
specification of requirements that are inordinately severe and in some
cases even physically impossible to meet. For example. it is impossi-
ble to obtain solar elevation angles greater than 50 deg in Alaska due
to its high latitude. and values this high occur only during the summer.
Discussed below are some of the operational parameters which. in
addition to the sensor design parameters. are important considerations
in the specification of an Earth observation system. As a first i11ustra-
tiona situation can be envisioned in which it may be possible to
simultaneously meet some specified coverage frequency and resolution but
only by employing such a narrow field of view (swath width) that
incomplete surface coverage exists after the coverage interval. If a
further requirement of 100 percent coverage is imposed then the only
recourse is multiple satellites (or additional aircraft).
The sensor platform altitude is an important operational
parameter since it affects resolution and swath width (the width of
the area that can be viewed at anyone time). The higher the plat-
form the more area that can be viewed but with a corresponding de-
crease in resolution. Resolution can theoretically be regained by
reducing the field of view. but all things being equal. it is not
the best approach since higher altitudes require more sophisticated
sensors. better stabilization. and more energy to achieve the higher
position. All things are. of course. not equal. Reducing the alti-
tude necessitates smaller swath widths and. in the case of satellites.
shorter times over the data readout centers. and if low enough. orbit
perturbations due to atmospheric drag.
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Although aircraft offer high resolution from their relatively low
altitudes their swath width restrictions are quite severe, being limited
to a side view of about 45 deg from the nadir since this angle yields
about the maximum tolerable resolution deterioration and spatial distor-
tion. From satellites orthogonality is rarely a consideration since most
of the viewing is of features essentially directly below. Equatorial
orbits are an exception, however, since the United States is centered at
about 40 deg N. latitude.
Perhaps the most stringent constraints come from lighting require-
ments (or solar elevation angles) since most of the viewing, at least for
visible and near IR observations, should be made with the sun no lower
than 30 deg above the horizon--a condition which exists only eight hours
per day. Furthermore certain requirements may dictate that not only must
the observations be made during daylight but that they be made at a
constant local time. This further restricts the choice of orbits for
satellites and limits the utility of aircraft.
Obviously no single observation system can satisfy all operating
constraints. The analysis of these constraints (and the attendant limi-
tations on physical capabilities), as presented in this report, is
intended as a guide for the future specification of operational criteria.
This is so that the unintentional specification of operational inconsis-
tencies can be avoided and the resultant technological requirements will
be stated as realistically as possible.
5
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2. ORBIT ANALYSIS
The process of orbit selection for an Earth observation satellite
consists of attempting to obtain the desired viewing conditions on the
surface while satisfying the operational limitations imposed by orbital
dynamics. The orbit analysis presented here attempts to clarify these
limitations; it is not intended to relate user requirements to sensor
capabilities from differing orbits. Instead, this section considers only
the effects of different orbits on the various user defined parameters
and is specifically intended to help those readers not familiar with
orbit mechanics understand orbit imposed constraints. Included are
analyses of eccentric orbits and multiple satellites, as are the effects
of atmospheric drag on the orbit selection process. The section concludes
with a discussion of some long term effects of orbit insertion errors.
Integer Orbits
The general class of orbits considered are those which have (approxi-
mately) an integral number of revolutions per day~ Since it is desirable
to obtain complete coverage of the Earth's surface, the orbits are defined
so that the drift, or distance, between adjacent orbit traces covers the
Earth's surface in a contiguous manner. The Earth's oblateness which
causes this drift can be used to advantage in order to obtain complete
surface coverage. The apparent daily drift of the orbit trace (or,
equivalently, regression of the node) can be selected so as to nearly
compensate for the Earth's daily rotation. Therefore these orbits have
approximately an integral number of revolutions per day. It is important
to understand that at a specified latitude the first orbit of each day
is displaced from the first orbit of the previous day by a constant
distance. If 100 percent coverage is to be achieved, this distance (the
ground trace distance) must be smaller than the swath width capability
of the sensor; if the swath width is too small, complete coverage can
never be obtained.
In the discussion that follows, the number of orbits per day is
denoted by Nwhile the number of days until the ground track would be
repeated is denoted by T. Note that T defines the coverage interval so
* Amore complete discussion of integer orbits can be found in
Appendix A and Ref. 1.
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J ~
-3 n N~ cos I
that any particular surface area will be covered twice in T days, once
from the north to south pass and once from the south to north pass.
It may appear that the definition of T is ambiguous because of the
double coverage after T days. But such a definition is necessary since
T is the minimum time for complete surface coverage. The orbit traces
on the north to south passes will leave gaps in the coverage for any time
less than T days; similarly for the south to north passes. These gaps
do not totally complement each other since the orbit traces criss cross
and hence leave diamond shaped gaps in any time less than T days.
Special Cases of Integer Orbits
Two special cases are discussed. The first case is the class of
sun synchronous orbits. These orbits result in optimum lighting condi-
tions. The second case is the class of stationary perigee orbits. These
orbits result in minimum altitudes above the area to be observed.
Sun Synchronous Orbits - The sun synchronous orbits require a balance
between the regression of the node and the apparent solar motion due to
the Earth's movement about the sun. The Earth's orbital motion is about
1 deg. per day and the regression of the node (in radians per day) is given
by
where R is the Earth's radius, J2, = 0.001082, a is the semi major axis,
e is eccentricity, I is inclination, and N is the number of orbits per
day. For the values of a and e considered here the inclinations for the
sun synchronous orbit are about 97 deg. It should be emphasized that the
solar elevation angle is not constant throughout the year nor throughout
the orbit; instead the spacecraft will always pass over the same latitude
on the Earth's surface at the same local time. Due to the tilt of the
Earth's axis it is not possible to obtain constant solar elevation angles.
Stationary Perigee Orbits - The stationary perigee orbit is important
since, in gonera1, perigee can precess as much as 180 deg. in one year.
Therefore, for eccentric orbits, the variation in altitude over a particular
observation area could be significant.
:8
The Magnitude of this precession of perigee (in radians per day)
is given by
+3 'If N~ (2 - 5/2 sin 2 1)
For the critical inclinations of 63.4 deg. and 116.6 deg. the precession
rate is identically zero and perigee is stationary above a specified
latitude. For other values of I perigee may either advance or regress
in the orbi t plane. As will be ill us trated' 1ater t for any gi ven inc1i na-
tion, the change in latitude of perigee can be either northerly or
southerly depending on the initial location of perigee.
General Considerations
The time of day for the launch is an important parameter since the
local sunlight conditions (or equivalently time of day) at launch define
the pattern of lighting for the entire year after launch. For example
in the sun synchronous case a launch at local noon will place the sun at
its maximum possible elevation, i.e. Earth-Sun line will remain in the
orbit plane. A launch six hours later, however, will yield minimum solar
elevation angles since the Earth will have rotated 90 deg. and all
orbit traces will lie approximately along the terminator. It should be
noted that a midnight launch will also yield maximum elevation angles but
they will occur on the other side of the Earth from the launch point.
For the analysis of all orbits considered here the launch time of
day was assumed to occur so that the best sunlight conditions over the
United States would occur during the summer months since the preponderance
of applications require observations during that time of year. Obviously,
the effect of missing this optimum launch time (the daily launch window)
would be significant. However, such effects were not studied in detail
since this would involve an analysis of factors that might cause launch
delays and is outside the scope of this study.
The time of year of the launch also affects the observational
capability. A launch date in the late summer, for example, would not
allow sufficient time to obtain data pertaining to crops. Therefore this
study is predicated on a launch which is early enough in the year to
obtain sufficient summer coverage. A March 21 launch was assumed and,
9
as indicated above, the orbit was oriented to obtain optimum sunlight
conditions and, for eccentric orbits, low altitudes over the United
States.
Selection of Orbit Parameters
In total, eleven specific orbit classes have been investigated and
their important parameters are summarized in Table 2-1. Most of the
orbits are special cases as discussed previously; however examples of
other orbits are also included. A detailed discussion of each orbit
class follows later but first some preliminary remarks concerning possible
variations in orbit parameters ;s warranted. Many of the orbit parameters
in Table 2-1 are independent and could be given an infinite number of
numerically different values. To limit the data it is thus necessary to
determine which orbit parameters have the most significant effect on the
system capabilities.
First, it is obviou~ that the required swath width is an important
parameter. This requirement is, of course, greatest at the equator where
the orbit traces are furthest apart. Figure 2-1 illustrates the decrease
in swath required for increasing latitudes. Since the United States is
approximately centered about 40 deg. N. latitude, the required swath
width is measured at this latitude. As illustrated in the figure, however,
the requirement will decrease for higher latitudes, particularly those
which include Alaska (about 65 deg.) Figure 2-1 is based on an eccentric
sun synchronous orbit with a perigee altitude of 285 km. The results for
other orbit eccentricities are essentially identical. It should be
noted that for a given latitude the lower inclination orbits will
result in smaller swath width requirements.
Figure 2-2 shows the required swath at 40 deg N latitude as a
function of T for the various orbits. Figure 2-2 is appropriate for all
eccentricities of interest (e < 0.05). Note that the effects of inclina-
tion, however, are quite pronounced; for a given swath width the time
required for total coverage from a sun synchronous orbit is about double
that of a 50 deg. inclined orbit.
10
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Figure 2-1 Effect of Latitude on Swath Width Requirements
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For some applications, incomplete coverage may be tolerable. For
others complete coverage may be desired but the large swath width
required may degrade the spatial resolution to unacceptable values.
Data appropriate to such situations are shown in Figure 2-3 which
indicate, for a given swath width capability of the sensor and a desired
coverage interval, the percentage of the area that will in fact be
observed during the desired interval.
T has been shown to strongly affect the required swath width. But
an examination of the actual orbits reveals that T does not materially
affect the orbital parameters. The effect of T on the semi-major axis
is shown in Figure 2-4 for two orbit inclinations. Note that the value
of the semi-major axis tends to asymptotically approach a fixed value as
T is increased above about 1 week. Therefore, it is possible to select
a particular value of T with the full assurance that although it would
be happenstance if the selected value were appropriate for an actual
mission, the results of the orbit analysis will be appropriate for a wide
range of T; T = 13 was selected as representative for all I and N. It
is for this reason that throughout the remainder of this report all
orbits are referred to only by the code numbers of Table 2-1; it is
unnecessary to belabor the point that actual altitudes will vary by a
few kilometers as the coverage interval changes.
In a similar manner the eccentricity approaches an asymptotic value
as T is increased for elliptical orbits. This is not illustrated, however,
since the eccentricities are essentially constant for values of T greater
than about 5 days. In fact, the values of eccentricities are so small
that the effect on orbital parameters, other than altitude, is negligible.
The final consideration relevant to orbit selection concerns the
effects of atmospheric drag on the minimum acceptable altitude. In order
to rigorously determine the orbits that are compatible with a one year
lifetime, it is necessary to have at hand the actual ballistic parameter
and this, of course, is known with certainty only after a specific
spacecraft configuration has been established. By making certain assump-
tions, it is possible, however, to determine the compatible orbits, and by
conservatively selecting altitudes somewhat higher than the computed
values, to assure with reasonable certainty that lifetimes of at least
13
Figure 2-3 Swath Width Requirements for Incomplete Coverage at 40 Degree Latitude
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Figure 2-4 Effect of Coverage Interval on Semi-Major Axis
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one year can be achieved for all satellites appropriate to the Earth
observations missions.
The assumption is made that the spacecraft has no drag makeup
system and a power requirement of 500 watts requiring a sun-oriented
solar array of 14 m2. The end-on cross sectional area of the spacecraft
is assumed to be 1.8 m2 and the drag coefficient for the spacecraft is
taken as 2. The array drag coefficient, averaged over one orbit and
referenced to the total surface area is, from Ref. 3.
where a is
1T
Co = ~ S (0.1 + 1.9 sin a) da = 1.31
o
the angle of attack.
The total effective ballistic parameter is subsequently found to be 0.045 W
(kg/m2 ) where Wis the spacecraft weight.
With the ballistic parameter thus determined, orbits that satisfy the
one year lifetime requirement can be found from the data of Ref. 3.
Figure 2-5 shows some possible orbits for several values of satellite
weight. For compa~ative purposes the circular orbit altitudes required
for a 2 year lifetime are listed below in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2
Minimum Orbit Altitudes for Two Year Lifetime
Spacecraft Weight
(kg)
1250
2200
3600
Circular Orbit
Altitude (km)
537
496
463
Orbit Descriptions
Specific characteristics of the orbits shown earlier in Table 2-1
are summarized in the following paragraphs. These characteristics
include information regarding ground coverage, solar elevation angle,
altitude variations for eccentric orbits and the location and lighting
conditions at perigee.
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Figure 2-5 Minimum Altitudes for One Year Satellite Lifetime
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Orbi t No.1
The geostationary (or 24 hour period) orbit is included here since
it alone offers the possibility of continuous coverage. While the need
for continuous coverage itself is questionable, this capability can be
used to yield the coverage intervals of one or two days that may be
required for certain applications. The swath area capability of the
sensor can readily be chosen to encompass at least the continental United
States. The price paid for these capabilities, of course, is degraded
spatial resolution compared to the lower altitude orbits, and none
of the viewing is vertical. The geostationary orbit is also one of
the most demanding missions from the standpoint of launch vehicle energy.
Orbi t No.2
The 50 deg. inclined 24 hour orbit is included because, although it
does not yield continuous U.S. coverage, it does permit daily coverage
and a sizeable increase in the payload capability for a given launch
vehicle over orbit no. 1. Figure 2-6 shows the northern hemisphere ground
trace for this orbit, the trace in the southern hemisphere being a mirror
image. It is seen that a near-vertical viewing angle of the continental
United States is available for about 4 hours each day.
Orbit No.3
This is the final 24-hour period orbit investigated. This is a
highly eccentric orbit allowing a further increase in payload over orbit
no. 2. The orbit parameters were selected so that the spacecraft would
not penetrate the outer Van Allen belts too deeply at perigee. The ground
trace of this orbit is shown in Figure 2-7. The wide variation in
satellite velocity together with the Earth"s surface velocity results in
the teardrop shaped trace. Note that although a one day coverage interval
of the continental United States from II 1ow II altitude is possible, the
time over the United States is only about 15 minutes.
Orbit No.4
Because of launch azimuth restrictions the orbit inclination of
50 deg. represents the maximum attainable from Cape Kennedy without recourse
to a dog leg maneuver. Such an inclination permits coverage of the
continental United States but not of Alaska. This being a circular orbit,
18
Figure 2-6 Ground Trace for Orbit No.2
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it is but a special case of Orbit No.5 and, because eccentricities
of interest are quite low, the description that follows is also ,relevant
to this orbit--with the obvious exception that the altitude is constant.
Orbit No.5
Figure 2-8 illustrates the coverage capabilities of this orbit.
The variation in solar elevation angle throughout the year is shown in
Figure 2-8a, based on a launch date arbitrarily selected as March 21,
or equivalently the date of the Vernal Equinox. It should be noted that
a different launch date will yield significantly different lighting
patterns and it is not correct to assume, for example, that a launch 30
days after March 21 would result in the same solar elevation angles shown
in Figure 2-8a with a 30 day displacement. Inherent in the variation
is the nodal regression, affecting the orientation of the orbit plane
with respect to the sun and, hence, the solar elevation angle. The
general conclusions are, however, applicable regardless of launch date.
The orientation of the orbit plane was selected so as to obtain
adequate summertime lighting. The upper boundary represents the varia-
tion in the maximum solar elevation angle throughout the year. A negative
solar elevation angle corresponds to a nighttime pass so it is seen
that there are six distinct periods throughout the year, totalling about
75 days, when the satellite will pass 40 deg. N latitude in darkness.
For about 150 days of the year the solar elevation angle is less than
20 deg. which is less than minimum requirements for visual and near IR
sensors. The lighting conditions can be significantly improved, however,
by the use of two satellites placed in similar orbits but separated by
12 hours in launch time (i.e., the longitude of the ascending nodes differ
by 180 deg.). The lighting conditions, if two such optimally positioned
satellites are used, are illustrated in Figure 2-8b. Note that the elevation
angles are almost always greater than 20 deg. (For clarity in the figure
no distinction is made between south-to-north and north-to-south passes.)
In addition to the lighting conditions the altitude variation, shown
in Figure 2-8c, is also of interest~ Both the north to south and south to
north passes are shown; the curves are not continuous since only daylight
passes are indicated. The altitude for the equivalent circular orbit is
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indicated and it should be noted that at least one pass is always below
this altitude.
Since the altitude variation is significant, the location, or more
specifically, the latitude of perigee is important since the highest
spatial resolution will occur at perigee. Figure 2-8d indicates the
variation in both latitude and lighting at perigee. The initial location
of perigee is arbitrary and was selected to obtain the best conditions
during the summer months. Note that the solar elevation angle at perigee
varies quite drastically and is negative during about one-half of the year.
Orbit No.6
This inclination of 63.4 deg. represents the highest inclination
considered in this study for launches from Cape Kennedy. A substantial
launch vehicle payload degradation·nevertheless results due to the
required yaw maneuvers. Since the location of perigee is stationary, it
is placed at 40 deg N latitude to obtain the best coverage of the United
States. Figure 2-9a illustrates the variation in solar elevation angle
throughout the year for a single satellite. Figure 2-9b shows the sun
angle variation for two satellites in similar orbits except that one is
launched six hours later (i.e. the longitudes of the ascending node differ
by 90 deg). It is not desirable to use a 180 deg difference in ascending
nodes as was the case for the sO deg orbits since this value will not
allow sufficient nodal regression to fill the large gap that exists about
65 days after launch.
Orbit No.7
The planned orbits for the ERTS satellites are members of this
particular class of circular sun synchronous orbits. The detailed discus-
sion of such orbits is presented for the more general eccentric orbit,
i.e. Orbit No.9. It should be mentioned that the altitude of this orbit
is rather high, yielding approximately 14 orbits per day. This has the
effect of slightly increasing the coverage interval for a given swath
width (see Figure 2-2) and somewhat degrading the spatial resolution
capability of certain sensors. On the other hand the higher altitude
increases the time available for direct data transmission to any given
readout station. It could be presumed, however, that an operational
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Figure 2-9 Characteristics of Orbit No. 6
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Earth observation system would contain either a sufficient number of
properly located stations or would include data relay satellites.
Orbit No.8
This orbit is similar to Orbit No.7 except that its altitude is
about 330 km lower, resulting in approximately 15 orbit passes per day.
The general features of this orbit are discussed next.
Orbit No.9
Coverage capabilities for this orbit are illustrated in Figure 2-10.
The solar elevation angle is shown in Figure 2-10a for noon lighting at
40 deg and 65 deg latitudes; note the wide variation throughout the
year even for this optimal condition. Figure 2-10b indicates the altitude
variation at 40 deg N. latitude for both the daytime and nighttime passes.
The altitude of the equivalent circular orbit (Orbit No.8) is also
shown. The spacecraft remains below this altitude in sunlight over the
continental United States for approximately 260 days. Low altitude
passes continue but occur in darkness.
The initial latitude of perigee for this orbit was chosen to yield
sunlit perigee passes over the United States during midsummer as shown
in Figure 2-10c. Perigee remains in the northern hemisphere essentially
throughout the first year but is .only in sunlight during the first 200
days.
Orbit No. 10
As noted earlier in Table 2-1 this orbit is characterized by 16
orbits per day. The corresponding altitudes are so low that an onboard
drag makeup system is necessary. Consequently the lifetime of the system
will be dependent on the amount of propellant that can be carried aboard
the spacecraft. This orbit is included here only as an alternative to
aircraft for applications that might require high spatial resolution
for short duration missions such as disaster assessment. Such a use
would, of course, dictate that the system be continuously on standby
status at the launch site.
To compute the drag makeup velocity requirements, the assumptions
made for the earlier lifetime analysis apply except that no solar arrays
24
Figure 2-10 Characteristics of Orbit No.9
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are employed. In this case the ballistic parameter is approximately
0.275 W(kg/m2 ) where Wis the spacecraft weight. Results are shown in
Figure 2-11 for a spacecraft weight of 3600 kg and are based on data
from Ref. 4. Note that the figure may be used for other spacecraft
weights since the drag makeup velocity varies inversely with weight.
Orbit No. 11
Having a stationary perigee location, this orbit is similar to
Orbit No.6. The inclination of 116 deg, however, can be readily
achieved from WTR without the performance penalties associated with
Orbit No.6 launches from Cape Kennedy. Since this inclination is nearer
that of the sun synchronous orbits the solar elevation angle does not.
vary as rapidly as it does for the previous non-synchronous orbits.
This is illustrated in Figure 2-12a. The lighting conditions for two
satellites launched 6 hours apart are shown in Figure 2-12b.
Error Analysis
Deviations from the nominal orbits will occur because of orbit
insertion errors and perturbations caused by the higher order gravitational
harmonics. The effects of the higher order harmonics are not considered
here but can be included in analyses of the satellite orbits requiring
sufficient detail for actual mission operations.
The long term effects of insertion errors can be significant even
though the absolute magnitude of the error may be small and for this
reason, the ERTS satellites will employ an orbit adjust propulsion system.
For example a change in the nodal regression rate of about 0.1 deg per
day will change the orientation of the orbit by about 30 deg at the end
of one year. Since the regression rate is a function of orbit inclina-
tion, an insertion error in inclination will change this rate. Such errors
can have pronounced effects on the lighting conditions, as shown in Figure
2-13 for Orbit No.8. The change after one year in the angle between the
orbit plane and Earth-sun vector is shown as a function of the initial
orbit inclination. Of ~ourse, for this sun synchronous orbit the nominal
variation is zero. However an initial one-half degree error in inclina-
tion, for example, will result in a shift of 30 deg in the orbit plane
away from the Earth-sun line after one year.
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Figure 2-11 Drag Make-up Requirements for Orbit No. 10
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Figure 2-13 Errors in Orbit Plane Orientation Due
to Variations in Insertion Parameters
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Since the nodal regression rate is also a function of semi-major
axis. altitude errors would also be expected to result in orbit
orientation errors. As seen. however. the effects are minor. A 35 km
altitude error causes only a 5 deg orientation error at the end of one
year.
29 '
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3. LAUNCH VEHICLE CAPABILITIES
The United States has developed a number of fully integrated launch
vehicle-upper stage combinations. This section summarizes the perfor-
mance capabilities of those systems that seem appropriate for unmanned
Earth observation satellites. The salient features of each of the systems
are also discussed. Only systems that are in operation today or are
expected to have been in operation several years prior to their possible
use in an Earth observation program are considered. Moreover, although
future events may indicate this to be an incorrect assumption, it is
assumed here that no new launch facilities for existing vehicles will be
constructed. This, of course, limits certain systems to a particular
launch site (e.g. Atlas/Centaur launched only from Cape Kennedy; Titan/
Agena launched only from WTR).
Performance Summary
Generalized payload-velocity data are available for all systems
considered except the shuttle. To avoid reproducing this data only the
payload weight capability for each of the 11 orbits defined in the
previous section are listed here. These capabilities are summarized in
Table 3-1 and are based primarily on information from References 5-7.
Only those items that are felt to need clarification are discussed here.
For the most part these are the footnoted items. The various vehicles
are described later in this section in order to identify the particular
vehicle configurations being considered and to provide some background
of interest to those readers who are not a part of the aerospace
communi ty.
Consider first the need in some instances for a solid propellant
third stage (assumed to be the TE-364-4) and a payload insertion motor
for the high energy missions using the Delta vehicle. The third stage
is needed to place the payload on the proper coast el;ipse to the higher
altitude. A final burn is then needed to perform the plane change
and/or circularization maneuver (Orbit Nos. 1 and 2) or to increase the
velocity at apogee of the transfer ellipse (perigee of the final ellipse
for Orbit No.3). This final maneuver is assumed to be performed by a
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solid rocket motor designed into the payload itself as was done, for
example, in the Intelsat program.
Insertion motors are also required for the high energy missions if
the Centaur is employed. Unlike the Delta vehicle the Centaur can place
the payload on the proper coast ellipse. It does not, however, possess
sufficient lifetime to remain operative at apogee of the coast ellipse.
Thus a final insertion stage is required. It is assumed that this stage
is the TE-364-4 if the Atlas/Centaur is employed. Payloads will be
larger, both in terms of weight and size, if the Titan III-D/Centaur is
used and a correspondingly larger liquid propulsion system pqyload
insertion stage was assumed.
For all other missions using Centaur no additional stage will be
required. Based on the assumed increase in Centaur coast time to about
one hour, sufficient lifetime exists for the Centaur to perform the final
maneuver.
Another factor involving the performance calculations concerns
Orbit No.6. Range safety constraints at Cape Kennedy limit the orbit
.i ncl i nati ons to not "lIJre than about 50 degrees. Thus some form of yaw
maneuver is necessary to enter the 63 deg. orbit. A complete simulation
of the ascent trajectory would have been required to consider the effects
of yaw steering of the boosters. The simpler approach adopted here
considered an in-plane ascent at the range safety azimuth limit followed
by an orbital plane change. This yields payload weights somewhat less
than those associated with an optimal ascent profile.
The final note concerning Table 3-1 deals with Orbit No. 10. Recall
that this orbit is deliberately chpsen with a low perigee altitude to maxi-
mize spatial resolution but that the large atmospheric drag requires
on-orbit propulsion to prevent orbit decay. The integration of a
propulsion system having such a capability with the payload represents a
rather specialized vehicle. Moreover such a mission, if desirable at
all, would likely be flown on a rather sporadic basis. Thus it would
seem undesirable to develop a special purpose vehicle for such limited
use. A version of the Agena spacecraft, however, is equipped with a
secondary propulsion system for such missions. The Satellite Control
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Section (SCS) discussed later has been developed for similar use atop
the Titan III-D. These spacecraft are assumed here to be appropriate
if a need arises for a very low altitude orbit in any Earth' observation
program although such orbits are not considered further in this report.
Vehicle Descriptions
Generally speaking the systems are discussed in order of increasing
payload weight capability. Typical capabilities lie within the range of
700-3000 kg delivered to intermediate altitudes. Systems with capabilities
outside this range, however. are also considered. Smaller vehicles might
be appropriate. for instance. if a payload consisted only of a radiometer.
Conversely the larger vehicles, with payloads of about 10,000 kg. are
included since they would be needed to take fuller advantage of side-looking
radar,. to permit several of the larger sensors to be carried aboard a
single satellite, or to deliver relatively large data relay satellites
to geosynchronous orbit ~hould such systems be needed.
It might also be mentioned that this rather wide spectrum of launch
vehicle capabilities is considered here not only for the reasons just
given but also in keeping with a plausible philosophy of intentionally
choosing a launch vehicle whose payload weight capability is discernably
greater than the payload weight requi.rement. History shows that the
cost of a payload is several fold greater than the cost of its launch
vehicle. Many have asserted (although not necessarily proven) that a
major reason for this is the sizable effort that must be undertaken after
payload development has been initiated in order to reduce the weight
(which had increased over initial estimates) to make it compatible with
the capability of the selected launch vehicle.' An intentionally over-
designed launch vehicle might thus result in lower total program costs.
Scout
At the outset of this study the Scout was not felt to be appropriate
for Earth observation missions. Subsequent analysis has indicated how-
ever. that its payload capability may be adequate if the payload consists
only of radiometers. Although such a system by itself would not appear
to be of much utility the Scout is included here for completeness.
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The Scout is a small (and inexpensive) vehicle that employs solid
propellants throughout. The standard configuration is a four stage
vehicle although a fifth stage is available for higher energy missions.
Over 50 Scout launches have been performed in support of such programs
as Explorer, ESRO and other international programs. Launch facilities
exist at WTR, Wallops Island and San Marco Island in the Indian Ocean.
Delta
The versions of the Delta currently in operation are two or three
stage vehicles consisting of a long tank Thor booster with thrust augmen-
tation supplied by three strap-on solid rocket motors as the first stage;
a vehicle approximately 1.4 m in diameter, 5 m in length and containing
about 5000 kg of liquid propellant as the second stage; and, as mission
requirements dictate, a small solid rocket third stage. Because the
second stage engine of the current Delta vehicle is restricted to a single
firing, the payload capability diminishes rapidly with altitude for Earth
orbi ta1 mi ss ions. Therefore the thi rd stage is used not only for hi gh
energy missions but for most orbital missions as well. The Delta has
been the mainstay of NASAls stable of launch vehicles. Over 70 launches
of its various versions have been made in support of such programs as
Explorer, Biosatellite, ESSA, and Pioneer. This vehicle will also be
used to launch the ERTS satellites. The inclusion of an additional solid
rocket motor into the payload has also enabled the Delta vehicle to
launch the Intelsat satellites into geostationary orbit. Delta launch
facilities exist both at Cape Kennedy and at WTR.
Substantial modifications to the Delta are currently underway.
Perhaps the most significant is the incorporation of the Titan Transtage
propulsion system (discussed later) into the second stage. This system,
being capable of multiple starts, will obviate the need for the solid
third stage for most Earth orbits of interest. Higher energy orbits can also
be more easily accommodated by employing a larger third stage, e.g.
TE 364-4. Modifications to the Thor booster are also being carried out,
the most noteworthy being the provision to strap on three, six or nine
Castor II solid rocket motors. The version of the Delta described here
will be available in the not-too-distant future. Consequently the Delta
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performance data shown in Table 3-1 are predicated on the availability
of this improved system.
Thor/Agena 0
This is a two stage vehicle with the Thor first stage being essen-
tially as described above. The Agena 0 is comparable in size to the
second stage of the Delta vehicle. The propulsion system. however, is
capable of multiple starts thus making a third stage unnecessary for
orbital missions. Thor/Agena launch facilities exist only at WTR, thus
limiting possible orbit inclinations to at least 90 degrees.
The Agena was developed by 000 as a combination upper stage propul-
sion system and spacecraft. To date. approximately 300 Agena vehicles
have been launched; over 200 of these have been in the spacecraft configura-
tion. As a three-axis stabilized spacecraft, the Agena provides functional
support to various integrated payloads. The on-orbit lifetime of the
earliest vehicles was several days. With the incorporation of such items
as large solar arrays, control moment gyros. and with the normal evolution
of the various subsystems. the lifetime has increased considerably.
Several vehicles have remained in operation for about one year in orbit.
Among the functions performed by the Agena spacecraft are on-orbit
maneuvering from either the main engine or a secondary propulsion system,
initiation of payload recovery from orbit. launch of subsatellites. wide
band data transmission to ground stations, and various sequencing
operations based on both preprogrammed and transmitted commands.
With the exception of its use as the Gemini Target Vehicle and in
the SERTS program, NASA usage of the Agena has been limited to that of an
ascent propulsion stage. Thor/Agenas have been used. for example, to
launch OGO and Nimbus satellites. It is assumed here that. with the
exception of its possible use as a low altitude spacecraft where drag
makeup would be needed. its role in any Earth observation program will also
be that of an ascent propulsion stage only.
Titan IIIB/Agena 0
Three versions of the Titan III launch vehicle exist. The Titan
IIIB is the basic vehicle from which the others are derived. It is a
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two stage vehicle. the stages having the designations Core I and Core II.
The Titan IIIB/Agena 0 is in current operation at WTR. All launches have
been in support of 000 programs.
Atlas/Centaur
This vehicle is NASAls largest launch vehicle in current operation
that was designed exclusively for unmanned missions. Although launch
facilities exist only at Cape Kennedy, thereby limiting the orbit inclina-
tions to intermediate values. the Atlas/Centaur is considered here because
it does permit heavy payloads to be orbited without recourse to vehicles
developed primarily for military applications. This vehicle was used to
place the Surveyor and Mariner spacecraft on their respective trajectories
and to orbit the DAD. It has also been used to deliver the ATS and,
recently, the Intelsat IV satellites to geosynchronous orbit. To date
approximately 20 Atlas/Centaur launches have occurred.
The Centaur stage itself is about 3 m in diameter. 9 m in length and
has a gross weight of about 13.500 kg. Although the two Centaur engines
are restartable the payload capability of the current Atlas/Centaur never-
theless diminishes rapidly with increasing orbit altitude. The most
efficient manner of injection into orbit is to coast from a low altitude
parking orbit (typically 180 km altitude) to the desired altitude. followed
by the final injection maneuver. The optimal coast length is about one
half of an orbit and. depending on the final altitude. is of at least 45
minutes duration. The current Centaur. however. is restricted to coast
times of about 25 minutes because of the need to settle the liquid hydrogen
at the aft end of the propellant tank by means of small hydrogen peroxide
thrusters. Space limitations constrain the amount of peroxide to the
equivalent of 25 minutes of operation. Nonetheless it is assumed here that
the coast time could be extended to about 60 minutes if mission requirements
dictate. All payload weight values shown in Table 3-1 are based on this
assumption. Because the time required to coast to geosynchronous altitude.
however, is several hours. a third stage will be needed to perform the
final maneuver for any such missions.
Titan IIIC
The core of this vehicle is the Titan IIIB; thrust augmentation is
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provided by two five-segment 120 11 solid rocket motors. The upper stage
of the Titan IIIC is designated Transtage (sometimes referred to as
Core III), and was designed expressly to meet the requirements of inject-
ing separable payloads into geosynchronous orbit. The Transtage is 3 m
in diameter and about 4.5 m in length. About ten flights of the Titan IIIC
have been made in support of 000 programs. Launch facilities exist only
at Cape Kennedy.
Titan IIID/SCS
The Titan 1110 is basically the Titan IIIC without the Transtage
being employed. The Titan IIID/SCS was developed for use at WTR and
is currently in operation. Since the engine of Core II is not re-
startable the payload weight of the Titan 1110 alone, although sizable
at low. altitudes, diminishes rapidly with increasing altitude. For
this reason, among others, the SCS (Satellite Control Section) was
developed to perform the insertion maneuvers into higher orbits. The
SCS is about 3 m in diameter and 2 m in length and employs monopro-
pellant hydrazine. Similar to the Agena spacecraft, the SCS can also
provide functional support for the payload and perform orbit adjust
maneuvers, including drag makeup, via the hydra~ine propulsion system.
Its usage here is assumed to be limited to that of an orbit insertion
stage except for any Earth observation mission for which drag makeup
would be needed.
Titan IllD/Centaur
This vehicle system is being developed to launch the Viking space-
craft to Mars in 1975. Ground facilities will exist only at Cape Kennedy.
The Titan IIID/Centaur is used to best advantage for high energy missions.
Its use in any Earth observation program is assumed here to be limited to
geosynchronous missions where payload weights greater than those afforded
by the Atlas/Centaur or Titan IIIC might be desirable.
Shuttle
This is a manned, reusable system currently in the preliminary
design phase. It is expected to be in operation in the late 1970·s.
Typical shuttle performance capabilities are shown in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2
Representative Shuttle Payload Capabilities
Incl. Alt. Payload Airbreathing(deg) ~ (kg) Engines
28 185 29,500 out
55 500 11 ,300 in
90 185 18,200 out
In addition to its obvious use as a means of delivering heavy
systems (or a number of smaller satellites) to orbit the shuttle would
offer other unique capabilities in an operational Earth observation
program. It could be used, for example, to replenish the film supply
of a camera-bearing satellite or to replenish the refrigerant of an
active cooling system for an infrared detector. Other basic uses of
the shuttle that would be appropriate to all sensor types include
replenishment of attitude control gas, orbit adjust propellant and
modification or repair (either in orbit or on Earth) of the satellite
system. An important example of the repair function would be the
replacement of anyon-board data storage systems which, commonly, are
shorter-lived than many other spacecraft systems.
39
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4. AIRCRAFT COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCE
A complete investigation of Earth resource survey methods should
naturally include consideration of aircraft as well as satellite borne
surveillance. Aircraft could be used exclusively or in conjunction
with satellites. One possibility is the use of a special fleet of
aircraft to cover the areas of resource interest. Another possibility
is the use of commercial air carriers which already overfly much of the
continental U.S. This section explores these two possibilities.
Many of the figures and much of the data of this section retain
English units for the convenience of those who are accustomed to these
more familiar aeronautics units.
Special Purpose Fleet
All of the United States (of which only the traditional "continental"
portion is considered here) is of resource or inventory interest. Much
of the country has two or more resource features of interest, each
having its own frequency of coverage and resolution requirements. (See
Ref. 8 for details,) Frequency of coverage requirements are met by
controlling the number of aircraft or satellites deployed. Resolution
and swath width are functions of the sensor design parameters and flight
altitude. If it is reasonable to assume that resolution requirements can
be met from aircraft, the only criteria in aircraft surveillance, then,.
is to overfly the required ground area with a minimum of effort or at a
reasonable cost. Generally, higher altitudes are more desirable because
of increased coverage capability. Figure 4-1 shows the swath width versus
altitude for a 90 deg. angle of acceptance. For this condition the
spatial resolution at the edge of the swath is ~bout half as good as at
the nadir and is thus considered to represent the maximum field of view.
For example, an aircraft flying at 30,000 feet (9 km) altitude would
sweep out a 10 n.m. (18 km) wide swath if the field of view was 90°.
As an illustration, if the 2,280,000 n.m. 2 (7,800,000 km2) area of
the coterminous United States is divided by the ten mile (18 km) swath
width, it would take 228,000 air miles (422,000 km) to cover the
country under ideal circumstances. Or, in other words, it would take
41
Figure 4-1 Swath Width and Aircraft Altitude Relationship
for 90 Degree Field of View
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452 hours to cover the country at a ground speed of 500 knots (930 km/hr).
If one plane were flown five hours per day it would take 90 days to cover
the United States, or it could be done with ten aircraft in nine working
days.
In reality there are many factors which change these performance
numbers. There will certainly be cloud cover to contend with, and
due to aircraft range and base locations it may be necessarY to
overfly certain areas more frequently than required for adequate
resource observation. Certain points seem obvious: first, the longer
the range of the plane the better. because it allows more versatile flight
patterns; second. the more bases (and aircraft) the better. so that less
time need be wasted getting to the areas requiring observation; third,
bases should be located where observations are required most frequently;
and fourth, minimizing the number of bases is desirable to simplify data
collection. Ultimately, then. it is desirable to trade off the number of
aircraft and their characteristics with the number of bases and their
location with respect to resource areas.
The most obvious measure of efficiency in aircraft usage is the
proficiency with which 'they cover a designated area. Figure 4-2 shows
the continental U.S., four observation categories of interest, and 24
arbitrarily selected base locations. Table 4-1 lists possible groups
of bases as a function of the number of bases. As a function of the
number of bases, then. a visual estimate of the distance between bases
can be made. And a similar estimate can be made of the aircraft range
required assuming that they return to the same base. These results are
shown in Figure 4-3.
Meanwhile. graphical plots of aircraft flight patterns have been
used to determine how efficiently an aircraft might cover different size
areas. Coverage efficiency is defined as the ratio of theoretical
coverage miles (i.e. with non-overlapping coverage) to the actual number
of miles flown. These exercises indicate that the coverage efficiency
varies from zero to one as a function of the aircraft range and the size
of the area to be covered. More precisely, if "flight flexibility" is
defined as the ratio of twice the furthest linear excursion distance
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TABLE 4-1
POSSIBLE GROUPS OF AIR BASES
1 Kansas City
2 Salt Lake City
Knoxville
3 Salt Lake City
Kansas City
Norfolk
4 Reno Boise Reno
Denver Albuquerque Denver
St. Louis Minneapolis Huntsville
Norfolk Knoxville Buffalo
5 Seattle Seattle Boise
Salt Lake City Salt Lake City Albuquerque
Oklahoma City Kansas City Minneapolis
Chicago Knoxville New Orleans
Norfolk Boston Boston
6 Seattle Reno Reno
San Diego Albuquerque Albuquerque
Denver Rapid City Rapid City
Minneapolis St. Louis Kansas City
New Orleans Jacksonville Knoxville
Norfolk Boston Buffalo
10 Seattle
San Diego
Salt Lake City
Albuquerque
Rapid City
Oklahoma City
Chicago
New Orleans
Knoxville
Boston
24 Seattle Albuquerque New Orleans
Reno EI Paso Buffalo
San Diego Minneapolis Knoxville
Boise Kansas City Jacksonville
Salt Lake City Oklahoma City Norfolk
Great Falls Houston Boston
Phoenix Chicago
Rapid City St. Louis
Denver Huntsville
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Figure 4-3 Distance Between Bases and Maximum
Aircraft Range Required
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and the aircraft range, then coverage efficiency is found to be a
function of flight flexibility as shown in Figure 4-4. Since IIf1ight
f1exibi1ity ll is a function of maximum excursion distance, and maximum
excursion distance is a function of the distance between bases, it is
possible to plot coverage efficiency versus number of bases and aircraft
range. This is done in Figure 4-5, where, for example, it is seen that
a fleet of aircraft with 1000 n.m. (1800 km) range, operating from ten
bases can be expected to have a coverage efficiency of about 85%.
Figure 4-5, however, represents an ideal situation because cloud cover
was not considered. Since the overall integrated yearly u.S. cloud
cover is about 54% (see Section 5), it is obvious that not all flights
will be able to avoid dilution of the above performance numbers. Cloud
cover will hamper operations and decrease coverage efficiency by interfer-
ing with the optimum flight patterns. This effect will, however, be
minimized as the number of bases is increased since only those aircraft
in the cloud free areas need be operated. This advantage could be further
enhanced with cloud cover data from satellites. With the assumption that
cloud deterioration of coverage efficiency is proportional to flight
flexibility, it is readily possible to incorporate the effects of cloud
cover. Figure 4-6 shows that the fleet of planes with 1000 n.m. (1850
km) range operated from ten bases will have a coverage efficiency of 55%
as opposed to the 85% of Figure 4-5.
Using the data from Figure 4-6 it is possible to get a more reason-
able estimate of the number of aircraft required than was calculated in
the arbitrary example cited earlier. As shown in Figure 4-7, coverage
of the entire 2,280,000 n.m. 2 of the United States from ten bases with
aircraft traveling at 500 knots and making a complete survey in nine
five-hour days, for example, would require 18 aircraft or 1000 n.m.
(1850 km) range, 13 aircraft of 1500 n.m. (2780 km) range, or 12 air-
craft of 2000 n.m. (3700 km) range. The numbers from Figure 4-7 can
be proportionally changed to account for differences in speed, area
requirement, time to cover, or swath width.
A better estimate of the number of aircraft required can be made by
examining further specific resource areas alluded to earlier, i.e. snow
cover, mineral deposits, forest mapping, and crop inventory. These four
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Figure 4-4 Relationship Between Coverage
Efficiency &Flight Flexibility
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were selected for this analysis because they cover all regions of the
country, have disparate observation schedules, and require a wide variety
of sensors. Table 4-2 lists some of their requirements and characteristics.
Table 4-2
Selected Earth Resource Characteristics
Area nm~
Name Observation Schedule (km2 )
--
Snow Cover Every two weeks 422,000
Dec. 1 - June 30 (1,450,000)
West Twice, Sept. & Oct. 800,000
Mineral (2,740,000)
Deposits East Twi ce, Sept. & Oct. 445,000
(1,520,000)
West 20% Coverage, Once/week 468,000
Forest March-May; Sept.-Nov. (1,600,000)
Mapping East 20% Coverage, Once/week 830,000
March-May; Sept.-Nov. (2,840,000)
North Every two weeks 104,000
Wheat (356,000)
South See Fi gure 4-8 98,000
Crop Wheat (336,000)
-_..Inventory Corn, 256,000
Belt (878,000)
--.
- .._.
Texas/ 60,000
Louisiana (206,000)
The observation schedule is illustrated in Figure 4-8 and the cumula-
tive area coverage rates are shown in Figure 4-9. As Figure 4-8 shows,
however, there is some duplication in coverage between resource features.
Consequently, the peak coverage rates of Figure 4-9 are unrealistically
high. Furthermore, it would appear that some minor rescheduling could
also reduce the peak coverage rate.
Figure 4-9 indicates that the average coverage rate is about 400,000
n.m. 2 (1,370,000 km2 ) per week. With judicious scheduling a maximum
coverage rate of 50,000 n.m. 2 (172,000 km2 ) per day in the months of November
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Figure 4-8 Observation Schedule for Selected Earth Resources
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through February and 100,000 n.m. 2 (343,000 km2 ) per day March through
October should be obtainable, based on a five day week. An approximation
of the number of planes required, N, can be estimated with the following
formula and referring to Figure 4-10.
N = Coverage rate re~uired
Coverage rate!p ane
Plane coverage rate;
R=2avEh
a = altitude
v = block speed
E = coverage efficiency
h = hours flown (b10ck)/per day
Assuming that the resultant variation in lighting conditions can be
tolerated by using h = 5 hr/day, and using a required coverage rate of
100 K n.m. 2/day (343 K km2/day), the formula reduces to:
N = 60,800fOOOa v
a = altitude, ft.
v = velocity, knots
E = coverage efficiency, decimal
There are a number of aircraft in each of several categories which
appear to satisfy all the requirements of payload, range, speed, and alti-
tude for earth observation missions. Strictly speaking, the only require-
ments are the abi 1i ty to carry about 800 1b (360 kg) of payload plus a
crew of perhaps another 500 1b (230 kg). (See Section 9) The categories
of aircraft which could be used to satisfy these requirements range from
twin piston engine to four engine jet and are described in Table 4-3.
Data for this table was taken from Refs. 9 and 10 and various industry
1i terature.
The above formula, along with the aircr~ft data of Table 4-3 and the
coverage efficiency of Figure 4-6, was used to construct the aircraft
requirements of Figure 4-11. This figure, which gives the number of
various types of planes required versus number of bases, shows the
advantage jets and turbo prop planes have over piston engine planes due
to their greater speed and range.
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Figure 4-10 Aircraft Coverage Geometry
Figure 4-11 Special Fleet Aircraft Required
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Air Carriers
Commercial air carriers would seem to offer an untapped potential
for observation of earth resources based on the diverse route schedule
that is maintained. A quick glimpse of airway routes (Ref. 11) shows
that a great portion of the coterminous United States is covered by high
altitude (i.e. above 18,000 foot altitude) commercial traffic.
Most cross-country commercial jets fly between 30 and 40,000 feet
(9 and 12 km) altitude which yields a ten to thirteen n.m. (18-24 km)
swath width at 90 deg. field of view. The most conservative evaluation
of commercial air carrier coverage of the United States would thus be
obtained by assuming 5 n.m. (9 km) coverage to each side of the high
altitude airways. In reality the effective swath width is much greater
because multiple aircraft tracing the same airway will randomly track
different ground paths. This is due to the fact that radar and inertial
guidance permits ease of navigation off established routes. In addition,
flight controllers space planes to provide proper separation distances
and vector direct flights to avoid bad weather. A five mile (9 km)
random lateral displacement of several aircraft will increase the effec-
tive side view to perhaps 10 miles (18 km), resulting in a total effective
swath width of 20 n.m. (37 km). Similarly, a 15 n.m. (28 km) displacement
will increase the effective swath width to 40 n.m. (74 km).
Graphical solutions of coverage were made which show the degree of
coverage to be very high in certain parts of the country even for just the
20 n.m. swath width. Rhode Island is covered completely by a 20 n.m. swath
from commercial airways. Other states have coverages varying from 26% in
Montana to 92% for Massachusetts; the overall national average is 47%.
At an effective 40 n.m. swath width 21 states have a coverage of 90% or
better and the national average is increased to 80%. Complete coverage is
not easy to obtain, however, because total effective swath widths averag-
ing 100 n.m. (185 km) and as much as 260 n.m. (480 km) would be required.
Great lakes coverage averages about 30% for a 20 n.m. swath and 50% for a
40 n.m. swath. Ocean shoreline coverage for 20 n.m. was 59% and for 40 n.m.
js 82%.
Resource features are, of course, the primary concern. Commercial
airway coverage of these features is generally good - being 75-90%
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complete for all areas at 40 n.m. swath width (except northern wheat
which is about 50% complete). Figure 4-12 summarizes coverage of the
resource features as a function of swath width.
The results given in Figure 4-12 are based on the existence of
airways rather than aircraft. Therefore the more important question
regarding the use of commercial air carriers to cover the coterminous
United States concerns the number of aircraft required, i.e. the number
of commercial aircraft that would have to be equipped with observation
payloads to provide adequate coverage. Table 4-4, constructed from data
from Ref. 12, lists the domestic trunk airlines and an approximation of
the number of aircraft held in 1968•
.Table 4-4
Domestic Trunkline Aircraft (1968)
American
Braniff
Continental
Delta
Eastern
National
Northeast
Northwest
PanAm
TWA
United
Western
TOTAL
235
73
54
122
260
53
39
100
152
198
342
64
1692
The aircraft totals of Table 4-4 include all types of aircraft held
but are primarily three and four engine jets. Each air carrier generally
schedules the aircraft at random over their designated routes, hence anyone
aircraft will fly an unpredictable path within the carrier1s route system.
Those air routes in the coterminous United States are regulated by the
FAA through 21 Air Route Traffic Control Centers. The general characteristics
of these centers and the air traffic within them is summarized in Table
4-5. This information was taken directly or indirectly from Refs. 13-15
and various issues of Aviation Week and Space Technology.
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Figure 4-12 Effective Swath Width Covered from Mean High
Altitude Jet Airways and Corresponding Resource
Coverage
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Table 4-5
Airline and Air Traffic Characteristics
· . 21
... 4500 n.m. (8350 km)
· . 30
..•.• 150 n.m. (280 km)
· 7 hr/day
· 450 n.m./hr (835 km/hr)
· . 3000 n.m./day (5600 km/day)
· . 4.5 X 106 n.m./day(8.3 x 106 km/day)
... 1500
. • . . . . 630
20
· 95,000 n.m. (175,000 km)
Number of Air Route Traffic Control
Centers (ARTCC) in Coterminous U.S..
Approx no. of air route miles per ARTCC
,
Approx no. of air route legs (between
beacons) per ARTCC •..•
Approx avg. leg length•...•..
Average aircraft airtime/day
Average aircraft speed ...
Average aircraft miles/day .
Average tetal aircraft miles/day
No. of aircraft in service •.•.
Total airline legs.•...
Legs covered/day by average aircraft
Total leg mileage .....•••...
Not all airways bear the same traffic. However, to a first approxima-
tion it can be assumed that the coverage of the various air route legs is
random. If it is assumed that the average commercial aircraft flies twenty
150 n.m. (280 km) air route legs per day for a total of 3000 n.m. (5600 km)
per day, it is possible to calculate the probability of covering any number
of the 630 total air route legs versus the number of planes equipped. The
probability, Pq, of covering q particular air route legs
Pq = {Ph)q
where Ph is the probability of covering any particular air route leg and
is gi ven by:
In the above expression n is the number of plane days flown and 20 n
represents the number of legs randomly covered by n plane days.
Figure 4-13 shows the probability of covering various numbers of air
route legs versus plane-days, i.e. versus the product of the number of
planes equipped with sensor packages and the number of days they are flown.
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Figure 4-13 Probability of Covering Various Numbers of Air Route Legs
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10000
(The latter merely states that since the flying patterns are random, one
plane flying ten days produces the same result as ten planes flying one
day, exclusive of cloud cover considerations.) The curve for q = 1 in
Figure 4-12 also represents the fractional coverage that is expected in
any area of any size since the expected coverage is equal to the probability
of coverage of any particular element.
The fractional coverage curve is probably the most informative, but
more refinements are appropriate. Commercial air carriers are frequently
directed to fly other than the established airways and the airway and
directed coverage must be included in the analysis of expected resource
coverage. The Department of Transportation, through the FAA, collects
and compiles a great deal of statistical information concerning commercial,
military, and general aviation. This data is primarily intended for
planning aviation facilities and services, and therefore lacks the statis-
tics that would be most useful in planning Earth resources coverage.
Certain general conclusions can nevertheless be drawn from such sources as
the Enroute IFR Peak Day Charts (Ref. 13) which show a facsimile of the
actual traffic pattern for the busiest day of the year within each of the
Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC). These charts show a signjfi-
cant number of high altitude flights (above 18,000 feet) in other than
the established jet airways. In most traffic control areas there were as
many directed routes carrying five or more aircraft on the busiest day as
there are established airways. This would seem to imply a reasonable
confidence that additional areas are and will be covered as a matter of
course. Unfortunately, the random nature of these directed flights, the
failure of most centers to distinguish between commercial, military, and
general aviation flights, the omission of time of day, and manner of
chart preparation precludes any definitive statement of the exact coverage
that can be expected. The following formulae were used to calculate the
fractional coverage of an arbitrary area that can be expected as a
function of plane days. The assumptions used to construct these formulae
are 1) that there are as many directed routes as established air routes,
making a total of 1260; 2) that for each seven airway flights there are
three directed flights; and 3) only one out of two flights will have both
proper lighting conditions and an absence of cloud cover.
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The fractional coverage of an area with half airway legs and half
directed legs is equal to the average coverage. or:
F - 1 F + 1 Fq -! ai rway ! di rected
Since the fractional coverage of an area is equal to the average cumulative
probability of overflying any single element within the area
Fq =l [1.0 -(~{n 1+ l [1.0 _(~~~~n ]
where n = the number of plane.days.
Figure 4-14 shows this fractional coverage plotted against p1ane.days.
For example. 100 planes would achieve 50% fractional coverage in 1 day or
75% coverage in two days. or virtually 100% coverage in 10 days. Note that
this coverage is only a measure of air route coverage. Actual resource or
area coverage is a function of swath width as well. That is. even with an
infinite number of plane-days coverage can only be as good as was indicated
in Figure 4-]2. Figure 4-12 however. only includes airway coverage; it
does not include the contribution of directed flights. Figure 4-15 is
an approximation of the effect of these extra flights. It is assumed that
an additional increment of coverage is possible as a function of the
maximum coverage that can be obtained from the established airways.
Using Figures 4-11. 4-13, and 4-14. then. it is possible to determine
the fractional coverage of the various resource areas as a function of
plane days as shown in Figure 4-15. An effective swath width of 30 n.m.
(56 km) or 15 n.m. lateral coverage is assumed. based on a reasonable
combination of 10 n.m. swath width and 10 n.m. displacement. Figure 4-16
indicates that not all resource areas can be completely covered by air
carriers with an effective 30 n.m. swath width. About 95% of the best
coverage that can be expected for all resource areas can be achieved in
500 plane days. If coverage is required every two weeks on the average.
then 36 planes would be required.
Special Fleet/Air Carrier Comparisons
Although any final comparison between data gathering methods
must be on an economic basis. the relatively small number of planes
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Figure 4-14 Fractional Coverage of Random Area
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required in either case would seem to imply that data handling
rather than data gathering will be the driving cost factor. In
the meantime. it is not too unreasonable to speculate that the
advantages provided by the special fleet (i.e •• better potential
coverage. more flexibility in scheduling. fewer interfaces with
FAA and commercial interests. etc.) make it a more reasonable
approach to Earth resource observations. In a broader sense. it
appears that aircraft can and will play an important role in
future Earth resource observation programs. at least for the
coterminous United States.
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5. SIGNIFICANCE OF CLOUD COVER
The objective of this analysis is to determine the effect of cloud
cover on the number of satellite passes and the humber of satellites
necessary to observe a given portion of each primary Earth resource area
of the continental United States and Alaska. Interpreted properly, the
results apply to aircraft borne acquisition systems as well.
Cloud Cover Data
Actual global cloud cover data acquired from Nimbus and ESSA satel-
lites were used in conjunction with a cloud cover simulation computer
program (Refs. 16, 17) to provide an approximation of cloud cover
encountered. Using the expected cloud cover data (which include
persistence, spatial, and temporal probabilities) applicable to the
seasonal time period of each application, it is possible to calculate the
number of identical ground track satellite passes required to observe a
given portion of each resource area.
As an independent verification of the cloud cover simulation technique,
use was also made of aircraft cloud cover data derived from USAF pilot
observations (Ref. 18) on clear lines-of-sight. The statistical sample
was not as large as that from which the satellite data was derived.
Further, to avoid sUbjective judgment on the extent of cloud cover, the
pilot observers were instructed to report only either clear (no
obstruction) or not-clear (100% obstructed) vision. Thus the 'extent' of
cloud cover is statistically inferred for each sector observed, and the data
may tend to show greater cloud cover than actually existed. For most
cloud regions over the resource areas of continental United States,
however, the cloud cover predicted by simulation of the satellite data and
the observer reports from high altitude aircraft are quite similar,
varying no more than 10%. Only data obtained from high altitude aircraft
(35,000 to 45,000 foot altitude) were used in this comparison. Since
virtually no clouds exist at higher levels the data should be expected
to provide the best agreement with the satellite derived data. Second,
of course, to maximize swath width of aircraft borne sensors, the aircraft
would also operate within this altitude range. Operations from lower
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altitudes would minimize the effects of cloud cover but would result
in an overall reduction in coverage capability.
During this study, Mr. V. J. Oliver, National Environmental Service
Center. was most helpful in providing additional information about
some current Earth resource survey projects and cautioned against a too
literal interpretation of their results. As an example. the Air Force
spent about one year mapping roughly one-third of Africa with high-
altitude aircraft. But with the assistance of APT satellite cloud
pictures, they were able to map the remaining two-thirds of Africa in
about nine months because the aircraft could be directed in advance to
cloud-free areas. Mr. Oliver also pointed out that if we were to use the
global region cloud cover data derived from ESSA and Nimbus, which were
taken daily at 1300 hours local standard time, the resultant conclusions
may not represent reality. As a guide in photographing the resources of
Florida, for example, we would obtain very poor results. Florida is a
small area in global cloud region 19. The probability of cloud cover
over region 19 is normally about 50%, yet at 1300 hours most of Florida
usually is completely covered by scattered clouds and local thunder storms;
whereas at 0800 hours, Florida is usually free of cloud cover.
The persistence of cloud cover over a specific geographic region
is a function of many factors. including season. location (latitude/
longitude). local terrain (mountains. valleys. etc.), time of day. wind
patterns. predominant barometric pressures, etc. However, because the
actual data were collected for large geographic regions, statistically
they tend to compensate.
Results
The Monte Carlo procedure for determining the statistical variability
of the Earth's cloud cover formed the basis for the results that follow.
Each resource area was apportioned by cloud region and expressed as a
percent of total area. The summation of the products of each resource
area percent and expected average cloud cover percent provided the weighted
average percent cloud cover (C) for each resource area during the relevant
observation period. (See Figure 4-8 for observation schedule.) The cloud
cover data is summarized in Table 5-1. For Alaska and the continental
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United States the entries represent average annual values. (See
Appendix B for details.)
Table 5-1
Average Annual Cloud Cover
Q.~~~~~i!.ti.Q.'l_~~Q.'l
Minerals
Continental United States
Forests, Hheat, Corn & Delta Crops
Gulf Fishing
Snow Cover
Alaska
Pacific Fishing
Icebergs
Percent Cloud Cover
38.4
53.9
58.8
60.7
62.7
69. 1
73.7
79.8
The fraction of an area or resource that can be observed (Bn)
is, then, a function of the weighted average-cloud cover (C), the
total time allotted for coverage (To)' and the length of time be-
tween repetitive satellite passes (T). The fractional coverage,
Bn, is found from the equation
B =1 _ CTolT
n
in which case the ratio TolT represents the number of identical
ground traces over a given area in time To. Figure 5-1 was prepared
using this· equation. The fractional coverage, Bn, is found on the
ordinate, the time allowed for coverage, To' is found on the abscissa,
and shown parametrically on the face of the graph is a series of
curves representing different values of T. the actual coverage inter-
val.
Parts (a) and (b) relate to the continental United States and
Alaska respectively. Results for the minerals and icebergs regions
are shown, in parts (c) and (d), since they represent the two ex-
tremes.
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It should be noted that for cloud cover over a given geographic
area to assume random distribution (a primary condition for this
statistical variability computation), viewing frequencies between
identical ground-tracks must be at least a day apart. As suggested
by Oliver, most cloud systems change pattern significantly on a one
to three day period, whereas little change is noted in a shorter
time scale.
The results of this analysis indicate that 95 percent of the
selected Earth resources of the continental United States and Alaska,
including off-shore fish and iceberg flow, can be observed by satel-
lites or aircraft in no more than ten identical ground track passes
as a consequence of random cloud cover over each resource region.
In order to better describe the uses of the figures. several examples
of various satellite systems are cited using Figure 5-1 (a).
~am~l~_l: Assume a requirement to observe the continental
United States in the visual or IR spectrum eyery 20 d~ys. From
Figure 5-1 (a) it is seen that if the satellite altitude and sensor
swath width are chosen accordingly (i.e., the actual coverage time
is, in fact, 20 days) only 46 percent of the area will have been
observed.
S~~~~~: Assume that a 20 day coverage interval remains as
a requirement but, in addition, at least 90 percent of the countrY
must be viewed during the 20 days. In this case the ~~t~~l cover-
age interval must be about 5 days, necessitating either more satel-
lites or a wider swath width.
s~~~l~_~: Now assume that the swath width associated with
the 5 day coverage interval (which .is therefore about four times
as wide as that associated with a 20 day coverage interval) de-
grades the spatial resolution of the sensor to unacceptable values.
If the requirements are firm then three additional satellites will
be required, each of which will cover the countrY everY 20 days.
The orientation of the orbit planes of each satellite must be such
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that their ground tracks overlap but are separated in time by about
one day. (Recall that major cloud patterns are essentially station-
ary for shorter time periods.)
Ex~~le 4: Finally assume that it is really only necessary to
overfly the country every 60 days. Then the single satellite of
Example 1 will observe. on the average. 85 percent of the area during
the 60 d~y period.
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6. SENSOR CAPABILITIES
The generalized user requirements discussed in Appendix C define
the general characteristics of the data acquisition systems needed.
Factors such as spatial resolution, spectral range, temperature sensi-
tivity, etc., serve to identify the applicable sensing techniques and
to set the pertinent performance limits for these systems. Flexible
sensors, in the form of scaling laws, can then be developed for tech-
niques that appear to have feasibility. Application of these scaling
laws over the range of possible operational conditions will define the
extent to which the requirements can be met and also permit the selec-
tion of the best mix of operational conditions and point design sensors.
This section of the report deals with the development of these scaling
laws.
Two major factors influence the development of a useful scaling
relation for a sensor type. The first consists of the physical laws
that govern the operation of the particular device being considered
and the second involves the state of the technology in each of the
component areas which, when combined, form the sensor. Since this
study is being performed in the context of operational Earth observa-
tion missions circa 1980, all required technology in support of these
missions must essentially be available in practical form by the 1976-77
period. This will allow four to five years for translation of a rough
experimental model verifying basic feasibility to a developmental
status sufficiently advanced to warrant inclusion in a prospective
payload. The projected technology limits used in the study are sum-
marized in Table 6-1. These limits are not necessarily physical in
nature but, in certain instances, reflect our judgment of what appears
to be practical. For instance, the maximum aperture diameter of one
meter seems reasonable based on weight and cost considerations but,
of course, is not an absolute limit.
The relationships presented here are in the context of the plat-
forms considered in the study. For spacecraft, a typical velocity
of 7.8 kmjsec is used since the variation over the range of useful
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altitudes is small. For aircraft, a typical velocity of 215 m/sec
(485 mph) is used.
In defining the sensor environment, a worst case approach was
used throughout. That is, the lighting and contrast conditions con-
sidered were those representative of the most difficult anticipated.
Better conditions will, of course, result in better performance.
Throughout the paper, a line pair convention has been used for reso-
lution since, for all imaging devices, a change in the imaged field
requires two adjacent resolution elements to be discernible. This
just permits detection of a contrast change, not identification of
objects or shapes. More line pairs, varying with the type of object,
lighting conditions, etc., are required for identification. Many
sources were used in the development of this material but the primary
sources were Refs. 19 and 20.
Sensing techniques potentially useful for Earth resources mis-
sions have been identified in previous studi~s and experimental pro-
grams. These sensors, in the order of presentation in the following
material, are: Film camera, television, multispectral scanner, infra-
red scanner/radiometer, microwave scanner/radiometer, radar and
scatterometer. Two sections which apply generally, one covering
nomenclature and the other optical components, precede the sensor
discussion.
Nomenclature
Symbol Description Units
A Collector Area cm2
Ac Coverage Area km
2
Ad Detector Area mm
2
Af Film Spool Area cm
2
B Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) rad
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~bQ.l
Br
Bs
C
Cm
o
0*
DC
Os
DR
DSA
DT
F
FR
G
H
L
La
Lf
Lt
Lv
M
MA
M
c
De~c:.r.iE.l1 0'1
Real Antenna Beamwidth
Synthetic Aperture Beamwidth
Compression Factor
Radiometer Constant
Image Plane Format Dimension
Specific Detectivity
Aperture Diameter
Scanning Spot Diameter
Data ACQuisition Rate
Synthetic Aperture Length
TV Tube Diameter
Foca1 Length
Effective System Noise Figure
Grey Scal e
Altitude
Total Lines Per Frame Height
Antenna Aperture (Azimuth)
Fi 1m Length
TV Tube Length
Antenna Aperture (Elevation)
System Weight
Antenna Weight
Primary Mirror Mass
Structure Mass
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l!'1il~
rad
rad
OK sec 1/2
nvn
cm Hzl / 2 W- l
cm
llm
bps
m
cm
cm
km
m
m
cm
m
kg
kg
kg
kg
Symbol Description Units
Ms Secondary Mirror Mass kg
Msh Shielding Mass kg
Msm Scan Mirror Mass kg
N Number of Cell s
NA Spectral Radiance Wcm-
2ster- l
P Average Power W
Pt Peak Power W
R Resol uti on (pixel pair) m
Rs Film roll outer radius cm
S Swath Width or Ground Size km
Sn Si gnal-to-iioise Ratio
r Temperature oK
liT Change in Temperature oK
Va Antenna Volume m3
Vs Platform Velocity km/sec
c Speed of Light 3X105 km/sec
d Detector Si ze mm
dc Duty Cycle
f Aperture Ratio (f/stop)
lIf Bandwi dth Hz
fo Operating Frequency Hz
g Fractional overlap
1 Resolution lines/mm
mp Pitch Motion mm
mr Roll Motion mm
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Symbol
mt
m 'y
n
p
r
t
a
a
e:
a
e
t a
t c
.
~
w
Descri pti on-
Total Motion
Yaw Motion
Number of Detectors
Pulse Repetition Rate
Slant Range
Transmittance of Optical System
Cycle Time
Data Collection Period
Film Thickness
Scan Angle
Image Motion Rate
Quantum Efficiency
Depression Angle
Yaw Rate
Wavelength (optical)
Wavelength (radio)
Reflectance
Change in Reflectance
Dwell Time or Time Constant
Pulse Duration
Compressed Pulse Duration
Pitch and Roll Rate
Rotational Speed
. 74
Units
nm
nm
sec- l
km
sec
sec
cm
rad
rad/sec
rad
rad/sec
lJm
m
sec
sec
sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
Optical Component State-of-the-Art
In this paper, the size of the collecting aperture in optical
systems has been arbitrarily limited to one meter diameter. As men-
tioned earlier, one meter has been chosen not as a real state-of-the-
art limit but rather as a practical economic limit for a spacecraft
in the time frame of interest in this report. Near diffraction
limited apertures on the order of five or six meters in diameter
are not out of the Question (although maintaining near diffraction
limited performance in space for such large apertures poses many
extremely serious structural and thermal problems, perhaps requiring
active optics). However, the cost and complexi~y associated with
apertures of this size, the demanding stabilization and control
problems required to make effective use of such resolving power
potential and the enormous weight of such large apertures all seem
to rule out serious consideration of such systems except, possibly,
for a large observatory dedicated to astronomical observations.
While the one meter size restriction is clearly an arbitrary limit,
it nonetheless represents a very significant undertaking for space
flight. *
The performance of a good present day lens, as ~ypified by the
lenses used in the Lunar Orbiter camera system (Ref. 21), is shown
in Figure 6-1. Overlaid on the same figure is the performance of
a diffraction limited fj5.6 lens. Throughout this analysis it has
been assumed that diffraction limited performance can be attained
and, as this figure shows, improvement over present practice is not
insignificant. However, once all of the other elements involved in
computing the overall modulation transfer function (MTF) of the camera
system are taken into account, the effect of the lens on performance
is minimized. Consequently, the gain is not nearly as dramatic as
one might expect.
Focal lengths as large as 635 cm have been used in this study.
With a singly folded system, the optics will then somewhat exceed
.--Spaceborne-feTescopes-as large as 91.4 cm (36 inches) have been
built (DAD-B) but not with near diffraction limited performance.
However, heavy balloon suspended systems (Stratoscope II) of the
same size having such capability have been flown.
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Figure 6-1 Measured MTF of Typical Camera Lenses for a Heterochromatic Source
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140
320 cm (over ten feet). Since a reasonable focal ratio (f stop) is
reQuired to achieve good spatial freQuency response, apertures in
the range of one meter will be reQuired with such ~ong focal lengths.
For example, at the 635 cm focal length, an aperture of one meter
results in an f/6.3 focal ratio. A stop of about this size or smaller
is reQuired for most of the applications discussed.
Film Camera Systems
The frame camera is the most highly developed visual imaging
device available. It is capable of high spatial resolution and ex-
cellent geometric fidelity. The principle disadvantages of this
system are the non-reusable and radiation sensitive nature of film
and the processing reQuired before the recorded image can be utilized.
For long lifetime spacecraft, these considerations pose serious prob-
lems, primarily from the standpoints of size and weight.
In this section of the report, component state-of-the-art will
be discussed and scaling laws useful for estimating the performance
of film cameras will be developed.
~i!.me t:.i!._~~1~~Co~Q.'!.~'!.1_~1i!. te:'Q.f.:.th ~:.~t:.1
Because of the long history of the art, camera system components
are highly sophisticated at this time. Barring totally unforeseen
breakthroughs, relatively small progress can be anticipated in any
of the component areas in the next five to ten years. The status
of each of the major components is discussed briefly below.
~~Q.~!t:.i~J:idelL!Y-. Precision film cameras can satisfy the metric
accuracy reQuirements outlined in Appendix D (assuming hard copy
return). With the flying spot readout, however. non-linearities
can be introduced by the scan system. These can be minimized by
restricting the scan amplitude during readout and by the use of an
accurate pre-exposed pattern on the film. These measures should
permit meeting the metric standards even when electronic readout
and ground reconstruction is employed.
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Flying Spot Scanners. The perfonnance of current flying spot scan-
ners of the type required for film readout (Ref. 22) is shown in
Figure 6-2(a). The scanner spot size for a modulation transfer of
0.75 as a function of spatial frequency can be specified as shown
in Figure 6-2(b). The use of lasers and light emitting diodes should
make improvement in this area by a factor of 2 or more feasible. The
theoretical limit on the size of the spot diameter is a function of
the wavelength of the light used and the F number of the minifying
optical lens assuming that the light source illumination is suffi-
cient.
Film. The present performance of some typical aerial films (Ref. 23)
is shown 'in Figure 6-3. Film performance seems to be quite adequate
when considered in the context of the other system elements. Major
improvements in the near future do not seem likely nor necessary.
There are problems with film, however, not related to resolution
performance. The more significant of these in the context of Earth
orbital operations are radiation sensitivity and onboard processing.
The bimat system used for Lunar Orbiter onboard processing has
a life of about 60 days. It appears likely that this can be signifi-
cantly extended although to date insufficient work has been done to
justify great confidence. Another onboard processing technique,
known as Poromat, has demonstrated a life expectancy of about one
year under laboratory conditions. But again, insufficient work has
been done to justify great confidence. However, ~t appears that no
real technological barrier prevents achievement of long-life onboard
processing systems of this general type.
The radiation sensitivity of film primarily impacts the support
requirements for film systems (shielding weight) which are discussed
in the following section. A general discussion of film radiation
sensitivity is provided in Appendix E.
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The overall performance of a film camera system is determined by
a number of factors including scene brightness. contrast and content.
atmospheric transmission and scattering. the camera lens. image motion.
the film. processing. the readout system. and finally. ground recon-
struction. All of these factors are most conveniently related by
means of modulation transfer functions (MTF). With this approach.
the fidelity of spatial frequency transfer for each element of the
system can be detenmined or estimated and the transfer of the overall
system defined by multiplying together the indi,vidual responses. For
typical low contrast scenes observed from space. a transfer of about
75 percent at the spatial frequency corresponding to the desired
resolution is required from the lens. image motion. film and the
readout system (See Appendix F). It is assumed here that one line
pair. or spatial frequency cycle. corresponds to one resolution ele-
ment. Referring to Figure 6-3. which shows the modulation transfer
@s a function of spatial frequency for special high definition aerial
film (SO-243). it is seen that 75 percent response corresponds to a
spatial frequency of about 72 lines per millimeter. Taking this as
the ultimate capability of film systems in operational situations.
some very simple relationships portraying the perfonmance of film
systems can be developed.
Figure 6-4 illustrates the geometrical relationships pertinent
for a frame type imaging system. Since the 'two triangles shown are
similar. the ratio of the spacecraft altitude. H. to the focal length
of the camera. F. is the same as the ratio of the ground size {swath
width)s 5, to the format size of the camera. D. Thus. the swath
width can be expressed as
S :: 0.1 0 H
r
Thh expression is plotted in Figure 6-5 for F~ 635 em.
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The resolution of the system is simply the ground size divided
by the total number of line pairs available. Consequently,
S x 103R= 720
or, substituting for S,
HR=1. 38 r
This relationship is shown in Figure 6-6.
A given technology level limits the attainable resolution of
spacecraft film camera systems under low contrast conditions to the
value set by the smallest attainable ground size and the total number
of line pairs available. Thus,
Rmax - Smin - 36H - 2 2 10-3H
- LD - 104'00- - . x
Television
Television systems are all electronic analogs of the film camera
discussed previously. While in many ways these two systems are de-
signed to do essentially the same job, there are a number of important
differences, especially in processing and readout. Clearly, other
factors being equal, television systems are preferred to standard
photographic methods for spacecraft applications because of the
difficulty in handling and processing the film. In addition, some
types of aerial film have a rather limited unshielded life in Earth
orbit because of radiation sensitivity. Nonetheless, it is feasible
to safely store a large quantity of photographic film aboard a space-
craft, to process that film aboard the vehicle, and to read it out
electronically. These competing circumstances make it necessary to
examine the role of both film and electro-optical sensor systems in
future Earth observations spacecraft.
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Figure 6-6 Film Camera System Spatial Resolution
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The state-of-the-art of current television sensors will be
examined and scaling laws for estimating the performance of TV sys-
tems will be developed in this section.
Television System Component State-of-the-Art
The only component unique to television systems that must be
covered is the image tube itself. It combines the functions of the
film processor and the flying spot scanner used in film systems.
Typical state-of-the-art MTF data for high quality television compo-
nents are shown in Figure 6-7. The effect of reading beam sharpness
on tube performance can be readily appreciated from the figure. The
performance of a current laboratory model (Ref. 24) return beam vidicon
(without lens) is shown in Figure 6-8. While somewhat better performance
may now be possible, it is unlikely that significant changes will occur
in the next few years because of the many factors affecting perfor-
mance, e.g., photo-conductor spread function, electron source and
beam diameter, field mesh period, etc.
The electron optic, which contains the components that deflect
and focus the reading beam, is the most complex part of the electronic
readout system in TV tubes. It must provide uniform beam focus over
the format, uniform electron landing and low image distortion. These
requirements tend to limit the useful format size possible with TV
tubes. The largest photoconductor format size tested to date capable
of the performance shown in Figure 6-8 is 50 mm (4.5" RBV). While
format sizes up to 100 mm appear feasible with reasonable power re-
quirements (Ref. 24), it seems unlikely that the development pace
will make them available in the time frame considered here.
The geometric fidelity requirements outlined in Appendix 0 do
not appear to be attainable with present or near term future TV tech-
nology. Factors contributing to this difficulty include small format
size, sweep circuit non-linearity, target dimensional instability with
time and environmental changes, and electron optic changes (Ref. 25).
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Figure 6-7 Sine Wave Modulation Transfer Functions of
Television Camera Components
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Reseau marks on the target can be used to minimize these problems but
location of a point in the image plane to much better than 1 percent
of the format size seems unlikely.
Television Scaling Laws
The factors affecting the performance of a television system are
much the same as those that affect the performance of a film camera
system, e.g., scene brightness, contrast and content, atmospheric
transmission and scattering, the lens, image motion, and the char-
acteristics of the photo-mosaic. Similarly, the MTF approach is
equally applicable to Vidicon systems. There are, however, two
major differences. First of all, processing is not required for a
Vidicon system since the electrical image is translated in near-real
time to electronic signals where it can be either transmitted di-
rectly or stored for later transmission to ground stations; and
secondly, the readout process is integral with the electro-optical
sensor in contrast with the external flying spot scanner required
for film systems.
If contrast-limited performance rather than noise-limited per-
formance is assumed for the electro-optical sensor, then the product
of the component MTF's for the system must equal or exceed about 0.04.
(Taken as the visibility threshold under these conditions.) Based
on a low contrast scene (1.3 to 1), the lens, the image motion
characteristics, and the sensor must each display modulation trans-
fers of 68 percent or more at the spatial frequency determined by
the resolution requirements to achieve system response of 0.04
(see Appendix F). The ultimate capability of projected return beam
Vidicons under these conditions, as shown in Figure 6-8, is about
30 line pairs per millimeter.
Referring again to the geometry shown in Figure 6-4, the ground
size can be expressed as
S = 0.1 0 H
r
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The resolution is, as in the case of the film system, simply the,
ground size divided by the total line pairs or,
3
R =S x 10 = 3 43 li30D . F
This expression is plotted in Figure 6-9 for values of F< 635 cm.
Under low contrast conditions, the best resolution for a
system at a given state-of-the-art is
Rmax = Smin =~ = 5 33 X 10-3 HLD ---,--soo- .
The expressions above, for both the film camera and television
systems, apply to both the spacecraft and aircraft case. Because of
the different velocity/altitude circumstances in the two cases, how-
ever, exposures will be somewhat different as will the attitude con-
trol requirements.
Multispectral Scanner
The multispectral scanner is a device utilizing a series of
point detectors in the image plane of a suitable optical system which
has integral scanning capability. That is, the image is moved from
side to side in the image plane in such a way that each point detector
sees a line of the image for each scan. A series of such scans,
closely spaced in' time, provides a two dimensional view of the
region encompassed by the optical system. Normally, the scanning
motion transverse to the track of the spacecraft is provided by
a scanning mirror or other similar device in the multispectral scan-
ner itself, and the motion along the spacecraft track proVides the
necessary displacement in the other direction. The instantaneous
field of view (IFOV) observed by anyone detector in such a system
determines the resolution capability of the device; and the scan
angle, that is, the angle through which a point in the scene is
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moved determines the swath width of the instrument. The field of
view along the track. of course. if determined only by the length
of the spacecraft track and the on-time of the device.
Typically. a number of detectors. each sensitive in a desired
spectral band and appropriately filtered. is used with a multi-
spectral scanner so that information of interest can be collected
simultaneously in a number of narrow spectral bands. The actual
selection of spectral bands depends on the scenes being imaged and
the information desired from those scenes. For example. in imaging
an agricultural scene for a particular kind of disease infestation.
the combination of spectral bands that permits unique identification
of that disease in that particular crop for that region of the
country would be selected (if. indeed. a unique determination can be
made on the basis of spectral data alone). This type of spectral
signature analysis represents a potentially powerful means of ob-
taining information concerning details of distant scenes without
the need for the high spatial resolution requirements normally asso-
ciated with such data.
Besides the advantages of multispectral signature recognition
associated with this type of sensor. there is also a distinct ad-
vantage associated with the fact that data in several spectral
regions can be collected essentially simultaneously and in register.
Consequently. the problems normally associated with rectification
and registration are largely eliminated by this method of scanning.
The gain is not made without disadvantages. however. the principal
one being that the dwell time per element with a typical multispectral
scanner is a small fraction of the dwell time per element with a
frame imaging device like a camera or vidicon. For these latter
devices. all of the resolution elements for the frame are exposed
simultaneously for the same length of time making these devices. in
effect. multichannel scanners with the number of channels equal to
the number of resolution elements. Since. even under photon noise
limited conditions. the required dwell time per element is not
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vanishingly small. the spatial resolution capability of a typical
channel of a multispectral scanner is not competitive with that of '
a frame-type device.
In this section of the report. the component state-of-the-art
for multispectral scanners will be discussed followed by the develop-
ment of scaling laws useful for estimating the performance character-
istics of these systems.
Multispectral Scanner Component State-of-the-Art
Aschematic diagram of a typical MSS is shown in Figure 6-10.
The two components having a dominant effect on the performance of
such systems ,are the collecting aperture (discussed earlier) and the
detector element.
The size. sensitivity. and spectral characteristics of photo-
multiplier detectors useful for the visible and near IR channels of
an MSS are shown in Figure 6-11. The performance of these devices
is excellent in the near UV and visible bands but deteriorates badly
(because of poor quantum efficiency) in the near IR portion of the
spectrum. becoming virtually useless above about 1.1 ~m. Quantum
efficiencies can be improved by factors of 2 to 10 by optical en-
hancement techniques over the useful operating region (Ref. 26) and
exotic photoemitters with unenhanced efficiencies on the order of
one percent are on the horizon (Ref. ,27). From about 0.6 ~m to 1.1
~m. the silicon photodiode is becoming more popular because of its
high (~75 percent) quantum efficiency but PM tubes' probably still
have a small advantage because of their high intrinsic gain. Gener-
ally. PM tube detectors are quantum noise limited while the photo-
voltaic/photoconductive types (silicon) are limited by self-generated
or excess noise and amplifier noise. Consequently. even though PM
tube quantum efficiencies are low in the near IR compared to silicon
photodiodes. they still appear to have a small performance advantage
for wide bandwidth systems. Size. weight and power supply considera-
tions. however. favor the photodiode. The work here is based on the
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Figure 6-10 Multispectral Scanner for ERTS
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or
use of PM tube detectors over the visible and near IR bands. Thermal
IR detectors. suitable for the IR channels of an MSS. are covered in
the following section.
t1'!lli~~~lr:~_~~~'!'!l!r:_~~~li'l[.-'=.~~~
In the visible and near IR portions of the spectrum. the signal-
to-noise ratio of a scanner exposed to a change in spectral radiance
of a scene having an average spectral radiance NA is given by (see
Appendix G):
S = _~ [~~8~:~:] 1/2
n P L 10-19
The worst case conditions assumed here for the MSS correspond to a 50
degree (noon sun-synchronous orbit at 50 degrees north latitude. early
spring) zenith angle for the sun in the 0.8-1.1 ~m band. Taking the
average reflectance for soils in this spectral range as 10 percent
(Ref. 28). NA : 1 x 10-3 watts cm-2 ster-1• and 6p/p = 0.1. With these
values and a transmittance. t. of 0.5 and a Quantum efficiency. £. of
3 x 10-3• the signal to noise ratio. Sn' becomes
Sn • 0.1 [~0-~2 _ll1.:..~#r~O-~~.L.!.] 1/2
For a minimum Sn of 3 this reduces to
A82T = 6.3 x 10-11
8202T = 8 x 10-11
Since
= T (S = aH. R= 28H)
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Then
=• (n = no. of detectors)
(for n = 10)
Spacecraft Summary
For
or
v = 7.8 km/sec,s
R2 2
-S- = 3. an d S = O. 3~ R
S = 0.33 x 10-6 R2
•
(R in km)
(R in m)
This relationship is summarized in Figure 6-12.
Ai rcraft Summary
For Vs = 0.215,
Infrared Scanner/Radiometer
The infrared scanner is identical in operation to the multispectral
scanner just described and the radiometer is just a special case of the
scanner for which a = O. In fact, it is common for one or more channels
of a multispectral scanner to be located in the thermal infrared region.
The performance characteristics for these channels would of course be
dependent on the state-of-the-art for thermal infrared components.
Because of these considerations, the material presented in this section
will be equally appropriate for an infrared scanner per se, or for the
thermal IR channels of a multispectral scanner. One special point
needs to be made, however. When a thermal IR channel is included
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Figure 6-12 Effect of Dwell Time on the Performance of
Multispectral and Infrared Scanners
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in the MSS, performance compromises are required. These compromises
are discussed in the concluding parts of this section.
Infrared Scanner/Radiometer Component State-of-the-Art
The size, sensitivity, and spectral characteristics of detectors
useful for infrared scanners are shown in Figure 6-13. It has been
assumed here that the best detectivity values represent the state-of-
the-art pertinent for the timeframe under consideration. While this
may be somewhat conservative, it should be noted that the detectivity
(D*) approaches the theoretical value within a factor of 2 at the wave-
length of peak response for most detectors. Consequently, for narrow
band applications near the peak wavelength, little improvement in D*
can be expected. Also, losses in the optical system, the chopper used
to convert the DC signal to AC, and the losses in the other electronic
elements have been ignored. Consequently, some improvement in detectivity
has been implicitly included in this data.
Infrared Scanner/Radiometer Scaling Laws
The signa1-to-noise ratio of a scanner/radiometer operating in the
thermal IR region of the specturm is given by (see Appendix H):
S = 14388 6T NA AB2t D*
n AT2 lAd 6f
When operating in the 10.4 to 12.6 ~m band (ERTS band #5) at an average
ground temperature of 2830 K (SOoF estimated as typical early spring, late
fall ground temperature) with a Ge:Hg detector (the best available for
this spectral range; D* = 5 X 10 10 cmHzl/2W-l) at an Sn = 3 and assuming
a SOA limit of 0.1 mm for the detector dimension, we have
6T 2.75 X 10-5 AB2 (0.5)"5 X 1010 (t)1/2 = 3
0.1 x 10-1
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Figure 6-13 Infrared Specific Detectivities
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-16T AB2~1/2 = 0.3 x 10 = 4.35 x 10-8
6.0 x 105
Conditions B > 1.6 x 10-5 radians
~ > 10-7
o < 100 cm
c
Spacecraft Summary
The geometrical relationships discussed earlier for the MSS are
also applicable here. Consequently,
2S = 0.33 R
~ , S -_ 0.33 R
2 x 10-6(R in km) or (R in m)~ ,
Where
and
R = 2BH x 103 and S = aH
-2 2~T - 22.2 x 10 H
- i<2 0/ ~1/2
Radiometer swath width versus altitude for various instantaneous fields
of view are shown in Figure 6-14 and ~T as a function of the ratio H/R
with dwell time, ~, as a parameter is shown in Figure 6-15 for both
scanners and radiometers. It should be mentioned that the only difference
between the two devices is in the mechanization. Since radiometers do
not scan, a =0 and S = BH.
Thermal IR Capability for MSS
As mentioned earlier, inclusion of a thermal IR capability in the
multispectral scanner requires some performance compromises. This is
primarily a consequence of the difference in detector sensitivities
for the two spectral regions. Since high spatial resolution in the
visible range is generally the overriding consideration, a large number
of detectors is used to permit a relatively long dwell time per element.
Because of the better performance of visible light detectors, the
97
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instantaneous field of view in this spectral region can. therefore.
be smaller for a given focal length than is the case in the thermal
region. As a result. when the two spectral regions are combined in
a single instrument. the instantaneous field of view for the visible
range is generally better than the instantaneous field of view for the
infrared range and. therefore. the infrared section requires fewer
detectors. A relationship useful for combining the two spectral regions
is given below (see Appendix I).
2 2(Tln2)1/2~TB2 Dc -n-
1
where subscript one pertains
pertains to the IR region.
= 5.5 x 10-8
to the visible region and subscript two
Microwave Scanner and Radiometer
Passive microwave systems sense radiation emitted within the instru-
ment field of view. The amount of energy available depends on the
operating frequency of the microwave device. the pass band around that
frequency and the thermionic temperature and emissivity of the scene
in the spectral region being measured. The method of operation of
this type of device is entirely analogous to the operation of the
thermal infrared radiometer/scanner. Differences lie in the types of
components required because of the different spectral regimes and
magnitude of the emitted radiation in the two regions. For a passive
microwave system the collector consists of a microwave aperture. or
antenna. which receives energy from the area under consideration. The
antenna is coupled to a radio receiver that is capable (because of its
inherently low noise characteristics) of sensing relatively small
differences in the temperature produced radiation emitted from successive
resolution elements (a resolution element is one IFOV). Hence. the
device is intrinsically capable of sensing relatively small differences
in temperature between adjacent resolution elements. As with the
infrared scanner/radiometer. the radiation sensed is an average for the
99 .
overall instantaneous field of view. Consequently, a very small hotspot
within the field is converted to a final reading proportional to the
ratio of the hotspot area to the area encompassed by one IFOV.
Two basic types of microwave radiometers are in use. One is an
unmodu1ated type normally used for imaging. The other, designed for
rather accurate temperature resolution, is known as the Dicke radio-
meter, (Ref. 29) which alternately looks at the object field and a
calibration source. This method of operation compensates for instru-
mental drifts by providing an output relative to the known calibrating
source temperature.
Except for the possible difference outlined above, the radiometer
and the scanner (or imager) are essentially identical in operation.
Generally, the temperature sensitivity of a radiometer for a given
size aperture can be much higher than a scanner because the effective
dwell time per resolution element for a given spacecraft velocity
is longer by the ratio of the scan angle to the instantaneous field
of view.
Microwave Scanner/Radiometer State-of-the-Art Considerations
The two considerations having greatest impact on passive microwave
system performance are current limitations on antenna size and receiver
noise temperatures. Hiatt and Larson (Ref 30) have assessed the
maximum antenna sizes expected to be feasible in the early 70's with
results shown in Figure 6-16. Antennas of these sizes have not been
achieved as yet for spacecraft use but appear to be within the state-
of-the-art insofar as surface tolerance requirements are concerned.
The larger sizes would generally be erectible, while the small size
dishes would generally be fixed, accounting for the flattening of the
curve at higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths). Figure 6-17 shows
the attainable angular resolution for various antenna sizes for several
wavelengths. The state-of-the-art boundary corresponding to Figure
6-16 is also shown on this figure. For this stu~, the simple linear
relationships shown in Figure 6-18 were used. Over the range of
interest, these curves approximate the more sophisticated data quite
well.
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Matthei (Ref. 31) has assessed the current technological capa-
bilities of microwave receivers with the results shown in Figure 6-19.
The solid line in the figure, representing the perfonmance of tunnel
diode amplifiers, is based on his data. The dashed extension in the
figure is based on informal discussions with microwave receiver
manufacturers. Lower noise temperatures can be obtained by using
advanced equipment such as parametric amplifiers or traveling wave
maser amplifiers, but these components are still in the development
stages and cannot be regarded as approaching a space qualified
status.
The factors outlined above affect the choice of operating frequency
for these systems but atmospheric attenuation must also be considered
before a selection can be made. The attenuation of the Earth's atmo-
sphere through a vertical path is shown for wavelengths ranging from
3 cm to 0.1 cm in Figure 6-20. These data were obtained under low to
moderate humidity conditions. The variable attenuation caused by fbgs,
clouds, and rain is not included. Experiments have shown, however,
that only the most severe rainstorms have any serious effect on
microwave propagation through the atmosphere at wavelengths greater
than 1 cm (30 GHz). Statistical data indicates fifty percent reduction
in transmission occurring less than 0.5 percent of the total time
(Ref. 32).
Microwave Scanner/Radiometer Scaling Laws
Abasic expression for the temperature sensitivity of a passive
microwave radiometer is the following.
where
2 1/2 F T
tiT = xr:r R (Dicke) (1)
f is the bandwidth of the system in Hertz
T is the time constant
FR is the effective system noise figure
T is the reference temperature taken at 2900 K.
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Figure 6-19 Amplifier Noise Temperature
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Figure 6-20 Atmospheric Attenuation in the Microwave and Millimeter Spectrum
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State-of-the-art considerations limit f to a maximum value equal to
1/10 of the operating frequency. In the following material. that value
has been used.
The effective system noise figure. FR' is
TA+ TNFR = T
~e~
TN is the amplifier noise temperature
and
whe~ TAis the appa~nt antenna noise temperature within its field of
view and TL is the contribution to the temperature by system losses(taken here as 100oK). For a given operating f~quency, all of the
values in exp~ssion (1) except T a~ defined by state-of-the-art
considerations. Thus the expression can be rewritten as
em
~T =~/2
T
For an operating f~quency of about 90 GHz. the constant em for an
Earth-looking system is about 6 x 10-2 oK sec1/2• The expression is
plotted in Figure 6-21 using this constant.
The beamwidth of the ~ceiving aperture. B. is
Maintaining the line pair convention for resolution then ~su1ts
in the following expression which is shown in Figu~ 6-22:
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Since the state-of-the-art limits for OIA r are taken here as 300.
R > 8H
The dwell time (taking the time constant equal to the dwell time)
determines the length of time that signal can be integrated from the
ground patch encompassed within the antenna field of view. For a
scanning radiometer.
Spacecraft Summary
. For the spacecraft the swath width is expressed as
This expression is plotted in Figure 6-23.
Ai rcraft Summary
For aircraft useage. the swath width becomes
1 -6 2S= .15xlO R
T
Radar
This sensor. unlike the other devices discussed previously. is
an active system in that it provides its own "illumination." Many
variations of these systems are possible for use aboard moving vehicles
but typically for spacecraft applications of the sort being discussed
here. the antenna aperture woul d be liS ide look i ng. II that is. look i ng
at the terrain to the side of the spacecraft and perpendicular to
the flight path. Also. because of the resolution requirements
typical of Earth resources missions. a coherent synthetic aperture
approach is requi red. Conventi onal or "brute force" radar has a
106 \
Figure 6-23 Effect of Dwell Time on the Performance of Microwave Scanners
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resolution capability inversely proportional to the physical aperture
size. As a consequence, at practical operating wavelengths, extremely
long (hundreds of meters) physical apertures would be required to
achieve the needed resolution. Artificially creating a long aperture
by collecting and synthesizing phase and amplitude data from many
separate antenna positions is a practical alternative; therefore, our
attention in this section will be limited to focused side-looking
synthetic aperture radar systems.
Side-Looking Radar Component State-of-the-Art
Erectible linear antennas of the type used for side-looking radar
systems are limited by state-of-the-art finish tolerances and mechanical
considerations in space (thermal, torques, etc.) to a maximum
dimension,
(see Figure 6-18)
Fortunately, for synthetic aperture systems, antennas approaching
this limit will not normally be required. The pulse duration, which
determines the range resolution, is limited by
T a > 10-
9 sec
Because very short pulse durations tend to result in excessive peak
power and bandwidth requirements, a technique known as pulse compression
is now widely used to reduce peak power requirements for short pulses.
Using this method, the transmitted pulse duration becomes
where TC is the desired duration of the compressed pulse. The
present state-of-the-art limits C to values of 400 or less. Values of
C as high as 2000 appear to be attainable within the next decade. For
surface mapping applications, the constraint on Ta is not normally
seri ous as far as range reso1uti on is concerned since targets wi th
108
more than 0.6 of a meter separation in slant range can be resolved
with a pulse duration of a nanosecond. The peak power limitation
with short pulses t however t is a serious one and very often requires
the use of pulse compression techniques as outlined above. The
state-of-the-art peak power constraint is given by
where A is in meters. Receiver bandwidths are related to the pulse
duration and are currently limited to about 10 percent or less of
the operating frequency. Since the receiver bandwidth for a matched
system is simply the reciprocal of the compressed pulse 1ength t
the pulse duration is
> 10
T C -fo
where fo is the operating frequency. The state-of-the-art constraint
is often more stringent than that implied by a nanosecond uncompressed
pulse length and a maximum compression ratio of 400.
The maximum pulse rate possible affects both the peak power require-
ment and also the antenna length required to eliminate azimuth
ambiguities. The present state-of-the-art on radar pulsing systems
limits this maximum rate to about 1 megacycle.
The signal to noise ratio is determined by the intensity of the
received signal and by the system noise. GenerallYt an Sn of at
least ten is desired. The current state-of-the-art for system
noise is shown in Figure 6-24.
Side-Looking Radar Scaling Laws
The geometry for a coherent side-looking radar is shown in Figure
6-25. The maximum synthetic aperture length is given by the a10ng-
track dimension of the surface that is illuminated by the real physical
antenna at any range. That iS t
109
Figure 6-24 Radar System Noise
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Figure 6-25 Focused Synthetic Aperture Radar Geometry
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One would expect the expression for the beamwidth of the synthetic
aperture thus generated to be analogous to the expression above with
DSA substituted for La in the denominator. Actually, however, the
beam pattern produced by a synthetic aperture array is determined
by the two-way phase shifts, that is, the phase shift occurring
from the time the transmitted signal leaves the antenna until it
reaches the ground, plus the phase shift occurring from reflection
at the ground surface to reception at the antenna. In the physical
array situation described by the equation above, the beam pattern
is determined by the one-way phase shift because the antenna
system has no way of "rememberi ng" the transmi tted phase but per-
ceives only the difference in phase between the signals reflected
from the surface. As a consequence, the effective length for a
synthetic aperture antenna is twice the length actually generated.
Thus, for the same real and synthetic aperture length,
B = 2 Br s
where Bs is the effective beamwidth of the synthetic aperture array.
Because of these conditions, the ultimate resolution
Again, recalling the convention used throughout (requiring two lines
or a line pair per resolution element), R~ La' Therefore, the ultimate
resolution capability is determined only by the actual length of the
physical aperture. Unfortunately though, there are constraints on
the size of the physical antenna. The most important one is the
azimuth ambiguity constraint which requires that
4 Vs x 10
3
La ~ p (2)
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where Vs is the spacecraft ground velocity and p is the pulse rate
of the radar. The unambiguous swath width. S. is determined by the
roundtrip distance covered by a radar pulse during the interpulse
period projected to the ground. Therefore.
S - c
- 2p cos e
where c is the velocity of light and e is the radar depression angle.
Using this expression. equation (2) can be rewritten
8 VsS cos e
La ~ c
or
c La
S < ~o~~~':'"
- 8 Vs cos e
Spacecraft Summary
For an orbital velocity of 7.8 km/sec.
5 La
S~cos e
This relationship is plotted in Figure 6-26.
Aircraft SummarY
For the aircraft case.
181 La
S < 0:----:-=
- cos e
Scatterometer
The scatterometer is essentially a radar system designed to
determine scattering coefficient for a surface resolution element as
a function of look angle. In some cases. a capability for measuring
112
Figure 6-26 Coherent Side Looking Radar Swath Width
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scattering coefficients for different polarizations and at different
wavelengths is also provided. The method of mechanization discussed
here requires illumination of the surface region extending from the
spacecraft nadir to a point 45 degrees ahead of the nadir (see Figure
6-27). The width of the beam and the number of elements in the 'a10ng
track I beam dimension depend on the resolution requirements imposed.
In operation, the scattering coefficient for anyone resolution element
within the illuminated region is obtained for all depression angles
from 45 to 90 degrees. Either data are acquired continuously or on a
sampling basis along the track. The scaling laws presented here are
predicated on a continuous system.
Scatterometer Component State-of-the-Art
The component data discussed in the preceding section for side~
looking radar systems is generally applicable here also. Consequently,
this material will not be repeated.
Scatterometer Scali n9 Laws
For a spacecraft flying at an altitude Habove the surface, the
illuminated region along the track is also H units long for a 45 degree
look angle measured from the nadir. Consequently, the resolution along
the track, R' , is
3R
'
- H x 10
- N
where N is the number of cells or resolution elements. Again, recalling
our convention requiring two resG1ution elements for detection the
actual resolution, R, becomes
R = 2H x 103
N
For any 'a10ng track' beamwidth, B. this expression can be
rewri tten as
114
R = 2H tan B x 103
N
The integration time, To' for each resolution element is then
given by
T - H tan B
0- NV
s
where Vs is the spacecraft velocity. The swath width for such a
system (representing cross track resolution) is given by
where La is the cross track antenna size and A is the wavelength.
Generally, such a system would be designed for a square resolution
element. Thus, the swath width is related to resolution by
S - R
- 2
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7. SENSOR SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS
The spacecraft support reQuirements for the sensor systems discussed
in the previous section are presented here. Th~y include essentially
all of the factors that determine the performance reQuirements for
the spacecraft subsystems, e.g., power, stabili~y, weight, etc. The
state-of-the-art limits discussed earlier have been used wherever
they would simplify the relationships and at the same time provide
meaningful results. The reQuirements for each sensor system are pre-
sented in the same order as the previous section', i .~., film camera,
television, multispectral scanner, infrared scanner/radiometer, micro-
wave scanner/radiometer, radar and scatterometer. Image motion con-
siderations, pertinent for all of the passive devices, are discussed
fi rst.
Image Motion Considerations
Relative motion between the sensor platform and the scene during
imaging causes smear; that is, during the exposure or scan period,
any uncompensated motion will result in scene or resolution element
movement in the image plane. As a conseQuence, the effective system
resolution is reduced. The extent of this reduction depends on the
amount of movement. Image motion affects frame type devices (film
cameras and vidicon) and scanning instruments differently.
The geometry for image motion is shown in Figure 7-1. This figure
applies for both scanners and frame devices. Image motion compensation
(IMC) corrects for the linear motion of the spacecraft relative to
the scene. The angular rate, a, corresponding to this motion is
• Vs
a =~ (See Section 6 for nomenclature.)
Straightforward IMC systems consisting of a V/H sensor and asso-
ciated electronics can compensate for about 95 percent of this ~ype of
motion. This type of IMC is only pertinent for frame devices.
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Figure 7-1 Image Motion Geometry
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Angular rates about the three spacecraft or aircraft axes produced
by pitch s roll s and yaw motions affect both frame devices and scan-
ners and can only be compensated by means of an inertially stabil-
ized mount for the sensor. In this paper, it is assumed that such
a mount is not employed.
For frame devices, the entire scene is exposed simultaneously. The
pitch and yaw motions are at right angles to the roll motion and,
in the worst cases are additive. The pitch motion at the image
planes mp' is
m = lOF~tp e
the yaw motions myS is
and the roll motions m
r
, is
m = lOF~tr e
(mm)
The total motion then becomes,
mt = ~(m + m )2 + m 2P.Y r
Permitting equal movement in all axes s
(mm)
or the maximum motion permitted for anyone axis s mi , is
m. < mt
, - 2":-2"4"
For a scanners the same considerations apply except for the fact
that the exposure is made element by element. Since line overlap
and picture element displacement line to line are the pertinent
considerations heres the time to scan one complete line must be
119
used as the criterion. Also. the yaw motion expression should be
modified to a more convenient form.
For a scanner. the effective format size. D. is
Thus.
o = 20F tan a/2
my =10F(tan a/2)ete
(mm)
Film Camera
Each of the major supporting areas for film camera systems is
discussed briefly below.
Data Rate
--------
The average data aCQuisition rate during a picture taking seQuence
is given by
where
(bi ts/sec)
For a 9 inch film. a state-of-the-art scanning spot diameter of 5
micrometers. and a grey scale of 6 bits. this reduces to
DR = l45too~.&.rr:.iL = ~:..i4 lQ.~ bps
For a 5 inch film.
~l~l?illli.
The stability of the spacecraft during exposure determines the
amount of smear and resulting loss that occurs due to smear. It was
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shown in Section 6 that a modulation transfer of about '75 percent
due to smear was tolerable and that under this and the other state~
of-the-art conditions, the film resolving power was 72 1/mm.
Thus, the permitted pitch and roll motions become
-4 -4l _ 5.5 x 10 _ 2.5 x 10
'I' - 2:-n-rf;- - --Ft";---
and the ta1erab1e yaw motion becomes
(rad/sec)
• _ 2 x 5.5 x 10-3 _ 4.9 x 10-3
e - --rnOt;-- - ~--Dt;--
For the most difficult exposure situation anticipated (see Appendix J):
and
~ =-~~_~10-~4"~- = -Q.~~
6.38 x 10 f F f F
• _ 4.9 x 10-3 7 7
e - -------.:if:z- = -:t,-
6.38 x 10 f 0 f 0
~i~El_!r}.c!JiEli9.Il~
Based on an analysis of existing film cameras, the following
empirical expressions for the dimensions (With film and processing)
of 511 and 9.5 11 cameras have been developed:
511 : (0.102 ~ 0.01 F + 0.037Lf 1/2 ) x 0.25 x (0.46 + 0.046Lf 1/2 ) (m)
9.511 : (0.01 F + 0.037Lf 1/2) x 0.41 x (0.51 + 0.046Lf1/2) (m)
With image motion compensation, additional volume is reauired for
the sensor mechanism and the electronics. These dimensions are:
Mechanism:
Electronics:
0.15xO.15xO.15 (m)
0.076 x 0.15 x 0.28 (m)
The weight of the film camera system including the processor but
excluding shielding, scanning eauipment, or the IMC sensor and
electronics is:
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5"
9.5"
where k1 is 1.0 w/o IMC and 3.57 with IMC
De is lens diameter (em)
Lf is film length (m)
K2 is film weight (kg/m
2)
Thick tri-aeetate base, k2 = 0.181 kg/m
2 (w=0.014 cm)
Thin polyester base, k2 = 0.107 kg/m
2 (w = 0.0069 cm)
k3 is processing weight (kg/m
2)
k3 = 0.197 kg/m
2 (w = 0.03 cm)
k4 is 1.0 w/o IMC and 1.68 with IMC
The estimated weight of the V/H sensor and electronics is 4.6
kg and the flying spot scanner weight is also estimated at 4.6 kg .
. The length of film required for a square format is given by:
(l + g) A
cL =--jIf"--..,----
f R' 1'0
(m)
The weight of a 9.5" film system with IMC and processor but excluding
shielding is shown in Figure 7-2.
To estimate the shielding required, the area of the film spool
must be determined and multiplied by the requisite shielding mass
per unit area.
The film spool size is obtained by assuming the film to be wound
on a spool of inner radius 1.27 cm and outer radius
(
2 100WLf ) 1/2R = 1.27 + ---s 1T
where w = film thickness
and the surface area of the film spool is given by
Af = 21T Rs (Rs + 0/10) (cm2)
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Figure 7-2 9.5" Film Shielding Weight with IMC and Processing (No Shielding)
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The reQuired shielding thickness depends on the orbit parameters
and the type of film used. These factors are discussed in Appendix E.
For 50-243 film and the nominal orbit considered here (Orbit No.8 of
Section 2), a shielding weight of 76 kg/m2 is appropriate. Thus,
-4Msh = 76 Af x 10 (kg)
= .0478 Rs (Rs + D/10) (kg)
The shielding weight as a function of film length for a 9.5" film
magazine is shown in Figure 7-3.
Power
(w)
(w)
(w/o IMC)
(with IMC)
Based on an analysis of the average power reQuirements for a
number of aerial photographic systems and spaceborne designs includ-
ing Lunar Orbiter, the estimated power for a spaceborne photographic
system is,
P = 29 + 5.6 D2
P =47 + 16.8 D2
Television
The support reQuirements for television systems are covered
below.
Data Rate
-------
The average data aCQuisition rate, Dr' is
2
D =.LC!.
r t
For the 4.5 11 Return Beam Vi di con,
bits/sec
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Figure 7-3 Radiation Shield Weight for 9.5" Film Magazine
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~l~l?.ili1~
To achieve a modulation transfer with linear image motion of
68 percent or more at a spatial frequency of 30 l/mrn (see Section 6),
the maximum image motion during exposure is 16.5 ~m •
.
Thus, the tolerable pitch and roll motion, ~, are
rad/sec
and the yaw motion, 6, is
. 2 x 16.5 x 10-3
a = ---------------2.24 D t e
For the anticipated worst case spacecraft exposure time (see Appen-
dix J)
and . 14.7 x 10-
6
e -- -----------:5--~--
2.16 x 10 f D
0.68
-~­
f D
~i~~_~Fl<!_\i~i.9.tll
The dimensions for a vidicon camera are approximated by:
(cm) (no IMC)
where Lt is tube length (see Figure 7-4).
and DT is tube diameter (assumes that DT > Dc)
With IMC, an addi'tional volume estimated at 0.013 m3 is required for
the mirror system and V/H sensor.
The weight, M, of a vidicon system is
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12.5
where k1 is zero if D< 10 and 1.0 if D> 10
k2 is zero without IMC, 1.0 with IMC
This expression is plotted in Figure 7-5 for a 4.5" vidicon.
Power
The system power required is
,
P = 6.3 DT + 15 k2 (w)
Multispectral Scanner, IR Scanner and IR Radiometer
While there are significant differences in the sensitivity and
spatial resolution capabilities of these three devices for a given
level of support, all are basically similar and thus, with minor
exceptions, one set of support requirements relationships suffices.
These relationships are discussed below:
Data Rate
The data acquisition rate for these system is given by:
DR = ~:~~~~ (bps)
R2
where n is the number of detectors with resolution R
If the spatial resolution, R, varies for different spectral
regions in an MSS, the total data rate must be found by summing the
rates for all spectral channels.
~~~~ili~
For a total motion of one half scan line during the line scan time,
the maximum image plane motion, mt , is
10BF
m =
t 2
(111l1)
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Figure 7-5 4.5" Vidicon System Weight (With IMC)
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30
.Thus, the limiting pitch and roll motions, ~, are
(rad/sec)
Since, for a scanner the line scan time, te , is expressed as
Vs x 103
t e = --R/2---
then
.Similarly, the maximum yaw motion, a, is
For a radiometer looking at the nadir, the pitch and roll considera-
tions are the same as above but there is no yaw motion stability re-
Quirement.
~i~~_C!.'lc!J!~i..9.l!.t
The system volume, exclusive of the coolant subsystem for thermal
IR, is
2V= ~ Dc (0.73Dc + 0.61F) (cm3)
4
assuming the use of a singly folded optical system. The system di-
ameter is approximately 1.lDc'
Based on the 80 deg. Kclosed cycle cooler designed by Hughes for the
ERTS thermal IR channel, a volume of about 0.024 m3 should be ade-
Quate per detector for such a device.
The system weight is
M=M + M + M + Mc s sm m
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where Mc is the primary mirror mass
Ms is the secondary mirror mass
Msm is the scan mirror mass
and Mm is the structure mass
Scaling relations have been developed for each of these components.
Assuming beryllium optical elements and an aluminum structure,
[ ( ) 5/2 (05/ 2 J5/2 0.5Dc Dc 5/2 5/2M = 230 Dc - --f--- + 150 -,- + 230 Dc + 567 Dc (kg)
The structural weight could be reduced by the ratio of (1.85:2.7)
by using beryllium but since large systems would normally be designed
so that the spacecraft structure is the telescope housing, aluminum
would appear to be a more likely choice. The telescope weight with
and without structure is shown in Figure 7-6 for various aperture
sizes. The weight of an 800Kcooler, if reQuired, would add about
0.68 kg per detector to the system weight.
Power
The power needed for rotation of the scan mirror in large imaging
systems is large compared to the other system power reQuirements. Thus,
system power is approximated by:
. -3 2 3P = 7.5 x 10 Dc Msmw (W)
where w is the mirror rotational speed (rad/sec).
For non-scanning systems the sensor and sensor electronics,
reference source, and cooling system are the principal power users.
The sensor/electronics power reQuirement, P, is
P = kn1/ 2
where k =1.5 for thermal detection
= 4 for photo detection
n =number of detectors
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Figure 7-6 Cassegranian Telescope Weight
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The reference source reQuires about 5W. If a detector array is
used, this should be increased to lOW. The cooling power for SOoK
operation is estimated at 20W per detector.
Microwave Scanner/Radiometer
Microwave scanner/radiometer support reQuirements are discussed
below.
Data Rate
-------
The data aCQuisition rate for a scanning system is given by:
aGVsDR =~H- (bps)
where a is the scan angle
and B is the instantaneous field of view
Since a =S/H and B =R/2H,
4H2SGVs
DR = --;2-
For non-scanning devices (radiometers), the same expression applies
with S = R/2.
~tabili~
The considerations discussed in the preceding section apply here
also.
~i~t!_anC!jJei9.ht
The receiver volume and weight for operation in the vicinity of
30 GHz are estimated at 4900 cm3 and 6.8 kg, respectively.
The form factor can be arranged to suit the aircraft or space-
craft configuration. The antenna volume, Va' is
21TDcVa = T2"-
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The antenna weight. based on a density of 2.5 kg/m2• is
. 2
2.51TDcMA =---4---
Antenna weight as a function of aperture area is shown in Figure 7-7.
The drive mechanism. assumed to be hydraulic for large antennas. is
estimated to weigh 4.6 kg.
Power
The receiver power reQuirement is estimated at lOW and the
antenna drive power at SOW.
Radar
Support reQuirements for focused coherent side-looking radar
systems are discussed below.
Data Rate
---------
The raw data aCQuisition rate. DR' for this type of radar system.
is
° _P..SG (bps)R - RT'l
Using the azimuth ambiguity constraint. the expression becomes.
8VsSGDR = [;R-
. Onboard processing would result in a data rate given by
4VsSGDR = -p:'l--
reducing the subseQuent data handling and transmission load. The
ratio. DR/DR' is given by
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Figure 7-7 Antenna Weights for Active and Passive Microwave Systems
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ConseQuently, the processed data rate will be at least a factor
of two smaller than the raw data rate. The feasibility of onboard
processing has not yet been explored but the size, weight, and com-
plexity of existing systems appear to make early achievement of
this capability unlikely.
~tC!.~!.L!.~
With a synthetic aperture system, all mapped elements must remain
within the locus of the 3dB real antenna beam contour during the inte-
gration time associated with the generation of the synthetic aperture.
This implies that the synthetic aperture beamwidth must move a distance
less than the resolution size during the integration time. Taking a
displacement of one half resolution element as acceptable, the allow-
able yaw rate, a, becomes
(rad/sec)
The eQuivalent 'frame time,' t e , for the radar is
Arr
t e = [;-V;
Thus, • La Vse = ,,------~ DSA r
Since target position in range is determined by transit time.
roll rate need not be controlled except that the entire mapped swath
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must be illuminated during the integration period. ConseQuently, the
elevation beamwidth must be adeQuate to account for the roll motion.
Thus,
• A - 5
<l>r t e = --2--
.
<I>
(A-5)La Vs
-- --~------2r Ar
where A is the region illuminated by the elevation beam.
or
~i~~!.Ji~i9.Il~~cLF:Q.\!~r.
The weight of the radar (less antenna) is approximated by
M = _L___ (kg)
78 Jd
c
where P is the average power
and dc' the transmitter duty cycle, is given by
4Vs R cos ed = p. = -------
c c; c without pulse compression
or
4Vs C R cos e
dc = pC. = C;- ---c--- with compression
where. is the pulse length reQuired by the desired ground resolution
C is the compression factor « 400)
The average power is expressed as
(w)
Ar = 10 em, L = R, and L =,.5_~i'l~ )a v.~ Arr
This expression is plotted in Figure 7-8.
P = 941L~ir~
La cos e
(assuming 20 percent efficiency;
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Figure 7-8 Radar Total Input Power
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Thus the weight can be expressed as
or
_ 120 Hsin eM - -----~['l---
La cos e{R
12HsineM = ---3[2----
La cos e {R
no compression
compression of 100
Radar transmitter weight as a function of antenna size. or resolution.
for compression factors of a and 100 is shown in Figure 7-9.
The radar transmitter-volume. YR' is
V - M 3R - ~6"o (m )
The antenna weight (see Figure 7-7). based on a density of 4 kg/m2• is
(kg)
and the antenna volume is
Scatterometer
These relationships are for a scatterometer with a fan-shaped beam
extending from the nadir to 45 degrees in front of the spacecraft.
Data Rate
---------
For the geometry outlined above. the cell size. R. on the surface
is
2H x 103R = --If--- (m)
where H is the altitude
and Nis the number of cells (resolution elements)
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Figure 7-9 Radar Transmitter Weight
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The data collection period. te' becomes
Thus (bps)
For a dynamic range of 40 dB in 0.62 dB steps. G= 6. For two
freQuencies and two polarizations. G must be increased to eight. (It
is assumed that one freQuency and one polarization is used for any
one collection period.)
~i~l!.il'Lli
Assuming that the yaw rate must not exceed the value that results
in one half the cross track beamwidth at the far end of the swath.
• R Vsor e = --------3- = -- (rad/sec)
4Hte x 10 2H
Using the same criterion for pitch and roll.
• R
Hcjlte = .4"
or
~i.;'E!._~flc!JiE!.i9.t}.i
The scaling laws discussed in the radar section apply here also.
Power
The average power is expressed as
(w)
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8. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
The purpose of this section is to address the fundamental questions
of data transfer from a spaceborne observation system to a ground-based
central facility. In keeping with the study constraints the emphasis
is on transfer of data acquired over (or near) the continental United
States. However, consideration is also given to data transfer from an
acquisition system operated on a global basis. A review of possible
sensors indicated that very high acquisition rates, up to several giga-
bits per second, might be necessary to satisfy resolution and coverage
requirements for some applications. To provide the flexibility to
satisfy these requirements should they materialize, the analysis is not
limited to a review of current S-band transmission capabf1ity and
possible modest extensions. Instead it includes, as well, investigations
of the utility of geosynchronous relay satellites, the relative
advantages of stored data transmission through the existing world-wide
network, ,and postulated advanced communications systems compatible with
higher data acquisition rates. Data transmission alternatives are
examined without attempting to tailor any telemetry system to a particular
sensor requirement other than, as indicated, to satisfy the spectrum of
sensors under consideration.
The analysis is limited to downlink telemetry from the acquisition
system since this imposes the most severe requirements on a communications
link and may impact spacecraft design and restrict operational flexibility
as we 11 • The command or up1i nk, due to avail abil i ty of hi gh transmi tter
power and low data rate, is not critical and was not investigated.
Real Time Transmission
Figure 8-1 shows the nominal ground station coverage over the
continental United States for a satellite altitude of 590 km (Orbit
No.8 of Section 2). The Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) station
at Corpus Christi, Texas, having a 30 ft. tracking antenna, is as-
sumed available to this task as shown (Ref. 33). In addition, a
portion of the Goddard facility and a Satellite Tracking and Data
ACQuisition Network (STADAN) site at Fairbanks may be allocated for
additional coverage. A new site in the vicinity of Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, is under consideration to supplement or supersede the
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Figure 8-1 Nominal Station Coverage for Data Acquisition
System Altitude of 590 km
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above coverage (Ref. 34). This latter site is also shown ·in Figure
8-1 for a range of possible masking angles. The cusps in each pat-
tern are due to gimbal interference that limits low angle coverage.
It is clear from the figure that coverage of the continental United
States from this altitude with real-time data transmission to these sites
is feasible. It is also evident that using only these sites the incorpora-
tion of data storage aboard the spacecraft would not markedly enhance this
capability since the coverage patterns do not extend significantly beyond
'the area of sensor activation. (It is assumed that the Alaskan site
would be needed for real-time Alaskan data.)
Real-time data transmission performance is described in Table 8-1
for a ground station with a 30 ft. antenna and uncoo1ed parametric
amplifier receiver operating at S-band (2300 MHz). This is the most
common station configuration in the NASA network. Other ground station
configurations currently in operation are compared in Table 8-2. It is
clear that for a satellite at this altitude the rate of data delivery is
not limited by available satellite power. For the minimum capability
system, 6 Mbps may be transmitted for each watt of RF power. It must be
noted that Table 8-1 also suffices to describe performance at X-band
(8450 MHz) since increased space loss would be compensated by increased
ground antenna gain.
The ground network which receives the sensor telemetry consists
mainly of dual stations at each site that have the capability of simul-
taneously demodulating four channels of data. With the anticipated receiver
improvements (Refs. 36,37) an estimated total data rate limitation of
approximately 50 to 60 Mbps to a dual site, or half of this to a single
site, is possible in the 2200-2300 MHz band.
Provided improved receiving equipment were installed at each site,
existing spectrum allocations could permit operation over a 2200-2450
MHz band. In this case it would be possible to transmit up to about 125
Mbps to a site. This would, however, mean possible interference from
amateur radio service (Ref. 38).
As an alternative, a change in modulation method such as the use of
quadriphase PSK rather than either biphase PSK or PCM/FM could increase the
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Table 8-1
Downlink Telemetry
Power Budget at S-band. Altitude 590 km
Transmitter power (1 watt)
Transmitter antenna gain
Transmitter pointing loss
Transmission loss
Receiver loss
Free space loss (2300 MHz. 2500 km)
Ground station antenna gain (30 1 )
Receiver pointing loss
Recei ved Power
Carrier Channel
Modulation loss (6, =1.1 radian)
Carrier Power
Noise spectral density (T = l30o K. uncooled paramp)
Noise tracking bandwidth (700 Hz)
Noise Power
CIN
CIN Threshold
Required margin for system tolerances
Margin
Data Channel
Modulation loss (6, = 1.1 radian
Si gna1 Power
Noise spectral density (T = 1300 K)
SINo
Required STINo (PSK (BT = 2). Pe = 10-5)
Required margin for system tolerances
Maximum Data Rate
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o db
4
- 3
- 1.5
- 0.5
-167.7
44
- 0.5
-125.2
- 7
-132.2
-207.5
28.5
-179.0
46.8
- 12
- 3
31.8
- 1
-126.2
-207.5
81.3
10.5
3.0
67.8 db = 6 Mbps
Table 8-2
MSFN Comparative Telemetry Performance
Maximum Data
Antenna Noise Temp. Rate at 1 Watt
Ground System Gain at 50 0 Elev.* Trans. Power
30 1 uncooled
parametric amplifier 44 1300 K 6 Mbps
30 1 cooled
parametric amplifier 44 65°K 12 Mbps
85 1 cooled
parametric amplifier 52.5 65°K 85 Mbps
*Refs. 35,36
Table 8-3
Summary of Maximum Data Rate Capability
for Various Communications Systems
Present S-band capability
25-30 Mbps to a single station
50-60 Mbps to a dual station
Possible extensions of present system
125' Mbps bi phase
250 Mbps quadriphase
Possible improved capability at X-band
250 Mbps biphase
500 Mbps quadriphase
Advanced systems
500-1000 Mbps, mm-band link
500-5000 Mbps or higher, laser link
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data rate in the available bandwidth. For example in the 2200-2450 MHz
band, 250 Mbps could be transmitted. Quadriphase PSK modems operating at
X-band have been demonstrated with data rates of 450 Mbps (Ref.39).
In order to further widen the available bandwidth it is also possible
to transfer operations to a higher frequency. At X-band, 0.5 6Hz
channels have been allocated to communications satellite ,service. Provided
agreements could be obtained and non-interference guaranteed, it would be
possible to transmit up to 250 Mbps with biphase PSK or 500 Mbps with
quadriphase.
A further extension of operating frequency into the rom region would
require increased power due to atmospheric and other losses. Decreased
transmitter efficiency would further increase the spacecraft auxiliary
power system requirements. However this portion of the spectrum is not
congested and rates up to 400 Mbps are under study (Ref.40). It appears
that with continued development rates on the order of 1000 Mbps will be
possible at radio frequencies. Laser links could be employed at higher
rates, the final limitations of which are not yet known. These systems
will be further explored in following sections. Table 8-3 summarizes the
capability so far described.
Figure 8-2 depicts the limitations and zones of application of both
direct and relay data transmission modes. Shown is the data rate versus
RF power for direct transmission to the various ground stations of Table
8-2, and the performance utilizing a tracking and data relay satellite
(TORS) obtained from Ref. 41. The effect of acquisition system antenna
beamwidth, which is directed toward the TORS, is also shown. Since the
TORS is at synchronous altitude, an antenna with approximately an 18
degree beamwidth would keep it in view during acquisition system passage
from limb to limb. As indicated in the figure this results in severely
curtailed transmission which, nevertheless, may be adequate for many
applications. To achieve higher data rates with reasonable power levels
a narrow beam antenna would be required to track the TORS. The direct
link operates satisfactorily with a wide beam, low gain antenna aboard the
spacecraft.
Also indicated on Figure 8-2 are suggested acquisition system
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Figure 8-2 Data Link Performance and Limitations
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transmitter power limits. While TWT's in the one kilowatt range are
available, and mu1tiki10watt tubes have been studied for TV broadcast
satellites, the impact of such power demands upon the weight of the
spacecraft tend to constrain transmitters to the 100 watt class.
The TORS concept of Reference 41 considers the merits of various
operating frequencies: Between the acquisition system/TORS; VHF, S,
Xand K-banks: between TORS/TORS; Xand K-bands: and between TORS/
ground; X-band. Both 4 foot and 8 foot TORS antenna diameters are
considered in the reference to be appropriate for this application.
The configuration presented here employs either an S-band or X-band
(7.9 6Hz) link between acq~isition system and relay satellite with
an 8 foot antenna on the latter. This configuration performance is
independent of whether S or X-band is used and permits a valid com-
parison of TORS performance with that of the existing (S-band) or
updated (X-band) ground network for direct transmission, which like-
wise is independent of frequency. (Higher frequency operations are
compared in a later section.)
The proposed relay satellite design has an instantaneous bandwidth
of 100 MHz which~ for two-phase PSK, typically limits the telemetry
channel capacity to 50 Mbps. As indicated in Figure 8-2, this is compar-
able to the current capacity of dual ground stations. From a review of
this figure it is clear that for applications with moderate data rates
either system would be satisfactory based on spacecraft power requirements.
For higher rates, above 50 Mbps, only a direct link would be feasible since
it offers the potential of much higher rates with reasonable power. The
postulated extension in performance to about 500 Mbps by improvements to
the ground network is also shown. Higher telemetry rates would likely
necessitate the use of advanced systems.
Stored Data Transmission
With a given transmission channel capacity it is possible to accom-
modate higher sensor data acquisition rates by recording the data for
delayed transmission at tolerable rates. Transmission may be either
through a TORS to a ground si te in the Uni ted States, or "di rect" to the
worldwide NASA network as previously described. It is presumed here that
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both STADAN and MSFN stations which are configured to receive high data
rate S-band telemetry would be available, at least in part, to support
an operational Earth observation program. The data. once received, would
then require satellite relay or physical transport to a processing center
in the United States.
The use of data storage aboard the acquisition system provides
flexibility in that the acquisition rate need not be limited by the trans-
mission rate. The maximum acquisition rate, Ra, provided there exists
adequate total data storage capacity is given by
w~re
Rt = available transmission rate
P = orbital period (= 5800 sec. at 590 km)
T = data acquisition period
F = view fraction
The view fraction is the relative portion of each orbit in which
data transmission is possible. For two TDRS stationed in synchronous
orbit 132 degrees symmetrically from the longitude of Washington, D.C.,
communication is possible for approximately 93% of each orbit at this
altitude (Ref. 42)~
The view fraction for direct transmission is a function of site
placement, site low angle coverage and masking patterns. and orbital
altitude and inclination. For an altitude of 590 km and employing a
typical masking angle of 5 deg., Table 8-4 indicates the duration of data
acquisition periods for orbits which pass over the continental United
States as well as the corresponding view fraction. The view fraction
varies with the longitude of the ascending node and minimum and average
values, which are of interest for communications, are shown. It should
be mentioned that although the availability of a TORS would result in
the probable closing of several overseas sites, the entire network was
included in arriving at these figures.
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Table 8·4
Communications Parameters for Representative Orbits
Orbit Data Acquisition Vi ew Fracti on
Code Inclination Period per Orbit (sec) per Orbi t
Maximum Average Minimum Average
4 50° 555 315 34% 49%
6 63° 390 310 10% 28%
8 97° 350 240 9% 21%
11 117° 390 310 10% 28%
For the above parameters the sensor rate, for a telemetry rate of
50 Mbps, is shown in Figure 8·3. For an inclination of 50° there is a
clear advantage in transmitting the data (that which could not be sent to
U.S. sites) to the overseas network~ Sensor rates may be increased to
200 to 450 Mbps as compared to a rea1·time rate of 50 Mbps. At higher
inclinations however, the lesser improvement may not justify the additional
difficulty of collecting and merging data obtained by several sites.
The relay satellite performance is not shown in Figure 8·3 for
clarity, but would extend the improvement to 93% contact in each case.
The maximum sensor rate is then given in Table 8·5 below.
Inclination
Table 8·5
Maximum Sensor Rate for 50 Mbps Telemetry
Through a Data Relay Satellite
Acquisition Period over United States
Maximum Average
485 Mbps
693
770
857 Mbps
870
1120
The relay satellite offers significantly higher sensor rates and
the advantage of returning all the data to the same U.S. tracking station.
The penalty for such operations is,·as previously noted, in the higher
transmitter power borne by the Earth observation system.
Recording system capability required for the applications discussed
in this report is on the order of 1011 .1012 • Recorder input rate is a
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Figure 8-3 Data Acquisition Rate Over U. S. with Constant
50 Mbps Telemetry Rate Throughout Orbit
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result of the sensor required for a given application; the highest
value uncovered in this study is 290 Mbps (see Table 9-2) which is
about an order of magnitude beyond current recorder band width capa-
bility. The camera systems (see Table 9-2), which have the highest
data rate requirement, use film for storage. Continued effort to
increase recorder capacity and reliability is needed as well as re-
search to develop new methods of data storage. Since the recorder
is often the weakest element in a data system, improvements to this
device directly enhance mission effectiveness.
Advanced Systems
For sensors with very high rates, and there are only a few which
exhibit this requirement, adequate telemetry capability may be provided
by one of several means. The previous section described the sensor rates
which could result from non real-time transmission. The magnification
factor of 4 to 9 times the telemetry rate would also apply above 50 Mbps
transmission capacity. Thus by relatively modest improvements in ground
station capability, to several hundred Mbps, sensor rates in the Gbps
range would be feasible. Alternatively, the use of higher carrier
frequencies, either RF or optical, provides a means of te1emetering in
real-time sensor rates to several Gbps. This obviates the need for data
storage or, alternatively, permits even greater resolution and/or coverage
to be obtained. This section examines the penalties which accompany these
improvements, in terms of increased transmitter power, operational complex-
ity or spacecraft stabilization accuracy.
Mi 11 ime te r Sys terns
Due to the inherently wider bandwidths of components and the
relatively large blocks of unallocated or "government use" spectrum,
millimeter wavelength transmissions may operate at rates of 500-1000 Mbps.
Disadvantages lie in the increased link susceptibility to weather and,
to some extent, the unavailability of components. This latter problem,
however, is in the process of being rectified.
The present status of data links under study or development in the
em to mm region operate at 250-500 Mbps, and rates to 1000 Mbps are
anticipated. It is not clear at this time whether higher rates will be
preempted by laser links which are more suited to operations at several
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Gbps. The acquisition system requirements given in Table 9-2 reach a
maximum rate of 0.9 Gbps with the exception of one film system which
requires 3.3 Gbps. Therefore this section will examine mm systems
operating at a nominal of 1 Gbps, for both direct and relay transmission.
As indicated in Table 8-3, this is the approximate limiting capability
of mm sys terns •
In the mm and near-mm regi on are several frequenci es wi th suffi ci ent
spectrum for wideband telemetry. Table 8-6 lists those which could be
considered as candidates for direct communications to Earth (Ref. 38).
Although higher frequency windows exist at about 94, 140 and 200-300 GHz,
the effects of weather and the state of component development are such
that the frequencies listed are preferable for this application. In the
region between 20 and 27 GHz, atmospheric attenuation is more severe
than at immediately higher or lower frequencies, and for this study those
frequencies are not considered further. However with increased power this
region could provide a viable telemetry band.
Table 8-6
Possible Bands for High Data Rate Telemetry
f (GHz) Bandwidth (GHz)
13.4 - 14.0 0.6
14.4 - 15.35 0.95
15.7 - 17.7 2.0
19.7 - 21.0 1.3
22.0 - 24.25 2.25
25.25 - 27.52 2.25
31.5 - 31.8 0.3
33.4 - 38.6 5.2
For this application the 35 GHz window was employed since sUfficient
bandwidth is available for 1 Gbps telemetry, and it provides a more clear
demonstration of mm capability than would lower frequencies. For relay
links atmospheric attenuation is not a consideration and interference with
Earth based systems is minimal. Thus far more flexibility is possible
in the choice of frequency. The TORS study previously mentioned did not
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consider frequencies above 15 GHz due to present component limitations.
In the 1980 time frame, however, projected technology improvements should
permit operational links at 35 GHz with moderate power requirements. For
a postulated relay satellite link at 35 GHz, Table 8-7 lists transmitter
powers based on current technology as demonstrated on the ATS experiment
and estimated improved receiver capability (Ref. 43).
Table 8-7
Acquisition System RF Power for 1 Gbps
Through Relay Satellite
Receiver Transmitter
NF ERP
RF Power for Transmitter
Antenna Diameters
4 foot 8 foot
ATS Technology
Improved Technology
17 db
9 db
79.4 db
71 db
870 watts
126
220 watts
31
As is evident from the above, lowered noise figures for spaceborne
mm receivers is essential if relay links are to be used at very high
rates. Transmitter power is presently limited to about 50 watts at
this frequency, without elaborate cooling techniques.
The employment of large (8 1 ) antennas results in a reduction of the
half-power beamwidth to 0.25 degrees as compared to 0.5 degrees with a 4
foot dish. Amore sophisticated examination than can be performed here
would be necessary to ascertain the minimum beamwidth for which acquisition
time and sate11ite-to-sate11ite tracking is acceptable.
The alternative method of data retrieval is, as before, direct to
ground stations. Since such a network does not presently operate in the·
mm band, one or several stations would need to be constructed for this
application. Table 8-8 details the power budget with the assumed ground
system characteristics of a 30' antenna followed by an uncooled parametric
amplifier with a 4000 Knoise temperature. (Ref. 44). It is seen that
in order to transmit the data at the assumed rate of 1 Gbps, a transmitter
power of 2 W is needed to yield an adequate rain margin.
Table 8-9 compares performance of this link with some alternatives.
From the power budget of Table 8-1 a transmitter power of 166 watts is
required for 1 Gbps at either S or X-band. A link consisting, as in this
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Table 8-8
Power Budget for 1 Gbps Spacecraft-to-Ground
Telemetry at 35 GHz
Transmitter power (2 watts)
Spacecraft antenna gain (6" diameter)
Transmitter pointing loss
Transmission loss
Atmospheric attenuation
Free space loss (1200 km)
Ground station antenna (30 1 )
Receiver pointing loss
Carrier Channel
Modulation loss (~$ =1.1 radian)
Carri er pow.er
Noise spectral density (4900 K)
Noise tracking bandwidth
Noise power
CIN
CIN Threshold
Required margin for equipment tolerance
Margin
Data Channel
Modulation loss (~$ = 1.1 radian)
Signal power
Noise spectral density
SINo
Required STINo (Pe =10-5)
Data rate (109 bps)
Required margin for equipment tolerance
Rain or fading margin
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3.0 db
32
- 1
- 2
- 0.5
-185.0
67.8
- 0.5
- 87.2
- 7
- 94.2
-201.7
28.5
-173.2
79.0
12
3
64
- 1
- 88.2
-201. 7
113.5
10.5
90
3
10 db
Table 8-9
Comparison of Direct Transmission Modes
for a Data Rate of 1 Gbps
S, X-band broad beam
mm-band, broad beam
mm-band, narrow beam
Spacecraft
Transmi tter
Power (watts)
166
2000
2
158
Single-Station
COlTUllunications
Time per Pass
620 sec.
240
240
case, of a fixed gain transmitter antenna directed towards a fixed aperture
receiving antenna is nominally independent of frequency. However, at
35 GHz the higher noise figure receiver and additional margin to compensate
for rain attenuation result in a substantial increase in required power.
It is evident from Table 8-9 that a fixed broad beam antenna, comparable
to that used at lower frequencies, is not feasible in the mm region.
A high gain trainable antenna must be used to reduce the power to a reason-
able level. The angular tracking rates for direct transmission are about
two orders of magnitude greater than for relay transmission and a much
wider beam antenna must be used to ease tracking loop design. Thus,
rather than the 4 to 8 foot antenna employed to track the relay satellite,
a 6 inch parabolic dish is used. This is sufficient to supply three
orders of magnitude increase in gain as shown in Table 8-9. This antenna
produces a 4 degree beam which must be directed towards the ground
receiver to an accuracy of about + 1.2 degrees. This should not be
excessive for an open loop control system. If needed, however, a low
power signal' could be transmitted from the ground station for closed loop
tracking.
Table 8-9 also indicates a reduction in access time to the ground
station. This is due to the requirement for restricting the ground
system low angle coverage due to increased noise and attenuation at low
angles at higher frequencies. At S or X-band tracking may be permitted
down to 0° in many cases; but masking limits coverage to an average of
5°. In the mm-band, a 30° limitation is a reasonable limit. Figure 8-4
demonstrates the impact of elevation angle at signal acquisition upon both
transmitter power and access time for this design. Increased telemetry
time could be obtained as indicated by the employment of a 12 inch antenna
on the spacecraft. Again a more extensive study would be necessary to
balance these factors in an optimum design. Figure 8-4 does not include
allowance for mu1tipath fading at low angles. The rain margin of 10 db
from Table 8-8 is used as a nominal value sufficient to maintain communi-
cations during approximately a 15 mm/hr rainfall at the ground station
(Ref. 45).
It is concluded that mm links would be feasible with continued
technology improvement and would provide a means of retrieving the data
1~
Figure 8-4 Effects of Ground Station Access Time on Transmitter Power
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in real time. In the case of direct transmission, implementation would
be more difficult than at lower frequencies due to the necessity for
mutual acquisition and tracking by the ground station and satellite.
Laser Systems
Table 9-2 lists only one sensor with a data rate which would be
difficult to accommodate by means of mm links. Should that system,
which is a film system requiring 3.3 Gbps, or another with comparable
performance be implemented, laser links provide the only reasonable
real-time means of retrieving the data. In addition, a growth potential
for more advanced sensors is provided by laser communications d~velop­
mente Laser systems are undergoing very rapid progress. This section
highlights the areas of required continued component development and
discusses the feasibility of both direct and relay links.
Adirect link from satellite to ground station must pass through
the Earth's atmosphere and this influences several technical choices in
the link design. Since clouds effectively block laser transmission,
ground stations would preferably be located in regions with a low proba-
bility of cloud cover. In order to reduce the effects of a clear atmos-
phere, the path length is restricted by limiting transmission to a zone
within 30° of zenith. This, as shown in Figure 8-4, results in a
communications time of 90 sec. for a direct flyover of a single site. In
order to reduce acquisition procedures to a minimum, non-coherent or
*direct detection is utilized.
Table 8-10 details the power requirements for a laser link as well
as providing a summary of the technical assumptions necessary to its
design; these will be discussed in turn. A visible wavelength rather
than infrared is used since wideband, sensitive direct detectors are not
yet available at long wavelengths. A number of lasers have been
developed which operate in the visible spectrum and which would be equally
* Coherent link performance has the further disadvantages of possible
phase corruption by a turbulent atmosphere and a doppler-shifted
signal which must be tracked. For a signaling rate much higher than
the temporal phase change the former may not be critical, and by
operation at infrared wavelength the doppler shift may be reduced to
an acceptable level; however these factors must be more extensively
investigated in future studies.
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satisfactory. Efficiencies are very low (typically less than one percent),
although possibly acceptable due to the lower power requirement of this
direct link. Indeed, although laser emission levels of 100 watts have
been demonstrated in the laboratory, their low efficiency is the factor
which restricts transmitter power levels to less than a watt for a space-
borne device. As indicated in Table 8-10, 0.1 watt radiated power is
SUfficient for a data rate of up to 5 Gbps. This rate, as indicated in
Table 8-3, is representative of the upper range of rates obtainable with
these devices and also is a significant improvement over that achievable
by means of millimeter systems. Although this bit rate is not possible
today, it should be possible in the early 1980s.
Referring back to Table 8-10, turbulence in the atmosphere results
both in amplitude fluctuations in the signal and in a spreading of the
laser beam which reduces the effective gain (Ref. 46). Propagation
phenomena of this nature are not well defined. For this study, however,
a 10~ standard deviation is assumed for this effect resulting in a
beam divergence requirement of nominally 25~. A fading margin in
excess of 10 db is necessary to ensure communications continuity;
nearly 17 db margin is provided by this link. To reduce background noise
an optical filter is used which also attenuates the signal by 7 db. A
photomultiplier detector is assumed which has a responsivity of .05
amperes per watt (Ref. 47). The modulation method employed is PCM and
could consist of amplitude or polarization modulation or pulse position
modulation with a pulsed laser .. No attempt has been made to determine
the optimum method for this application; instead amplitude modulation has
been used since this has been demonstrated to have a wideband capability
(Ref. 48). An energy ratio of 10 db was used as a nominal value of
E/No in Table 8-10. This could be improved by the use of coding but at
the cost of even higher bit rates. Pulse interval or position modulation
would reduce the bit rate for a fixed data rate (ref. 49). Finally, a
margin of 3 db to accommodate equipment degradations is provided. As is
evident from Table 8-10, direct link performance is not limited by avail-
able transmitter power. The limiting factors are the non-availability
of very wideband modulators and detectors, efficient wideband transmitters,
(CW or pulsed,) and generally space-qualified laser components.
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Table 8-10
Laser Direct Link Power Budget
Transmitter power (100 milliwatts)
Transmitter optical gain (25 sec)
Transmitter optical loss
Atmospheric Loss
1/41TR2 (1000 km)
Receiver optical loss (including filter)
Receiver collecting area (10 M diameter)
Received Power (watts)
Noise spectral density, No
SINo
Data rate 5 Gbps
Requi red EINo
Equipment tolerance
Fadi ng margi n
163
- 10 db
89
- 3
- 1
-13"1. 1
- io
18.9
- 47.2
-174
126.8
97
10
19.8
- 3
16.8 db
A laser relay link consists of a relay spacecraft at synchronous
altitude directing a laser transmitter toward a fixed ground station and
a laser receiver toward the sensor spacecraft. The relay satellite is
assumed to have sufficient power to accomplish its mission; the emphasis
here is on the sensor spacecraft laser requirements.
A satellite-to-satellite link avoids the encumbrance of the Earth's
atmosphere and has considerably more time for signal acquisition and data
transmission. (in this case on the order of 25 to 30 times as long.) and a
much lower doppler shift. On the other hand, the increased communications
distance puts a premium on high power and high efficiency transmitters and
sensitive receivers. As a result. heterodyne detection of infrared (10.6
microns) has been investigated. This permits the consideration of CO2
lasers which currently have efficiencies up to 20% and high average powers.
The optics are larger than at visible wavelengths and for this application
are limited to 8 inch diameter (0.2m) at both sensor and relay satellites
in order to restrict communications systems weight. As a result the
beamwidth is 13.3 sec which permits a pointing stability of several arc
seconds. This is well within present capability and the critical operational
phase will be the initial pointing and signal acquisition which may deter-
mine the beamwidth requirement.
The detection process operates within 6 db of the theoretical
quantum limit with a detector quantum efficiency of 0.5 (ref. 47). This
should be expected to improve before the contemplated operational period.
Although a data rate of 1 Gbps was used in this instance. power require-
ments may be directly extrapolated to higher data rates. The required
rate for relay operation may be much lower than for direct transmission
due to the greater access time. and a 1 Gbps rate is consistent with the
options of either a pure laser or mixed system with a mm link from relay
satellite to ground station. An energy ratio of 10 db was assumed for
heterodyne detection for Pe = 10-5 without coding (Ref. 50).
Table 8-11 demonstrates that for this link a transmitter power of
10 watts is sufficient to provide a margin of 6.4 db to compensate for
equipment tolerances and degradations. Carbon dioxide lasers are readily
constructed with powers on the order of 100 watts or greater which could
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provide a growth potentta1 to 10 Gbps for this link. Laboratory
models have operated with output powers as high as 9 kw but trans-
mitter cooling and spacecraft power supply requirements limit the
power level which may be considered as appropriate to this applica-
tion. The technological effort again must concentrate on wideband
techniques and components. Wideband heterodyne detectors have been
undergoing development and have exceeded 1 GHz by cooling the mixer
(Ref. 51). Modulators at present require excessive driving power
and continued research is necessary (Ref. 52). The approach to be
implemented will be determined by the extent of technological progress
in these areas.
Table 8-11
Laser Relay Link Power Budget
Transmitter power (10 watts)
Transmitter optical gain (0 =0.2M, 13.3 ~)
Transmitter optical loss
1/4 ~R2 (50000 km)
Receiver area (0 = 0.2 m)
Modulation loss
Receiving optical loss
Recei ved power
Noise spectral density, No
SINo
Data rate (1 Gbps)
Requi red E/No
Margi n
165
10
94.5
- 3.
-165.
- 14.9
- 3.
- 3.5
- 84.9
-191. 3
106.4
90.
10.
6.4
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9. REPRESENTATIVE ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
The purpose of this section is to identify, from the innumerable
number that could be postulated, a small number of representative
satellite and aircraft borne acquisition systems. These systems are
identified by sensor type, capabilities, orbit, data acquisition rate,
power requirements and gross weight of either the complete satellite
or of the sensor/support package that would be flown aboard the air-
craft.
These system definitions are preceded by charts that summarize in
parametric fashion the capabilities of each satellite borne'sensor
type. The results are a straightforward application of the detailed
sensor capability analysis presented in Section 6. Shown with the
capability charts are figures that depict the data acquisition rates
and the estimated gross weight of the sensor-carrying satellite.
These parametric summary data can serve two purposes. First they will
help identify the representative systems shown later in relation to
the multitude of other choices that could have been made. Second it
is hoped that these charts can be used jointly by representatives of
the user community and NASA as part of the effort needed to arrive at
the best compromise between requirements and capabilities.
These summary data are followed by a description of the analyti-
cal method used to select the representative systems. Since the
method makes use of the user requirements it is appropriate that it
be explained so that it might be employed by others using different
requirements.
Sensor Capability Summary
The capabilities are summarized in Figures 9-1 through 9-9. Each
figure is in three parts. Part (a) displays for each sensor the
relationship between spatial and temperature resolution, swath width,
time for complete coverage (at 400 latitude) and the percent coverage
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during other coverage intervals.* All results are based on Orbit NO.8.
namely the sun-synchronous circular orbit of approximately 590 km alti-
tude. (Recall from Section 2 that this orbit yields nearly 15 orbits
per day with the actual altitude being a weak function of the time re-
auired for complete coverage.) Certain other orbits (e.g .• 14 orbits
per day. elliptical. etc.) can be more advantageous for certain sensor
types but the results shown here are typical of those for medium alti-
tude orbits. Such orbits are included in the definition of the repre-
sentative acquisition systems later in the section.
Other clarifying statements are needed for a better understanding
of the summary charts. For instance the data for film camera and RBV
systems represent only a single black and white imager. And. for the
multispectral scanner. the data is predicated on imaging in the visual
and near-IR spectrum only. The representative systems identified
later in this section. however. are not necessarily subject to such
simplification. Thus systems that make use of multiple cameras as a
possible alternative to a multispectral scanner are shown. as are
systems that employ a multispectral scanner that would operate from
the visual through the far IR.
Part (b) of each figure shows the data acquisition rates. These
results are based on the sensor support reauirements discussed in
Section 7. These rates may be compared with the data transmission
capability summarized in Table 8-3. For seven of the nine applicable
sensors. the S-band telemetry network presently utilized by NASA is
adequate. For the remaining sensors. this network is satisfactory
only for resolutions on the order of 50-100 meters. To accommodate
resolutions down to a few meters improved capability is necessary. in-
cluding the possible development of new communications systems as
discussed in Section 8.
Part (c) shows the gross weight of each satellite system. Also
shown are the payload weight capabilities of representative launch
*~me-fiOrlComprefe coverage and percent coverage are shown in Figure
9-1(a) only. For a given orbit and swath width these measures of
capability are independent of sensor capability.
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vehicles from Section 3. The satellite weight estimates were made
using a digital computer program, described in Reference' 53, that was
developed to estimate parametrically the weights of unmanned space-
craft. The program was developed for use primarily in the analysis
of scientific, as opposed to applications oriented, spacecraft and
was modified to make it more suited to the systems being considered
here. This weight synthesis includes all sUbsystems normally included
in unmanned vehicles and is predicated on the appropriate sensor de-
signtechno10gy projections discussed in SecUon 7. Result,s are based
on the use of solar arrays with storage batteries as required. Real-
time data transmission is presumed (although this is not necessarily
required nor, for certain combinations of sensors and communication
systems, even possible) and consequently no onboard data storage sys-
tems are included (except that inherent to film systems). Similarly
no provision is made for an onboard system to receive data from remote
ground based sensors although an operational Earth observation system
would likely include such a feature. The communications subsystem
was sized for a direct transmission mode to S-band tracking stations.
This tends to result i~ somewhat conservative weight estimates at
very high data rates. Relay communications, as discussed in Section
8, provide greater operational flexibility in data readout but exact
an "additiona1 weight penalty which was not evaluated. All satellite
weights are predicated on a one year useful lifetime. Thus sufficient
support system redundancy and attitude control gas is included as
well as, for the film camera systems, the proper length of film and
radiation shield weight. As a last point of clarification, no orbit
adjust propulsion system is included.
The results shown here should not be taken literally but are
felt to be sufficiently accurate to identify the class of launch ve-
hicle required for the various sensor characteristics. History in-
dicates, however, that early weight estimates are unifonn1y optimistic
even after the equipment list has been agreed upon.
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System Selection Technique
At first glance it would not seem possible to employ user re-
quirements in a systematic process of identifying typical systems
because, even taking the requirements as known, the requirements are
not commensurable. For instance, suppose a system could meet either
spatial resolution requirements or temperature resolution requirements
but not both. Without the existence of some kind of value function
that expresses both of these measures of resolution on a common I va1ue"
scale, we would not know which compromise would result in the optimum
system. The development of techniques for arriving at value functions
in general for this class of problem has been the subject of much re-
search but the results to date do not lend themselves to the task at
hand.
Thus attempts at removing the incommensurability of the various
measures of requirements were not pursued and, as a consequence, the
value of a system cannot be determined. However if the nominal re~
quirements are assumed known it is nevertheless possible to arrive
at some measure of the worthwhi1eness of a system by investigating
its deviations from nominal. To do this a normalized error function,
E, of the general form
E2 = (~_ 1)2 + (1.2So _ 1)2 +
1\0 S
was constructed~ where the variables
C~T - 1)2 +ETo
are:
R = spatial resolution
S =swath width
6T =temperature resolution
T = time for total coverage
Po =percent of area viewed after To days
n = number of properly oriented satellites
The subscript "0 " refers to nominal requirements from Table C-1 where
Po is taken to be 100 percent. Note also that the design swath width
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is greater than the nominal value to yield a corresponding 20 per-
cent overlap between adjacent ground- tracks.
For a given sensor type, then, the sensor design variables and
satellite orbits are varied and the combination that minimizes E is
the preferred system. Although this approach does obviate the need
for commensurability it contains three other inherent assumptions
that should be mentioned here. First it implies that all five dimen-
sions of capability are of equal importance, e.g., swath width is as
important as temperature resolution. Second it implies that the
change in value within each dimension is a linear function of the
absolute measure of the capability. Thus a spatial resolution of
2R is presumed to result in a system that is exactly half as valuable
(so far as resolution is concerned) as a system of resolution R.
Finally it is assumed in using the error function that no additional
value would accrue if the nominal requirements were to be exceeded.
(Computationally each term in the expression is set to zero if the
requirements are exceeded to avoid, as the expression might imply,
penaliZing a system with superior performance. This third assumption
simply states that no additional credit is given such a system.)
In the actual computation of the error additional constraints
are imposed for those systems (namely the film camera, ,vidicon,
multispectral scanner and infrared scanner) whose performance depends
on solar elevation angle and/or cloud cover. Define L(n) to be the
fraction of time during the year if n satellites are used that, for
at least one satellite, (a) the solar elevation angle is greater than
20 degrees for circular orbits or (b) the elevation angle is greater
than 20 degrees and simultaneously, for elliptical orbits, the alti-
tude over the continental United States is less than the equivalent
circular altitude. For a circular sun-synchronous orbit having
(approximately) either 14 or 15 orbits per day L (1) =1. For el-
liptical orbits with a non-stationary apsida1 line and all orbits of
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other inclinations L {l} < 1 and. in this way. it is possible to
isolate the relative utility of such orbits.
To account for the presence of clouds the expected fractional
time. B{n). for unobstructed observations if n satellites are employed
can be approximated from Section 5 as:
B{n) =1 - C{nTo/T)
where C is the average cloud cover.
Thus the constraint on the area viewed in To days. even for
T~ To. is
Po ~ 1
nP ...-,[(r-n....) ';""B"T"(n......)-
Table 9-1 summarizes the specific form of the error function for
each sensor type and for each intenmediate altitude orbit. The sensor
technology constraints discussed earlier in Section 7 are also re-
peated for convenience.
It should be pointed out here that this approach for system
definition was felt to be unnecessary for aircraft borne sensors.
If the not unreasonable assumption is made that the resolution achiev-
able from an aircraft is adequate one would simply design a system
that yields the maximum practical swath width and accept the corres-
ponding resolution. This is taken to be 25 km. based on a 90 degree
field of view from an altitude of 40.000 feet. (See Section 4.)
Representative Systems
Tables 9-2 and 9-3 summarize the salient features of the systems
chosen for investigation for satellite borne and aircraft borne
sensors resrective1y. It should be apparent that none of the systems
can necessarily be recommended at this time for more detailed stu~.
They do. however. reflect the broad spectrum of capabilities that
could be realized and the requirements thus imposed on the support
subsystems.
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For each satellite borne sensor type at least one system is shown
as determined by using the normalized error function. Since the
error function is intended only as an aid in the selection process,
and since the minimum deviation sometimes remains nearly constant
over a wide range of sensor design parameters and orbit types (hence
capabilities), other systems are also shown as denoted by the aster-
isks. Included in this catagory are aCQuisition systems that would
operate from geosynchronous orbit. A few of the user reQuirements
(remembering the earlier caveat of Appendix C) dictate coverage fre-
quencies on the order of one day or less. Such freQuencies are diffi-
cult to achieve from the more traditional orbits. The essentially
continuous coverage of the continental United States (and nearby waters)
possible from synchronous altitudes make such orbits at least worthy
of consideration.
With the possible exception of the six band multispectral scanner
the entries i~ the table are self-explanatory. For this particular
sensor the differences in radiant energy and detector performance
between the thermal IR band and the visual bands reQuire that differ-
ent time constants and instantaneous fields of view be used.
Note that the majority of systems employ circular sun-synchronous
orbits. All intermediate altitude orbits discussed earlier in
Section 2 were investigated using the normalized error function. But
the inability to meet solar elevation angle constraints or the higher
. .
altitudes encountered over the United States during certain times of
the y~~r ~end to make them unattractive. The one possible exception
. .'
to this general conclusion is the elliptical orbit with stationary
apsidal lines. The low altitude that is maintained over the United
States permits better resolution (and apparently an adeQuate swath
width) for those sensors that do not reQuire particular lighting
conditions.
Insofar as the aircraft borne sensors are concerned the systems
shown in Table 9-3 are predicated on a payload weight compatible with
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the smaller twin engine jet aircraft. As noted in the table, two
sensor/support package weights are shown. The first and lighter of
the two (W1) is based on the use of a gasoline powered generator to
supply electrical power. The weight of the generator and fuel, of
course, depends on the electrical power requirements but is typically
about 25 kg. Such a system could be used aboard the aircraft of a
special purpose fleet to provide a package totally independent of the
aircraft subsystems for ease of installation and removal. Since the
generator is so light, however, the weights shown are also represen-
tative of a system that would draw its power from the aircraft elec-
trical power system.
The heavier, battery powered, systems (W2) are representative
of the package weights if flown aboard commercial air carriers. The
basic premise adopted here is that there should be absolutely nQ
dependence of the package (except for structural support) on the
aircraft systems and that, moreover, the package itself should con-
tain no combustibles or high pressure gases. In these examples all
electrical power is presumed to be supplied by storage batteries.
In keeping with this non-dependency philosophy it is also assumed
that an independent inertial guidance system is made a part of the
sensor/support package to act, not necessarily as a guidance system,
but rather to record the route that was actually flown. Such an in-
dependent system was also assumed to be aboard the craft of a special
purpose fleet. .
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Table 9-2 Representative Satellite Borne Acquisition Systems
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Sensor Design Parameters Cell8bil1t1es I SUp"DOrt ReQuirements
-
System
Description
OrbitIFocsJ.
Code Length,
No. F. (em)
Instant.
Char. I Field of
Size, View, a,
D. (em) (rad)
Dwell
Time, T I
(sec)
Ant. ISpat.
~ler. Res, R,
DJ'A. (m)
1 I I ·IMax•Swath Temp. Cover. f, Cover. No. 2 Att. Dats S!CWidth, IRes; tlr,ITime, T'lin "Req." of Power Rate IAcq. Rate Iweight
S. (km) ("It) (daYs) Interval Sat (w) (ar/sec) (bits/sec) (k.:)
Smallest
Compat.
Launch
Vehicle
145 I (DlC) I 9.1 x 108 I 1450single b1sck a: white 9" film
camera j 1 yr film supply for
continental U.S. a: Alaska
single black a: white 5" film
camera; 1 yr film supply for
continental U.S. a: Alaska
1'1ve ganged g" cameras for
multispectral imaging; 1 yr
film supply for continentsJ.
U.S. onb
8 I 124
8 I 84
8 I 89
23
12·5
23
6
10
9
108
83
150
23
12
8
29
15
10
17
8
6
62
86
95
54
79
90
56
80
91
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
60
585
(DlC)
(DlC)
3.0 x 10!j I 705
3.3 x 109 I 3720
Titsn IIIB/
Agena D
Delts
C3 SRM)
Titan IIID/
SCS
microwave radiometer 111
microwave scanner III
*microwave scanner; dwell time 111
selected to meet temperature
resolution reau1rements .
mUltispe.ctral scanner; six I 8
bands; visusJ. through thermsJ.
IR; design parameters optimized
throuah near IR
Delta
(6 SRM)
Delta
(3 SRM)
Delta
(3 SRM)
De1ts
(3 SRM)
Delta
C3 SRM)
Delta
(9 SRM)
Titan IIIB/
A.:ena D
Titan IIIB/
Agena D
Titan IIIB/
Agena D
Titan IIIB/
A.:ena D
Titan IIIB/
Agene D
Delta
(9 SRM)
Titan IIIB/
Agens D
Titan IIIB/
IA.:ena D
7i~~•. !rIB/
IMena D
185
185
115
250
765
2190
2190
1190
1190
1300
40
60
70
500
2.9 x 108
3.3 x 107
5.2 x 107 11250
3.4 x 100
2.3 x 10° 11230
4.3 x 1O(
5.8 X 107
6.2 x 10° 12220
6.6 x 107
5.1 x 101
7000
1.0 x 107 11230
8.0 x 10!j I 1300 IDe1ts
(9 SRM)
1.4 x 10°
6.5
6.8
5·7
4.2
4.2
5·7
6.8
6.6
(DlC)
(DlC)
very
large
very
large
(DlC)
4.2
very
large
12.0
1 1 60
2
~
1 I 10
2
3
1 1760
2
1 I 560
2
3
1 11000
2
3
1 1760
1 I 435
2
~
111200
2
1 1760
2
1 11200
2
1 I 560
2
~
1 I 60
2
l
1 1760
2
3
1 11000
2
3
1 I 290
2
3
1 I 85
2
3
4
6
7
2
4
6
56
80
91
56
80
91
56
80
91
56
80
91
56
80
91
72
92
10
35
~6
29
62
77
72
92
72
92
13
45
63
.72
92
100
43
86
100
69
38
23
16
16 i,
17
8
6
16
16
17
8
6
50
26
17
17
8
6
17
8
6
28
14
9
17
8
6
1
7
3
2
170
113
97
135
68
4~
0.6
0·5
0.6
0.6
0·5
0.6
0.6
0.6
1·9
50
48
48
86
12
9
7
37
34
34
15
150
150
150
150
34
32 •
'l21
56
57 ! 155
67 I 155
I
691
i
61 II
I
24
22
22
90 ! 155
I
48 r
I
I
19
133 : 2580
197 . 2580
109 I 155
56 150
120 i 150
2800
2800 j 280
24100 I
17300
15800
i
2.6 x lO:~' -
3.9 x 10
1.4 x 10-2 i 36
I 5055
1.0 x 10-3 I 300
I
i1.4 x 10-"2" I 300
4 -516 -0
·5 x 10_5 ·9 x 10_59·6xl0 1.4x10
3.1 x 10-"51 8.1 x 10-b
5.5 x 10-5 19.7 x 10-6
3.6 x 10-5 r1.1 x-10- 5
3·9 x 10-5! 5.;-X-1Q-O
5.7 x 10-5"1 2.6 x 10-5
8.2 x 10-5 12.4 ; iO~5
7.5 x 10:'
11.1 x 10
I
14.7 x 10-5 11.8 x 10-5
,4.5 x 10-5 1 6.9 x 10-6
I
I
I
I
5
7
75
75
75
100
100
i 75
1100
i
i 100
i 75
I 75
I
62
66
66
43
131
143
143
~
7
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
11
infrared scanner; thermal IR
band
infrared scanner,; thermal IR
band
infrared scanner; thermal. IR
band
infrared scanner; thermal IR
band
single return beam vidicon;
2" format
multlspectral scanner; 1'1ve
banda; visual thrOUgh near IR
multIspectral scanner; 1'1ve
banda; visual through near IR
multlspectral saanner j 1'1ve
banda; visus1 through near IR
five ganged 2" vidicons for
multispectrsJ. imaging
multispectral scanner; five
bands; visUll1 through near IR
single camera; 6" x 9" format I 8
composed of five 70 IIIIl frames
for multispectral imaging; 1 yr
film supply for continentsJ.
U.S. only
*multispectral scanner; six I 8
banda; visual through thermal
IR; altitude a: swath selected
for one day caveraRe interval
__:-,--,-j _~ ---l 114 ·~;~~u~IID/
* System not based On normsJ.i zed error tuDction
(1) Bee Table 0·1 for required COV8rage intarval; percent coverage shown above
includes cloud COV8r effecta for Isnaora operatillll in visual and IR bands
(2) ElectricsJ. power output required of sic power oystem for lenaor IUpport only
(3) Antallll8 length/width (m)
(4) Bits/day
635 i 7
=-.:..:::...cj_=C::-:-:-='-- .. -
i
2680 I 4300 9'1
a
n
8
5i
."
:::0):lo
:s::
1111,
J'.
'"0
~
M
€5
~
1-0
>gj
~
~
z
~
f1
Atlas/Centaur
TE-364.4
Atlas/Centaur
TE-364-4
Atlal/Oentaur
TE-364.4
Delta
(3 SRM)
Titan IIID/
SCS
Titan IIIB/
Agena D
Atlas/Centaur
TB_~6l._lL
Delta
C3 BRII)
Delta
(3 SRM)
-I Atlas/Centaur
, TE-364-4
650
255
110
155
'1250
5900
11900
<l.
<1
350
2.4 x loS I 640
2.4 x leY I 580
4.1 x 100
8.7 x 104 I 615
5.9 x 109'
1.1 x lOB
1.5 x 10!j
0.04
0·05
0.05
(DlC)
0·31
0.05
0.6
very
large
very
large
very
large
Reproduced from
best available copy.
----
1 I 450
1 I 250
1 I 450
1 1760
1 I 290
1 I 50
2
3
1~300
1 I 10
2
~
1 I 74
2
~
I 1 1;00
0.02
0.04
0.06
1.2
1.2
1.6
0·5
1.0
1.~
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1
1
1
1
1
21
21
16
20 1
I
15
1460
730
480
1250
625
416
0.6
0.6
0.6
0·51.4
1.6
~
42
141
4300
5150
19 i 104
I
1150 I 4300
6350
1150 I 4300
850
465
2800
3260
19 I
I
196000
g8000
81500
5
10
12
300
I -
1.4 x 10-"2" 1300
3.6 x 10" i 1.6 x 10-'
3.7 x 10'51 6.8 x 10-4
1.6 x 10-' 11.3 x 10'"
6 -51 -41. x 10 5 1.3 x 10 4
8.8 x 10- 6.9 x 10'
50
50
50
7
75
1 19/ 0 . 6:>
I
119/ 53
58
*multispectral scanner; five I 1
banda; visuaJ. through near IR;
"" min. per scan; complete U.S •
covarall8 each sean
"mult1sp8ctrsJ. scanner; six I 1
banda; visusJ. through thermal IR;
45 min. per scan; complete U.S.
coveraae each scan
*infrared scanner; thermal IR; I 1
45 min. per scan; complete U.S.
coverSA:e each scan
*s1ngle camera,; 6" x 9" format I 1
composed of five 70 IIIIl frames
for multispectral imaging; 1 yr
film supply; 1 snapshot of U.S.
neT dAY
coherent side-looking radar; 111
500 watts of power; minimum
df'!'Dresslon snale
coherent side-looking radar; 111
2300 watts of power; 45 deg.
depression anll:1e
*infrared scanner; thermal IR , 3
band: one pass per day over U. s.
scatterometer n1
*scatterometer; selected for 111
best spatial resolution
*microwave radiometer; selected 111
for best spatial resolution
*slngle camera;. 6" x 9" format I 2
- compoll"e-d-oT nVe.'70lImL1'rames -;~~
for multispectral imaging; 1 yr
film supply; camera progr8lllllled
for 45 pictures per day; complete
u.s. coverS2e: ma.xim.um resolution
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Figure 9-1 Film Camera Characteristics
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Figure 9-2 Return Beam Vidicon Characteristics
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Figure 9-3 Multispectral Scanner Characteristics (~ Channels)
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Figure 9-4 Infrared Scanner Characteristics
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Figure 9-6 Microwave Scanner Characteristics
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Figure 9-7 Microwave Radiometer Characteristics
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Figure 9-8 Coherent Side-Looking Radar Characteristics
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Figure 9-9 Scatterometer Characteristics
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10. DATA HANDLING
As mentioned in Section 1, data handling systems have not been
analyzed in detail but a study of data acquisition systems for opera-
tional Earth observation missions would be remiss if the subject were
completely ignored. The purpose of this section is to help lay the
groundwork for future study of this vitally important element of the
total system by outlining some gross concepts for information extrac-
tion and by classifying user groups according to their information
needs.
Concepts
It is convenient to envision the process that leads to extrac-
tion of information by (or for) the user to consist of five phases,
the final three of which consist, as defined here, of the "data
handling".system. These phases are outlined below but not necessarily
in chronological order.
1. Data acquisition by the airborne or spaceborne sensors.
2. Transmission of this data, together with data received from
remote Earth-based data collection sites, to the ground. The data
receiving locations would, of course, be airports or tracking sites.
3. Preliminary data processing at one or more locations. The
processing centers mayor may not be co-located with the data re-
ceiving sites. Examples of functions performed in the preliminary
processing phase include tape-to-fi1m conversion; geometric and
radiometric correction; image annotation; computer readable digital
tape preparation; data cataloging and storage; and shipping or trans-
mission of the processed data to the proper parties. Note that the
functions described here are those that will be performed at GSFC as
part of the ERTS program.
4. Data analysis. This is the step in the process that trans-
forms adequate and timely data into information of direct utility to
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the user in satisfying his objectives. To exploit acquired informa-
tion an extensive data management system is required.
Historically. photography has been recognized as a highly effi-
cient method for gathering and storing data about the physical world.
More recently sensors sensitive to many other parts of the electro-
magnetic spectrum have come into use. Multispectral imaging has
opened up a far more complex analysis situation. The extraction of
data from this type of imagery to produce information in a format
amenable to more direct applications is largely a human intellectual
activity (Reference 54).' Because of this. automation techniques
have taken the form of man-machine systems in support of mensuration.
image enhancement. graphic and map compilation. information retrieval.
and signature analysis. Information extraction by imagery interpre-
tation is now. and for the foreseeable future. an art which requires
a human in at least four distinct activities requiring both physical
and intellectual effort namely detection. identification. analysis.
and communication. It should be noted that both the extraction and
application aspects of data analysis will use other data. such as
previous pictures. graphics. historical maps. statistics. and spectral
scans. Important improvements in man-machine systems have helped
speed the interpretation of imaging and thereby increase the produc-
tivity of each interpreter so increased quantities of data can be
accommodated. Most significant has been the increase in amount of
relative time that can be devoted to the task best performed by a
human--that of analysis. Most of these techniques have not as yet
been adapted to the Earth observation program. Operational systems will
make the use of these and many more new techniques mandatory.
5. Data or information transfer to the user.
These five phases can occur in many sequences but the followin~
five seem most likely:
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i.
ii.
iii.
i v.
v.
1.2.3.4.5.
1.2.3.5.4
1.2.5,3,4
1,(2.5),3.4
1,3.4,(2,5)
(ERTS sequence)
Each sequence has associated with it its own level of complexity,
required technological advance, manpower requirements, cost, and use-
fulness. It is to be hoped that one such sequence, though not neces-
sarily optimal. would at least be serviceable for all elements of the
user community. But, because the users are such an amorphous group,
this universal utility is not a foregone conclusion.
User Classification
The identification of individual user groups is made difficult
because of the mYriad combinations of formal and informal channels
employed in the data diffusion process. Whenever data are processed
and transformed into information by a particular group. that informa-
tion is filtered and usually changed to some degree before being
projected to another user. Such a process may continue within and
between levels almost indefinitely. subject only to the differing
timeliness constraints of the various levels. A data/information
diffusion model. helpful in understanding the process is depicted in
Figure 10-1. The general model. and much of the associated dis-
cussion. is based on Reference 55. For purposes of illustration.
however. the following general descriptions of the individual levels
are highlighted using the agricultural community as a specific
example.
Level I
These users take the initiative in seeking data to satisfy their
particular needs or desires. Because their numbers are small and
their search behavior is highly focused. these users are usually
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Figure 10-1 Basic Information Diffusion Model
Initial data which by itself or in
combination with other data becomes
information to a user when processed
and assimilated.
Level I. - Initial consumer
level: specific individuals,
scientists, research labora-
tori es, uni vers iti es, ins ti-
tutes (strong vested or
personal interest).
Level II. - Federal and
State agencies, educational
and commercial laboratories,
specific professional
societies and research
organizations.
Level III. - Members of the
general academic and pro-
fessional communities,
private industry, and re-
lated community interests;
small businesses and related
i nteres ts.
Level IV. - The general
public, individuals and
regional groups. The nation-
al and international public
interests and organizations
(little or no self-motivation
to obtain or use information).
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easily identifiable--quite often to the individual level. During an
R&D program the principal investigator and his staff are typical users.
Examples of users at this level in the context of an operational Earth
observation program might be specific scientists at the Forestry Re-
mote Sensing Laboratory of the University of California-Berkeley; the
Remote Sensing Institute, South Dakota State University; and the LARS
Laboratory at Purdue University. Specific individuals and small groups
within NASA, the Department of Agriculture, and other Governmental
agencies and instrumentation research organizations in private indus-
try with a strong research or vested interest are also representative
of Level I users.
Level II
At thi~ level the distinction between those users who initiate
requests for data and those who do not becomes apparent although the
former are still by far the most numerous. The users at Level II
can be characterized by havin~ a sophistication of the content of
the subject matter together with an increased awareness (compared
with the lower levels) of the applications and generalizations that
the data affords. Most of the information of potential use at the
lower levels will be extracted from the data (i .e., data analysis)
at this level. Specific sub-groups within Governmental agencies and
commercial enterprises are likely to be at Level II and if proprie-
tary information exists, it is unlikely to get below this level.
Examples of specific groups 'and individuals at this level include
resource managers, planners, professional agriculturists at many
levels of both Federal and state agencies. This might include the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service which uses multi-
spectral photography to annually measure acreage and determine crop
condition and use of agricultural land. A second example might be
the Soil Conservation Service, working with ESSA, to provide snow
survey information from a combination of both in situ and 'spacecraft
imagery.
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Level III
Level III users are characterized by less subject matter sophis-
tication and tend to serve as interpreters and relayers of data/
information that had been identified and processed at Level II. At
this level, an increased strain is imposed on the data handling sys-
tem in terms of dissemination of recorded or otherwise documented
materials since, by the time the data/information has reached this
level, virtually all of the raw data has been processed and filtered
by at least one other group or individual at a higher level. Thus,
very little direct transfer of data/information is likely to occur.
Increasing attention is also paid at this third level to identi-
fication of users in terms of the techniques they employ to receive
data/information. An increasing use of information bulletins and
statistical or forecast summaries is characteristic of this level,
as is a potential time lag between it and the prior levels. In the
context of the agricultural community members of Level III would in-
clude the state agricultural extension services, the Statistical
Reporting Service of the USDA, and the general agribusiness community.
Nongovernmental users include farm equipment manufacturers, elevator
operators, traders, brokers, millers, and fertilizer or pesticide
manufacturers. The large corporation farmer and CO-OP's would of
course be included. In general, Level III users are the agricultural
producers; their suppliers; and purchasers, traders, and users of
agricultural products.
Level IV
The Level IV users consist of a great number of diverse groups
and are therefore potentially the most difficult to satisfy in terms
of their real needs. Yet they are the recipients of data/information
upon whose judgment of the usefulness of the data may rest the decision
to commit public funds to enhancement (or even perpetuation) of the
system.
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Amajor complication for satisfying user needs at this last
level is that the user is typically not self-motivated to seek the
data. Traditionally, the user benefits only peripherally (and often
unknowingly) from the data produced. The efforts to make information
transfer beneficial for this level of user are therefore quite dif-
ferent than for users at the higher levels .. Technological spin-off
is hardly adequate, as witness the general lack of awareness of space
program benefits by the general public. Unlike its behavior at the
higher levels, at this final level the system must actively seek out
the user and on his terms.
At this level, the key of the agricultural information system is,
and will continue to b~ the county agent. A popular scenario has it
that when a farmer of the future visits or telephones his county
agent for information the official in charge will be able to refer
to, and interrogate, a data center file. Either pictorial or tabu-
lar data on a TV display system will review the status of the farmer's
land (Reference 56). This scenario may be a realistic preview of
the future but only insofar as the information transfer and retrieval
system alluded to comes into being at least quasi-independently of'
any operational Earth observation program. It is most unlikely that
such a system would be embraced simply because of the existence of
the observation program. Again, the Level IV user must be sought
on his own terms.
It should be apparent that the classification of users by levels
as described above is not a mutually exclusive one. It is entirely
possible that a given individual or group may be a user at more than
one level. Nevertheless, the identification of data/information users
by the levels described does provide a systematic way of examining
the total user population of a~y applications discipline. Hopefully,
the characteristics and needs of users can also be used to suggest
appropriate techniques for establishing and managing a useful data
handling system.
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11. TECHNOLOGY IMPLICATIONS
Several technology requirements have been identified and are
described below. No attempt is made in the listings to rank order
the importance of all of these development efforts although the
section does conclude with some implications for future OART planning.
The technology requirements are organized into the three categories
of sensors. onboard data handling. and communications systems. This
discussion of technology implications should not be interpreted as a
conclusion that developmental efforts be devoted necessarily to every
sensor. or for that matter. that every sensor studied will be.of real
utility in an operational Earth observation program. The proper inter-
pretation is that if a given sensor is to be employed in an operational
sense then advances in the technologies enumerated could be of benefit.
The technologies marked with an asterisk are critical. however. in that
in order for the particular sensor to possess the capabilities and/or
support requirements ascribed it in this study. the technology enum-
erated must be brought to fruition. The other technologies listed
are not essential but whose availability. nonetheless. would contribute
in a meaningful way to enhanced capabilities. greater operational
flexibility. lighter weight. and the like.
Sensors
Technology requirements are discussed below for the following
sensor categories: Film cameras. vidicon, scanners, and microwave
devices.
E.i.l~_Catn!.ti!.
* Thin Base Film Anti-Ferrot.~iQ[. Thin base {2.5 mil. of the
-------------------------- - -
type considered in this study} films with smooth emulsion surfaces
have a tendency to ferrotype, or stick together. and mottling of the
processed image may result. This tendency is currently overcome by
incorporating very small particles of translucent silicon into the
backing. These particles provide enough separation between layers
in the film roll to prevent ferrotyping. One disadvantage of these
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particles is that they increase the noise level of the image. Another
is that they increase the overall weight of the film. Thicker base
films do not present such difficulties and need. not be treated in this
manner. Since the weight of film-car~ying satellites can be Quite
heavy (see Table 9-2). use of the thick films seems out of the Ques-
tion. Thus. a more suitable means should be found to prevent ferro-
typing without recourse to the thicker films. In addition. a dye
backing is normally used on the thin base films to prevent halation
but this backing is not removed by onboard (monobath) processing.
ConseQuently. about 0.2 neutral densi~y is added to the negative.
Processing and/or anti-halation techniQues that would eliminate this
added density are desirable.
~~~Q!rd_£ol~~J:~~ce~~~~. The processor envisioned here is of
the ~ype employed aboard Lunar Orbiter. This system processes black
and white film only. In order to use such a system for multispectral
applications, multiple cameras or lenses (each with an appropriate
filter) must be used and, for each, a separate processor is reQuired.
This complexi~y could be avoided by employing color film if a suitable
onboard processor were available.
Na~~~~an~_~~L~~_~~~~L~~~. If an onboard color processor
becomes available, then certain advances in color film technology
could become worthwhile. Col~r film is currently comprised of only
three dyes since, to the eye, this is sufficient for color fideli~y.
For multispectral signature analysis, however, a larger number of
dyes yielding finer spectral resolution and/or coverage would be de-
sirable.
1!1~~~_anLWhitE!.Yi l~J..anc!iL~~wi ltl1..'llt!9.~~lYi 11E!.~~' As an
alternative to either multiple lens/camera systems or color film one
can envision a single film with "filters" integrated directly into
the film. This would obviate the need for development of an onboard
color processor (the color separation being performed on the ground)
yet would result in images in as many spectral bands as there are
filters.
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~~~ Ra~iatio~_lol~~~~~~J:il~. The 50-243 film is considered
here only because of its high (300 rad) radiation tolerance. Higher
radiation tolerance films would. at the least. reduce the shield
weight. Of more importance faster film could then be considered.
* Return Beam Vidicon
-------------------
The capability presumed to be available in the 1980 time period
is represented by a two inch format and an operational resolution of
1500 lines (line pairs). To approach the capability of present film
systems even larger formats and/or resolving power in lines/rom would
be reQuired. Under operational conditions. film systems have a
maximum of about 16.400 lines to the frame. To achieve resolution/
coverage characteristics similar to film systems. the vidicon must
be improved by about a factor of ten in total lines (line pairs) per
frame.
f1l!lti.~ectr~U'l~JB._~~~'l'!~~
* f1irr~t~~ch~~loal. Large aperture. near-diffraction limited
mirrors for spacecraft are heavy and. if made of metal. lacking in
long term stability. The technology reQuired to produce large.
stable. lightweight mirrors is critical to the development of high
resolution scanners for spacecraft applications. Work done at the
University of Arizona. has demonstrated the feasibility of large
mirrors (60 inch) made of the aluminum alloy Tenzalloy. However.
other types of aluminum (notably 356-T6) were unsatisfactory because
of instability. Large mirror technology using even lighter materials.
such as beryllium. needs to be emphasized.
* ~etect~~ooli~~t~s. Sensitive thermal infrared detectors
reQuire cooling to the 23 to 77 degree Krange ~epending on detector
type and operating wavelength. Much research has been done on cool-
ing systems for such detectors but practical. long life cooling sys-
tems of the closed cycle type are not available except as postulated
developments. Three companies* have built working models of 77-80
degree Kclosed cycle coolers. These devices appear to have the
* Arthur D. Little Corp .• Cambridge. Mass.; Airesearch Corp •• Los
Los Angeles. Calif.; and Hughes Aircraft Co.
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characteristics necessary for long term continuous operation. However,
the operating power reQuired for the least efficient design is about
500 Wfor 2 Wof cooling at 77 degrees Kand about one kilowatt at
30 degrees K. The second model is expected to reQujre about 200 W
per watt of cooling at 30 degrees K. The most efficient design of
the three reQuires about 40 Wat 80 degrees Kfor 600 mW of cooling.
This latter device has been flight tested and has an expected lifetime
of 3,000 hours but it is claimed that only minor modification would
be reQuired to extend the life to 10,000 hours. Lower temperature
systems of the latter type have not been designed.
Solidified gas cooling is another possible approach. Laboratory
studies have shown that a solid methane system could provide cooling
to 77 degrees K, a neon system to about 23 degrees K, and a solid
hydrogen system to about 13 degrees K. For a heat load of 0.1 W, an
outer container temperature of 300 degrees Kand an operating life
of one year, these systems would reQuire coolant and insulation
weights of 12, 54, and 30 kg, respectively. Total system weights are
projected to be about 35 percent greater than these figures.
While it appears that modest additional development should re-
sult in a satisfactory 77-80 degree Ksystem, lower temperature units
with reasonable power, size, and weight characteristics appear to
reQuire significant developmental emphasis.
~~1~ct~t_~t!t~. Multi-element detector arrays would make it
possible to reduce mirror size for the same sensitivity since the
dwell time for a given swath width/resolution capability would be
increased in direct proportion to the size of the array. Two con-
figurations are attractive. The first, using a limited number of
detectors (say, 50-100) in the image plane and arranged parallel to
the flight path would increase the line scan time (and, hence, the
dwell time per element) directly with the number of detectors. The
cost of this approach is an increase in image rectification problems.
With this configuration, a scan mirror is reQuired to provide cross
track coverage. The second method uses a large number of detectors
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(several thousand) in the image plane and arranged perpendicular to
the flight path. This approach. known as a push-broom scanner. re-
sults in a very large increase in dwell time and eliminates the need
for a scan mirror since cross-track scanning is not reQuired. Key
problems in developing these approaches are detector uniformity and
high speed mU1tlp1exing/encoding capability together with light weight,
reliability. and power reQuirement characteristics suitable for long
term operation on unmanned spacecraft.
* Microwave
------
Large. lightweight erectib1e antennas suitable for spacecraft
use are reQuired for microwave radiometry and radar. Forthcoming (1973)
ATS experiments using a large erectib1e antenna (~10 meters) should
provide much data but the general technology associated with such
antennas. capable of operating at wavelengths from 5 mm to several
meters, should be emphasized.
Onboard Data Handling
* Recorders
------
There is a need for wide band (up to 1000 Mbps) recording capa-
bility with a total storage capacity approaching 1012 bits. The
techniQue desired should have a reusable substrate and, ideally,
involve no mechanical motion. The lifetime of the system including
the recording medium should be in excess of one year. The need for
such a recorder is based on a 50 Mbps communications capability;
higher rates. as shown below, would modify or eliminate the reQuire-
ment.
f1'!l!.i£1 E!.xerLEnc:.Q.c!~
Amultiplexer/encoder system capable of operating at sampling
rates in the 107 - 108 per second region and encoding to six or
eight bits is needed for advanced multi-detector scanning systems.
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Communications
The technology requirements for communications systems are a
result of the telemetry rate to be accomplished, which ultimately
depends upon the sensors utilized by the data acquisition system.
For moderate rates (approximately 50 Mbps or less), existing com-
munications technology is adequate. For higher rates several options
are available to provide adequate capability. The application of
imaging sensors, except for film camera systems, results in data
generation rates up to about 300 Mbps. By using existing overseas
STADAN and MSFN data reception stations for non realtime transmission
at 50Mbps. coupled with a spaceborne recorder of nominally 1011 bits
capacity, the data acquired over the U. S. at 300 Mbps can be re-
trieved. Alternatively, U. S. ground station capability could be
sufficiently improved to satisfy such a requirement ~y incorporation
of wideband components and systems. This could entail a shift in
operating frequency to X-band.
For camera systems much higher rates of data generation can
result. up to a maximum of 3000 Mbps. Three options could provide
satisfactory capability depending upon the ultimate data rate re-
Quirement. By using the existing ground capability with a data relay
satellite and non realtime transmission, sensor rates of 500 to 1000
Mbps could be accommodated. Alternatively, the development of mm
wavelength space and ground. system. preferably at 45 GHz. would pro-
vide realtime channel capacity for up to 1000 Mbps. This would re-
Quire primarily efforts to increase bandwidth of all components,
improved noise figure receivers, and spaceborne transmitters of 10
watts for a direct transmission or up to about 250 watts for a relay
mode.
The third alternative would be the development of laser telem-
etry systems which could satisfy realtime transmission requirements
of 1000 Mbps and higher. This would encompass continued development
of all elements of such links including transmitter efficiency, size.
weight and lifetime. receiver sensitivity, modulator efficien~y,
reduced optical losses and efforts to increase bandwidths of all
components.
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APPENDIX A
INTEGERORB ITS
This analysis of integer orbits is an extension of Reference 1.
The following variables are defined as follows:
a = semi major axis
e =eccentricity
J2 = .001082
R =radius of the Earth
I = inclination
~n = angular change in the longitude of the ascending node per
orbit
n = mean motion
~ =Earth's gravitational parameter
~ =orbital period
N = number of orbits per day
T = number of days until the ground track repeats
p = semi latus rectum
First. we have that
p = a (1 - e2)
a = ao [1 -l J2 (~)2 (1 -l sin2 I) ~]
~n = 3'1r J2(~)2 cos I
r::!
=2'1rJ~ and solving for ~ in terms of ao
3 R 2 3 2 r--2 3/2~
= 2'1r [l - !J2 (p) (1 - lsin I) #1 - e-] ~~lJ
~
23 3 R2 3.2 ~
n a = ~ [1 - ! J2 (p) (1 - ! S1n I) ,n - e~ ]
Using
In the above equation the subscript 0 denotes initial values while
non-subscripted variables indicate average values of the orbit ele-
ments.
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The time of rotation of the Earth in (N - t) days and the total
regression of the node in this time are equal for integer orbits.
Therefore we have
(N - t) L =~ [2w - (N - +) 6n] where K = 86164.1 sec/day.
Equivalently
1 ~ 3 R 2 3 2(N- r) 2wl~[1-! J 2 (p) (l-!sin I)
1 R 2~ [2. - (N - r) 3TI J2 (il) cos I]
This is a transcendental equation and cannot be solved algebraically.
However, iterative methods on the computer converge rapidly. Afirst
guess is obtained by setting J2 = O.
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APPENDIX B
CLOUD COVER DISTRIBUTION
Table B-1 contains distributions of various continental U. S.
resources by area percentages that lie within the predefined global
cloud regions (Figure B-1) established in Ref. 16. Table B-2 and
Figure B-2 provide analogous distribution of continental U. S. re-
sources versus cloud regions for aircraft observation data derived
from Ref. 18.
Table B-3 provides an example of the method employed to arrive
~
at the continental U. S. cloud cover statistics shown earl,er [Figure
5-1(a)]. Using the predefined geographic cloud regions as a grid, the
continental U. S. land area encompassed by each cloud region was
calculated as a percent of the total land area. Next, by multiply-
ing these percent land distribution factors by the seasonal percent
cloud cover observed for that geographic region, and summing the
results, four seasonal average cloud cover values, C, were derived
for the continental United States as a whole: winter 63.2 percent,
spring 60.5 percent, summer 44.9 percent and fall 47.0 percent. The
annual average cloud cover, using these seasonal averages, is 53.9
percent.
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Table B-3
Continental United States Cloud Cover Statistics
Cloud Region %Area of U.S.
01 1.2
02 16.8
04 1.0
05 .1
08 17.6
11 32.8
13 2.5
19 27.2
20 .2
100.0
%Cloud Cover (1300 LST)
Region % Winter Wtd C Spri ng Wtd C Summer Wtd C Fall Wtd C
01 1.2 .36 .004 .37 .004 .14 .002 .12 .JOl
02 16.8 .50 .084 .44 .074 .16 .027 .40 .J67
04 1.6 .52 .008 .51 .008 .62 .Jl0 .52 .J08
05 •1 .48 .52 .54 .48
08 17 .6 .71 .125 .63 .111 .34 .060 .45 .079
11 32.8 .66 .216' .65 .213 .07 .187 .50 .164
13 2.5 .80 .020 .80 .020 .74 .018 .76 .J19
19 27.2 .64 . 174 .64 .174 . ti3 .144 .48 •131
20 .2 .70 .001 .77 .001 .74 .001 .66 .JOl
Tot. 100.0 .632 .605 .449 .470
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Figure B-1 Global Cloud Cover Regions
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Figure B-2 Ten Degree Latitude/Longitude Regions
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APPENDIX C
GENERALIZED USER REQUIREMENTS
-Since it is the purpose of this study to postulate typical opera-
tional acquisition systems for Earth observations and because of the
uncertainties surrounding the real nature of the user requirements, it
might seem prudent to ignore requirements in the process of defining
capabilities. To be sure, the relationships between various dimensions
of capabilities (spatial resolution, temperature resolution, swath width)
and sensor component design features can be displayed parametrically
without any knowledge whatever of the requirements. Such a parametric
summary was shown in Section 9.
To take the next step of defining a few representative systems,
however, it was felt necessary to consider the requirements as we under-
stand them. One could, of course, establish typical systems for
example, by merely defining systems whose sensor components are presumed
to operate at the limits of their respective technologies. Although such
an approach would have been possible in this study it was never seriously
considered. Rather, this study takes advantage of earlier studies that
provide a summary of user requirements for each sensor type. These
summary requirements then became design goals for the representative
systems. The method by which these requirements were employed in the
system selection process was also discussed in Section 9.
Requirements Summary
The requirements are summarized in Table C-1 and, without exception,
are based on information from Ref. 8. This reference, in turn, is a quite
detailed compilation of requirements in the various disciplines (e.g.
forestry, geology, agriculture, etc.) and was based on a review of about
sixty other user-oriented documents. Sources consulted during its
preparation included NASA contractor reports, reports of other government
agencies and their contractors, journals and symposia articles, representa-
tives of some of the major cooperating agencies, and contacts with some
of the principals associated with developmental Earth observation programs.
, ",'
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Since requirements are not the subject of this study and are used
only to provide general guidance in the selection of representative
systems, it is not necessary to consider each discipline (let alone
specific tasks within each discipline) separately. Specifically, in
the terminology of Ref. 8, the entries in the table are simply the
numerical averages of the "desired" capabilities for all tasks that would
be best performed if the gi ven sensor were the "primary" means of data
collection. Thus the summary includes no capabilities that are merely
"acceptable" nor does it include those requirements for which a sensor
is envisioned to be either a "supplementary" or an "alternate" mode of
data collection. This policy naturally results in the most stringent
(average) requirements but seems justified since our intent is to identify
systems that might truly meet the needs of the user communi.ty about ten
years hence. Should subsequent iterations between user needs and system
capabilities lead to requirements that are less severe than those
summarized here (and, in our judgment, this is likely to occur), the
parametric results and the method used to define the typical systems will
remain va1fd. But conclusions that are influenced by requirements must,
of course, be reassessed.
Note that spectral resolution and spectral coverage require-
ments are not shown in Table C-1. This is simply because of the
very meager documentation of requirements that is at hand--not
because of any intent to disparage the utility of spectral informa-
tion. That essentially no spectral requirements are available
reflects an uncertainty of the users' needs even greater than the
uncertainties surrounding the other requirements. This situation
will exist until data becomes available from aircraft and ERTS
flights (another facet of the requirements/capability iteration
alluded to earlier). In fact, one would hope that such continuing
efforts will result not only in the spectral requirements but also
in the mutual influences between spectral and spatial requirements.
A Caveat
Throughout this report the numerical values assigned to require-
ments are those shown in Table C-1 and the word "requirements" is used
as if they were known with certainty. The proper qualifying phrases
("as we unders tand them", "presumed to be ... ", etc.) are not used only
to avoid repetition.
"'<.
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APPENDIX D
METRIC ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
The following infonnation summarizes "metric" accuracy require-
ments for map-making, i.e., the accuracy with which maps are required
to represent the locations and elevations of features which they
portray.
Significant excerpts of the U. S. National Map Accuracy Standards,
which apply to planimetric and topographic maps, are repeated below
from Ref. 57:
"Wi th a vi ew to the utmos t economy and expedi ti on in produci ng
maps which fulfill not only the broad needs for standard
or principal maps, but also the reasonable particular needs
of individual agencies, standards of accuracy for published
maps are defined as follows:
1. Horizontal accuracy. For maps on publication scales
larger than 1:20,000, not more than 10 percent of the points
tested shall be in error by more than 1/30 inch, measured on
the publication scale; for maps on publication scales of
1:20,000 or smaller, 1/50 inch. These limits of accuracy
shall apply in all cases to positions of well defined points
only. II.Jell defined" points are those that are easily visi-
ble or recoverable on the ground, such as the following:
monuments or markers, such as bench marks, property boundary
monuments; intersections of roads, railroads, etc.; corners
of large buildings or structures (or center points of small
buildings); etc. In general what is "well defined" will
also be detenmined by what is plottable on the scale of the
map within 1/100 inch. Thus while the intersection of two
road or property lines meeting at right angles would come
within a sensible interpretation, identification of the in-
tersection of such lines meeting at an acute angle would
obviously not be practicable within 1/100 inch. Similarly,
features not identifiable upon the ground within close limits
are not considered as test points within the limits quoted,
even though their positions may be scaled closely upon the
map. In this class would come timber lines, soil boundaries,
etc., etc.
2. Vertical accurac~, as applied to contour maps on all
publication scales, shall be such that not more than 10 per-
cent of the elevations tested shall be in error more than
one-half the contour interval. In checking elevations taken
from the map, the apparent vertical error may be decreased
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by assuming a horizontal displacement with the permissible
horizontal error for a map of that scale.
3. The accuracy of any map may be tested by comparing
the positions of points whose locations or elevations are
shown upon it with corresponding positions as determined by
surveys of a higher accuracy. Tests shall be made by the
producing agency, which shall also determine which of its
maps are to be tested, and the extent of such testing. 1I
Another statement of map accuracy requirements which is generally
consistent with, although somewhat more stringent than, the above
was provided by Doyle (Ref. 58). These requirements are listed below
in Table 0-1.
TABLE 0-1
Map Accuracy Requirements
Std. Error Ground Contour Std. Error
Map Scale Position Resolution Interval Elevation
1,000,000 300 m. 50 m. 500 m. 150 m.
250,000 75 12.5 100 30
100,000 30 5.0 50 15
50,000 15 2.5 25 8
25,000 7.5 1.3 10 3
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APPENDIX E
RADIATION SHIELDING CONSIDERATIONS FOR FILM
Film must be protected against trapped Van Allen radiation as
well as against high energy protons associated with solar events.
The trapped radiation consists of electrons and protons whose flux
increases monotonically with altitudes up to about 2000 km. The
flux is also dependent upon latitude and for all practical purposes
vanishes at the geomagnetic poles. Thus, for a given altitude, the
trapped radiation dosage tends to decrease with orbit inclination.
Although the Van Allen belts provide considerable inherent 'shielding
against solar protons up to middle latitudes this reduced flux near
the geomagnetic poles gives rise to a solar proton "window" that
renders the solar proton flux important for the higher inclination
orbi ts of i.nteres there.
The radiation dosage due to trapped protons and electrons is
shown in Figure E-l. The figure is taken from Ref. 59 and is pre-
dicated on an arbitrary shield density of 1 gm/cm2 of aluminum.
Figure E-2, based on data from Refs. 59 and 60, is used to determine
the dose attenuation for the higher shield densities of interest.
The discontinuity in the electron dose curve is due to the dominance
of the bremsstrahlung effect for shield densities greater than about
4 gm/cm2.
Solar events occur sporadically and vary greatly in proton fluxes
and energy spectra. The dose received during a mission depends on
the number of events encountered, their fluxes and spectra and, of
course, the radiation protection available. Because of the irregular
variations in flux, spectrum and frequency, the only reliable method
of predicting the solar radiation environment for long duration mis-
sions is by statistical evaluation of past data on solar proton
events to produce distribution functions of the critical quantities.
Such a statistical study was carried out in Reference 61 and the
shield weight requirements determined for various times within the
11 year solar cycle.
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Figure E-l Trapped Radiation Dose
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The results are shown as the "free space" (i.e., unattenuated
by trapped radiation) curve in Figure E-3 and are based on the
average maximum solar activity defined in Ref. 61. Also shown in
the figure are estimated doses as attenuated by the trapped radiation
for the three orbit inclinations of interest. These curves were
derived by assuming that on the average, from Reference 62, the
radiation windows lie within minor circles of approximately 30
degrees radii centered at each geomagnetic pole. The fraction of
time, on the average, that the satellite spends outside of these
windows was then taken to be the attenuation factor.
The total radiation dose is shown in Figure E-4 for each orbit
defined earlier in Table 2-1. The dose is plotted against "structure
plus shield weight" since the basic spacecraft structure itself and
subsystems act as a radiation shield. This inherent shielding is
of minor importance, however, since typical values are only about
2 gm/cm2. These results were obtained by employing the data from
the figures previously described based on the time-average alti-
tude of each orbit. For Orbit Numbers 1-3, however, (recall that
these are very high a1t~tude orbits essentially beyond the Van Allen
belts) the total dose is in reality the unattenuated solar proton
dose.
Data compiled by MSFC in connection with the ATM mission (circular
orbit, 300 inclination, 245 nm) show the following proton dose
sens i ti vi ti es :
Fi 1m Type
3401
3400
* Based on a fog level
Tolerable Dose*
10..rads
40
of 0.6 net density.
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Figure E-3 Solar Proton Dose in Earth Orbit
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Figure E-4 Total Radiation Dosage
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Assuming that film speed is directly related to proton dose
sensitivity, type 243 film should tolerate a total dose 6-10 times
larger than type 3400 film.
The fog level used for these dose values is probably near the
limit for satisfactory performance. Some experts (Ref. 23) cite 0.4
net density as the maximum acceptable fog level.
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Appendix F
MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS FOR FILM CAMERA AND TELEVISION
The MTF is a measure of contrast transfer by an imaging system
component or the entire system. It is defined as the ratio of the
output to the input modulation intensity of a sinusoidal pattern at
a given spatial frequency. Thus, a value of 1.0 corresponds to a
faithful reproduction of the input pattern and a value of zero repre-
sents no signal transfer. A complete system, or each of the compo-
nents of a system, has a unique MTF. The system modulation transfer
is given by the product of the individual component transfers. Thus,
for a TV system
where To =overall system MTF
Tc .= contrast
Tv = s~nsor (includes readout for TV)
Ta =lens
Tm= image motion
Ts = other elements
To visually detect·a contrast change in some part of an imaged scene,
the overall system transfer, To' at the pertinent spatial frequency
must equal or exceed the visibility threshold, taken here as 0.04.
This figure assumes a signa1-to-noise ratio high enough so that per-
formance is contrast limited. Since a spaceborne imaging system
generally must record a wide variety of scenes, a conservative con-
trast value should be used to insure the required minimum system
performance level under worst case conditions. Typically, contrasts
in the range of 1.3:1 to 2:1 are observed from high altitudes.
Consequently, a value of 1.3:1 is used here. Then, the contrast,
Tc ' is:
T =1.3-1 - 0 13
c 1.3+1 - •
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Consequently, assuming the product of the transfer functions of the
other elements, Ts ' equals one (since these elements can generally
be made as good as desired), the product
Tv Ta Tm~ 0.31
The value Tv is determined in each case by the image plane resolu-
tion required to satisfy the measurement t~sk. Therefore, the trans-
fer function associated with the lens and the image notion must be
given by:
Ta Tm~¥!
v
or the required image plane resolution cannot be realized.
For a film system, tne same considerations apply except that the
performance of the readout system and the type of film used must be
taken into account as discussed later.
In preliminary mission studies, a useful estimate of the component
requirements can be obtained by assuming that each component of the
system, except for Ts which is assumed equal to one, contributes
equally to the system contrast transfer loss. On this basis, a TV
system consists of three components, i.e., the lens, sensor and image
motion. Thus, each component of a TV system must have a modulation
transfer of at least 0.68 at the spatial frequency required by ground
resolution considerations to provide an overall system transfer, To'
equal to 0.04 for a minimum contrast, Tc' of 0.13. Obviously, equal
allocation of loss is not mandatory but if anyone element is degraded
significantly below the levels indicated, the requirements on the
remaining system elements tend to become completely unrealistic ex-
cept for low resolution systems.
A film camera system consists of four components, i.e., the lens,
film, scanner, and image motion. Using an argument simi lar to that
above requires each component of a film system to have a transfer of
at least 0.75.
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Appendix G
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SIGNAL AND NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
The output produced by a scanner when exposed to a scene pro-
ducing a spectral radiance, NA, at the detector is given by
2S1 = NAAB tE watts
where A is the collector area
B is the instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
t is the transmittance of the optical system
E is the quantum efficiency of the PM tube
The signal caused by a change in the spectral radiance of the scene
is given by
·s =~ Sl2 p
where p is the reflectance associated with NA
and ~p is the change in reflectance
Detection of the signal, S2' requires that the system signal to
noise ratio be high enough to permit unambiguous identification of
the change. Since the noise in a system of this type (with photo-
mUltiplier detectors) is related to the'statistical nature of photon
emission from the imaged scene, it is useful to convert the energy
flow in watts to a photon rate. This can be accomplished by deter-
mining the energy per quanta at the wavelength of interest. Thus,
watt sec.
Converting Sl to a photon rate, we have
2 -NAAB tEA
S, = 2 X 10-19 Photons/sec
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and 5• - ~ 512 - p 1
c
The one sigma (or standard deviation) noise is given by
n = _1 rs:-:-ll ts t e / J "'e
where te is the effective integrating time in seconds.
For a count rate integrator using resistance and capacitance elements,
the effective i.ntegrating time,
t = 2RC =2te
Thus, ns =J5, 12t
and the signal-to-noise ratio,
~AAB2teI2t]
l"2 x 10-19
1/2
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Appendix H
IR SCANNER/RADIOMETER SIGNAL AND NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
The power flow into a thenma1 IR scanner or radiometer is given by:
_ 2
P - Nx AB t
where Nx is the spectral ,radiance
A is collector area
B is instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
and t is the overall transmittance
For a change in temperature (emissivity constant), the change in
power flow,
where ~Nx: 14388 ~T
Nx XT
2
The noise equivalent power for a photon sensitive thenma1 detector.
where ~f =bandwidth
D* = detector detectivity
Ad = detector area
Again, requiring a signa1-to-noise (Sn) ratio of 3
14388 ~T N
x
AB2tD*
S = = 3
n XT2 'Ad~f
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APPENDIX J
FILM CAMERA AND TELEVISION EXPOSURE AND IMAGE MOTION CONSIDERATIONS
Film Camera
The desired density change in the film for low contrast scenes
and the available illumination under worst case conditions determine
the suitability of film types, lens shutter speed, and image motion
compensation characteristics required to properly record those scenes.
Assuming that the integrated proton dose will not exceed 300 rad,
the maximum estimated background density on SO-243 film is 0.6. Under
these conditions, the film exposure should be adjusted to provide some
density increment above 0.6 for scene 10w1ights. Taking this gross
density as 1.0, the relative log exposure required for SO-243 film is
1.35. Since the base absolute log exposure for SO-243 is ~.52 or
3.32 X 10~2 meter candle seconds, the exposure required to achieve a
density of 1.0 is 0.74 meter candle seconds.
The luminance available to produce this exposure depends on the
solar illumination, the 10w1ight reflectance and atmospheric losses.
For a sun synchronous orbit at noon local time, the lowest solar
elevation angle for agricultural observations (3/15 - 11/1) at 40
degrees north latitude is about 40 degrees, providing a solar hori-
zontal plane illumination, Is' of about 6000 ft. candles. Assuming
a 10w1ight reflectance, Rq, of 2 percent; an atmospheric luminance,
Ba, of 680 ft 1amberts (40 degrees solar elevation, clear weather,
minus blue filter); and an atmospheric transmission, Ta, of 0.7, the
luminance at the camera, Bo' is:
Bo = Iq Rq Ta + Ba
or Bo =764 ft 1amberts
With this amount of light available at the camera, the shutter
speed, te , is expressed as follows:
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where E is the required exposure (0.74 meter candle sec.)
f is the lens stop used
Ff is the filter factor
and TL is the lens transmittance
Assuming use of a Wratten 12 minus blue filter (500 m~m cutoff)
to reduce haze. the filter factor for 50-243 film is 1.6. For a
moderate focal length lens. the transmittance is taken as 0.9. Using
these values, and those previously computed.
t
e
=6.38 x 10-4 f2
With no image motion compensation (IMC). the aperture stop. f.
used must be large enough to provide a shutter speed that restricts
smear to tolerable levels. The tolerable image plane motion during
exposure for a modulation transfer of 75 percent is 5.5 ~m at 72
lines/mm. The shutter speed. t2• limiting the motion to this value is
t - S.5 H 10-92 - FV x
s
For example. for the first data acquisition system shown in Table 9-2.
5
t =4.67 X10 X 5.5 X 10-9
2 7.8
= 3.29 X 10-4 sec,
Since te > t 2 for any reasonable aperture, IMC is required but
since only about 50 percent correction is needed no problem is antici-
pated.
Based on the considerations outlined. 50-243 film appears to be
satisfactory for black and white photography. Additional analyses
are required to determine performance when using narrow band filters
for multispectral applications.
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Television
The exposure time, te , is
where Ev = required energy at RBV (ft. candle sec.)
f = relative aperture
Ff = filter factor (3.7 for 500 m~m cutoff)
n = optical efficiency (taken as 0.9)
Bo =scene luminance at camera (ft. 1amberts)
Using the illumination data for film systems, Bo = 764 ft. 1amberts,
and a value of 1 X 10-3 ft. candle sec for Ev'
t e = 2.16 X 10-
5 {f)2 sec
The tolerable image plane motion (no IMC) for 75 percent transfer
at 31 l/mm is 16.5 ~m. Thus, the shutter speed limiting motion to
this value is,
t =16.5 H X 10-9
2 F Vs
If a shutter speed slower than this value is required to obtain suf-
ficient energy, then IMC must be employed.
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